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COMMENDATIONS

The following Assistant United States Attorneys have been commended

Verne Armstrong Thomas Karol and Holly Roger Burke Jr District of Columbia

Taft-S ydlow Ohio Northern District by by Robert Merriner Area Administrator

Larry Lee Gregg General Counsel U.S Mar- Office of Labor-Management Standards

shals Service Arlington Virginia for their Department of Labor Washington D.C for

outstanding cooperative efforts in bringing his successful prosecution of union official

lawsuit against two Deputy Marshals to for embezzling $70000 in union funds

successful conclusion after two-day trial

and less than one hour of jury deliberations Michael Cauley Florida Middle District

by K.W Newman Acting Postal Inspector in

Leslie Banks and Cynthia Thornton Texas Charge U.S Postal Service Miami for

Southern District by Allen Mitchell II obtaining favorable settlement in civil

Supervisory Special Agent FBI Houston for case and for his skill competence and

their successful efforts in the prosecution of professionalism in other matters over the

complex bank fraud case following an years

extensive investigation over period of

several years
Paul Charlton District of Arizona by

James Ahearn Special Agent in Charge

Pshon Barrett Mississippi Southern Dis- FBI Phoenix for his successful efforts in the

trict by Joseph Clayton Staff Officer prosecution of an interstate transportation of

Lands and Minerals U.S Forest Service stolen property case involving jewel thief

Department of Agriculture Jackson for her who burglarized up to 200 homes in the

successful coordination of efforts in civil Phoenix and Scottscale Arizona areas

action which led to court decision to grant

motion to dismiss Robert Crowe California Northern District

by Judge John Noonan Jr United States

Anastasia Bartlett Washington Western Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit San

District by David Hopkins District Francisco for his diligent and comprehen

Counsel Immigration and Naturalization sive preparation fair and candid presenta

Service Seattle for obtaining outstanding tions and forceful and highly effective

results in the settlement of significant arguments in bank fraud case which in-

immigration and Equal Access to Justice Act cluded lengthy sentencing proceedings

suit

Miriam Wansiey Duke Sharon Ratley

Laurie Brecher and Randall Bodner New and Charles Cox Jr Georgia Middle

York Southern District by Judge Kimba District by William Sessions Director

Wood U.S District Court New York for their FBI Washington D.C for their successful

professionalism and legal skill in the course prosecution of large drug-trafficking

of five-month criminal trial organization which resulted in convictions of

all but one of the 17 individuals indicted

John Brunetti New York Northern

District by Charles Thomson Special Lawrence Finder Texas Southern Dis

Agent in Charge Bureau of Alcohol trict and his staff Marianne Dombroski

Tobacco and Firearms BATF New York for and Laura Mejia by Chellis Neal Attorney

his professional efforts and valuable Branch of Enforcement Securities and

assistance to BATF agents in the aftermath Exchange Commission Chicago for their

of the shooting of special agent during an valuable assistance and hospitality- during

undercover operation
two-week visit to the city of Houston
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Lawrence Finder Texas Southern Dis- Grant Johnson Wisconsin Western Dis

trict by William Sessions Director FBI trict was presented the Department of

Washington D.C for his valuable assistance Health and Human Services HHS Integrity
in the successful completion of the first Award by Michael Dyer Regional Inspec
phase of an investigation into major drug tor General for Investigations for his

trafficking organization outstanding efforts in fighting fraud waste

and abuse in the Departments programs
Robert Guthrie and Unda Kaufman HHS highest award for non-departmental

District of Colorado by John Freeman employees

Inspector In Charge U.S Postal Service

Denver for their dedicated efforts in bringing Phyllis Kllbreath District of Arizona by
about highly favorable results in criminal Derle Rudd Regional Inspector Internal

fraud case Revenue Service IRS Dallas for her valu

able assistance and cooperation In case
Cynthia Hawkins Florida Middle District involving the use of firearm In an assault

by UjakeN Miller Brevard County Sher- on an IRS officer and the forcible rescue of

1ff Titusville and the Board of Directors of seized property
the Brevard County Drug Task Force for her

successful prosecution of multi-defendant Jack Lacy and John Dowdy Mississippi
wire intercept Investigation involving over Southern District by Eddie Gibson Director
100 kilograms of crack cocaine Terrance Parkerson Criminal Investigator

and Louise Wilson Child Protection Team
Yoshinori Himel California Eastern Coordinator Mississippi Band of Choctaw

District by Richard Flynn Attorney Office Indians Philadelphia for their valuable

of General Counsel Department of Agricul- assistance and support in difficult and
ture San Francisco for his successful efforts complex criminal litigation Involving Indian

in obtaining the dismissal of $184000 child abuse
lawsuit against the Forest Service

Jack Lacy Mississippi Southern District by
Greg Hough District of Kansas by Richard Joseph Jackson Special Agent in Charge

Whitburn Chief Criminal Investigation FBI Jackson for his professionalism and
Division Internal Revenue Service Wichita cooperative efforts in variety of Investi

for his excellent representation and coopera- gative matters of mutual Interest to the FBI

tive efforts in bringing complex case to and the United States Attorneys office

successful conclusion

Frank Ubby and Gwendolyn Tyre
William Howard Texas Southern District District of Massachusetts by Carl

by Charles Harwood Regional Director Bosland Attorney Office of Field Legal
Federal Trade Commission Seattle for his Services U.S Postal Service Windsor
outstanding assistance and hospitality during Connecticut for their exceptional efforts in

the course of civil case in Houston securing summary judgment in favor of the

Postal Service In an employment discrimi

Rick I. Jancha Florida Middle District by nation case
the City Commission of the City of Deland

Florida for his outstanding contribution to Samuel Longoria Texas Southern Dis
the successful planning coordination and trict by Douglas Payne District Director

prosecution of the Spring Hill Drug Operation Public Health Service Food and Drug Ad-
conducted by the Deland Police Department ministration FDA Department of Health and
and other members of the law enforcement Human Services Dallas for obtaining

community landmark decision in mass seizure suit

and for setting case law regarding good

manufacturing practices for medical devices
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Steve Mansfield and John Potter Califor-
David Nissman District of Virgin Islands

nia Central District by John Martin by Richard Held Special Agent in

Chief Internal Security Section Criminal Charge FBI San Francisco for his valuable

Division Department of Justice Washington assistance and cooperative efforts in the

D.C for their successful litigation of case coordination of multi-jurisdictional aspects of

involving myriad of legal issues concerning complex criminal investigation

the viability and extent of U.S export con

trols on technical data Frank Noonan District of Oregon
received the 1992 Multnomah Bar Asso

AleJandro Mayorkas California Central Dis- ciation MBA Professionalism Award the

trict by Michael Crites United States MBAs highest honor for his commitment to

Attorney for the Southern District of Ohio for the ideals of integrity honesty competence

his valuable contribution to the success of fairness independence courage and

two cases one of which involved the forfei- devotion to the public interest

ture of $3388978.28 Malibu residence

valued at $1 500000 several expensive cars David Novak Texas Southern District by

and other property
John Hensley Assistant Commissioner

Office of Enforcement U.S Customs Service

Theodore Merritt District of Massachu- Washington D.C for his valuable assistance

setts by William Sessions Director FBI in the investigation and subsequent seizure

Washington D.C for his outstanding of substantial investment portfolio asso

success in obtaining convictions of two ciated with the Choza Rica case

individuals in one of the most significant

bank fraud investigations to be prosecuted Sam Nuchia Ned Barnett John Smith

in the District of Massachusetts and Ken Dies Texas Southern District by

Ruben Monzon Special Agent in Charge

Gaiy Montiiia John Newcomber and Paul Drug Enforcement Administration Wash-

Moriarty Florida Middle District by Andrew ington D.C for their successful prosecution

Grosso Assistant United States Attorney for of an OCDETF case which targeted Guate

the District of Massachusetts formerly mala smuggling organizations linked to

Special Assistant United States Attorney for Colombian traffickers transporting multi-

the Middle District of Florida for their kilogram quantities of cocaine into the

valuable assistance and support in bringing Southern District of Texas

number of cases to successful conclu

sion during his transition to Massachusetts

Sheila Oberto California Eastern District

Ruth Morgan Mississippi Southern District by Ronald Stewart Regional Forester

by Randy Dearman Narcotics Division Forest Service Department of Agriculture

Laurel Police Department for her outstanding San Francisco for her outstanding coop-

efforts in the successful prosecution of erative efforts in the defense of the Forest

twelve members of cocaine trafficking ring Service and for obtaining summary judg

responsible for thousands of dollars in ment in favor of the United States

property losses and numerous assaults on

the citizens of Laurel Frederick Petti and Michael Bidwili District

of Arizona by Robert Maguire Law

Robert Mydans District of Colorado by Enforcement Specialist Glen Canyon

Michael Baylson United States Attorney National Recreation Area National Park

for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania Service Page Arizona for providing valu

Philadelphia for his excellent presentation at able assistance and legal support to Park

criminal forfeiture training program regard- Service agents during the course of two

ing the integration of criminal forfeiture into separate trials

the criminal case
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Patrick Quinn Ohio Southern District by Michael Soils Georgia Middle District by
Brigadier General James Roan Jr Staff R.J Harris Special Agent in Charge Georgia
Judge Advocate Air Force Logistics Corn- Bureau of Investigation Decatur for his

mand Wright-Patterson Air Force Base for excellent support and assistance in the coor
his successful efforts in complex case dination of numerous investigations involving

involving former Air Force employee several agencies
Sandra Ellis and other administrative staff in

the Dayton and Cincinnati offices were also Diane Tebelius Washington Western Dis
commended

trict by Arno Reifenberg Regional Attorney

Office of General Counsel Department of

Howard Rose Texas Southern District Agriculture Portland Oregon for her excel-

by McReaken Loan Guaranty Officer lent representation of the Farmers Home Ad-
Department of Veterans Affairs Houston for ministration in securing favorable settle-

his excellent representation and professional ment in bankruptcy case
skill in difficult and complicated Federal

Tort Claims Act lawsuit Betty Vital Texas Southern District by the

Honorable Phil Gramm United States Sena
Kimberly Selmore Florida Middle tor for providing invaluable assistance at an
District by Manuel Rodriguez Trial asset forfeiture check presentation ceremony
Attorney Office of International Affairs held recently in Houston
Criminal Division Department of Justice

Washington D.C for her professional skill in Stewart WaIz and Tena Campbell District of

bringing an extradition proceeding to Utah were presented an Assistant Corn-

successful conclusion and for her valuable missioners Award by Robert Zavaglia Chief
assistance provided to the Office of Inter- Criminal Division Internal Revenue Service
national Affairs and the Government of for their continued support and cooperation
Australia in the financial crime cases in that state

David
Slerleja Ohio Northern District by Dale Williams Ohio Southern District

Hubert Coleman Resident Agent in by Charles Sekerak Assistant Inspector
Charge Drug Enforcement Administration General for Investigations Railroad Re-
Cleveland for his successful prosecution of tirement Board Chicago for obtaining the

medical practitioner who was convicted on conviction of Columbus attorney for theft of

seven counts of trafficking in Dilaudid government funds

Edward Smith New York Southern Dis- Ronald Woods United States Attorney
trict by Arthur Rothkopf General Coun- and Charles Lewis Assistant United States

sel Department of Transportation Washing- Attorney Texas Southern District by Sam
ton D.C for his valuable assistance and Nunn Chairman Permanent Subcommittee
support in complex bankruptcy reorgani- on Investigations Committee on Govern
zation and related proceedings involving mental Affairs United States Senate Wash-
certificated airline

ington D.C for their excellent testimony on
law enforcement views and current trends in

John Patrick Smith Texas Southern Dis- money laundering

trict by William Sessions Director FBI

Washington D.C for his successful prose- Ewald Zittlau Pennsylvania Eastern Dis
cution of the Houston cell of money- trict by Colonel Glenn WaIp Commis
laundering organization representing the sioner Pennsylvania State Police Harris-

Colombian Cali drug cartel burg for his outstanding assistance in

major state and federal
investigation of

Operation Meth the illegal manufacture and

distribution of methamphetamine
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SPECIAL COMMENDATION FOR THE CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

Patricia Beaman and Nick Han ha California Central District were presented plaques

by Douglas Lavin Acting Assistant Secretary for Export Enforcement Department of

Commerce for their outstanding success in obtaining guilty pleas in connection with the illegal

export of arms to Iran federal grand jury had previously returned 19-count indictment

charging an Iranian national and an Orange County resident with illegally exporting U.S origin

electronic test and measurement equipment and oscilloscopes to Iran and with making false

statements on Shippers Export Declarations in connection with the illegal export of commodities

to Iran As result the Iranian national faces maximum possible sentence of 25 years

imprisonment and fine of $1250000 and the Orange County resident faces maximum

possible sentence of 20 years imprisonment and fine of $1000000 Mr Lavin said ume

Secretary of State has designated Iran as nation that has repeatedly provided support for acts

of International terrorism Therefore validated license is required from the Commerce

Department to export certain commodities to Iran including the equipment exported by these two

individuals

HONORS AND AWARDS

FEDERAL INVESTIGATORS ASSOCIATION LEGAL AWARD

On May 29 1992 William Roberts United States Attorney and Byron Cudmore

Assistant United States Attorney Central District of Illinois were presented the Federal

Investigators Association Legal Award by Attorney General William Barr for their organization

of Operation Welcheat continuing multi-agency task force of local state and federal

investigative agencies designed to investigate criminal welfare fraud and fraud against the

government in the Central District of Illinois As result of ths task force over 160 individuals

have been indicted by federal grand jury Mr Roberts stated that this operation will remain

continuing priority because of the negative effect welfare fraud and fraud against the

government have on all taxpayers and all lawful recipients
of government benefits

Recipients of the Legal Award were announced in April by the National President of the

Federal Investigators Association Washington D.C and presented at banquet following the

Associations Annual Training Conference which was held in Reston Virginia

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES AWARDS

On June 1992 at ceremony in the Great Hall of the Department of Justice Barry

Hartman Acting Assistant Attorney General for the Environment and Natural Resources Division

presented Special Commendation Awards to the following Assistant United States Attorneys for

their valuable contributions to the Divisions Environmental Enforcement Section

Debra Cohn Eastern District of Pennsylvania in recognition of her exceptional work as

lead counsel on Barkman and her considerable skill in discovery and settlement

negotiations in such cases as National Rollinci Mills and Rohm Haas
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Arthur Harris Northern District of Ohio in recognition of his strong commitment to
environmental enforcement his outstanding abilities as litigator and manager and his many
contributions to the Departments enforcement efforts

George Henderson District of Massachusetts in recognition of his exemplary work as
lead counsel in US Metropolitan District Commission et al U.S City of New Bedford andUS City of North Adams

Peter Hslao Central District of California in recognition of his invaluable advice to
Environment Division attorneys and his superb work as lead counsel in such cases as
Builders Hardware and Vista Paint Vista Paint resulted in the Departments largest
Clean Air Act penalties -- more than $3 million in costs and penalties

PERSONNEL

On May 20 1992 Roberto Martinez was named Interim United States Attorney for the
Southern District of Florida Mr Martinez served as Assistant United States Attorney in the Miami
office from 1982 until 1987

On May 18 1992 Douglas Frazier was named Interim United States Attorney for the
District of Nevada Mr Frazier formerly served as Assistant United States Attorney for the Middle
District of Florida Deputy Director of the Executive Office for United States Attorneys Washington
D.C and First Assistant United States Attorney for the Southern District of Florida

On June 1992 Jay Gardner was named Interim United States Attorney for the
Southern District of Georgia

OPERATION WEED AND SEED AND THE LOS ANGELES RIOTS

Joint Task Force Established To Investigate And Prosecute Los Angeles Riots

On May 1992 Attorney General William Barr announced that joint Federal/State
Task Force has been formed to investigate and prosecute riot-related criminal activity in the Los
Angeles area

The Task Force is composed of twenty agents from the FBI twenty agents from the Bureau
of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms ten Drug Enforcement Administration agents investigators from
the Los Angeles Police Department the Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department the Compton
Police Department the Inglewood Police Department the Long Beach Police Department and
other area municipalities which experienced riot-related criminal acts such as arson and looting
The California Attorney Generals office will also participate in the Task Force and as an initial

step has committed ten Bureau of Investigations Special Agents Five federal prosecutors from
the United States Attorneys office and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice will

handle the prosecution of federal criminal violations identified by the Task Force
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President Bush Announces Plans For Operation Weed And Seed

President George Bush followed on May 1992 by announcing $19 million Weed and

Seed operation designed to help resuscitate blighted and burned Los Angeles communities

Federal funds for this program are broken down as follows

-- The Department of Justice will provide an additional $1 million in funding to help arrest

prosecute and incarcerate individuals who tear the fabric of the citys most troubled communities

The Individuals include gang leaders violent criminals and drug dealers The funds will be used

for community policing improved security drug suppression and coordination among state local

and federal agencies

-- Approximately $18 million in additional health and social services funding will be made

available to the distressed Los Angeles neighborhoods The Administration will work with the

local communities in applying for funding from these competitive grants

-- $7 million in additional funding from the Department of Health and Human Services for

Head Start $3 million community health centers $2 million and drug treatment $2 million

-- $8 million from the Department of Housing and Urban Development that will be targeted

for housing low-income families

-- $1 million from the Department of Labor for economic dislocation and worker adjustment

assistance

-- $2 million from the Department of Education to improve education services subject to

consultation with the Congress

copy of the Fact Sheet issued by the Office of the Press Secretary at the White House

is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit

Attorney General On Face The Nation

On May 17 1992 the Attorney General further discussed the need for tough law

enforcement and social programs on the CBS News prgram Face The Nation The following

is an excerpt from the transcript of his remarks

The message that this Administratioflas been trying to get across on law

enforcement is first that we do have phold the rule of law Violent crime is

serious problem in our country and rule of law is essential to holding our

country together Were diverse cour The glue that holds us together is the

rule of law and its the foundation upo hich we hope to build better society

Second that law enforcement alone cant handle the problem of crime and we do

have to work with the community Law enforcement and the community have to

work together in partnership and where that happens you see less of the

suspicion between the police and the community And thats the model weve

been pushing Part of that is community policing which weve been supporting
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And third that tough law enforcement and social programs to ameliorate the
conditions that contribute to crime have to go hand in hand You cant have one
without the other You cant expect social programs to succeed in the city unless
theres some tough law enforcement there because crime is causing poverty these

days Its discouraging investment discouraging jobs in the inner city So we
have to marry these two approaches and thats what the Presidents Weed and
Seed program is about

We are helping now and in fact even apart from Weed and Seed over the past
two years weve supported community policing with grants of $25 million In the
sixteen Weed and Seed cities we have now Most of the money that were putting
in is for community policing and of course well do all we can to continue to

support that

Attorney Generals Testimony On Operation Weed And Seed

On May 20 1992 the Attorney General appeared before the Select Committee on Narcotics
Abuse and Control of the House of Representatives concerning Operation Weed and Seed
Attorney General Barrs testimony provides complete up-to-date status report on the strategy
Implementation and funding of this program

copy is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit

Weed And Seed Initiative Transfers Of Real Property

On May 26 1992 Jeffrey Howard Principal Associate Deputy Attorney General
forwarded memorandum to all United States Attorneys and other Department and Agency
officials describing the Weed and Seed initiative and explaining how federally forfeited real

properties may be transferred to state and local public agencies and private non-profit
organizations for use in support of the Weed and Seed initiative The memorandum also sets
forth additional guidance to permit the expanded use of federally forfeited real property to support
Weed and Seed programs copy is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit

If you have any questions regarding this policy and procedure please call the Executive
Office for Asset Forfeiture at 202 616-8000
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTiCE HIGHLIGHTS

$290 Million Settlement In Treasury Securities Case

On May 20 1992 the Department of Justice and the Securities and Exchange Commission

SEC announced that Salomon Inc and Salomon Brothers Inc would pay total of $290 million

in sanctions forfeitures and restitution to resolve charges arising out of alleged misconduct in

Treasury auctions and government securities trading The settlements were reached following

ten-month multi-agency investigation by the SEC the United States Attorneys office for the

Southern District of New York and the Antitrust and Civil Divisions of the Department of Justice

Among the claims being settled by the Justice Department were allegations that Salomon

submitted false and unauthorized bids in violation of federal forfeiture laws the False Claims Act

and common law as well as allegations that Salomon and others entered into unlawful

agreements with respect to trading in financing and secondary markets in violation of the

Sherman Act Otto Obermaier United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York

and Charles James Acting Assistant Attorney General Antitrust Division announced that

the Justice Department would not seek criminal charges against Salomon with respect to these

matters although investigations of individuals and other firms will continue

Under the civil settlement Salomon will pay $190 million in fines and forfeitures for

violations relating to the Treasury auctions and trading practices under investigation and will

establish $100 million fund for compensating victims of those violations The SEC will ask the

federal court to appoint an administrator to administer the restitution compensation fund and

any unclaimed amounts will revert to the United States Treasury In addition to the monetary

penalties the settlements will require Salomon to continue its cooperation in various government

investigations
and to institute procedures to prevent reoccurrence of the violations With respect

to the antitrust settlement the Antitrust Division filed complaint and proposed final judgment

resolving the matter The complaint alleges that from June through July 1991 Salomon and

certain unnamed co-conspirators engaged in conspiracy to coordinate their trading activities

in May 1993 two-year Treasury notes in order to adversely affect prices and rates for the notes

in secondary and financing markets The final judgment which includes an asset forfeiture is

for settlement purposes and does not amount to an admission of guilt

Associate Attorney General Wayne Budd praised the work of the SEC in conducting

significant portion of the investigation as well as the work of the FBI and the Antitrust and Civil

Divisions of the Department of Justice He said The settlements provide very stiff penalty and

yet still represent sensible law enforcement resolution that takes appropriate cognizance of

Salomons cooperation

The Call Cartel

On May 11 1992 Andrew Maloney United States Attorney for the Eastern District

of New York announced that jury in civil forfeiture action awarded to the United States

nearly $10000000 in drug proceeds seized in the summer of 1990 as part of world-wide

campaign to freeze assets of the notorious narcotics trafficking organization the Cali Cartel

Added to other monies previously forfeited to the United States prior to trial the total amount won

by the United States in this lawsuit exceeded $12000000.00 Mr Maloney said that Jose

Santacruz-LondOnO the indicted leader of the Cali Cartel was the mastermind behind this

international money laundering conspiracy
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During the summer of 1990 law enforcement authorities in the United States LuxembourgUnited Kingdom Panama and numerous other countries combined to seize approximately$60000000 in drug proceeds belonging to the Cali Cartel These drug monies were seized after
the arrest of Edgar Garcia-Montilla Jose Franklin Jurado-Rodriguez and Ricardo Mahecha
Bustos who were laundering millions of dollars in Europe on behalf of Santacruz at the time of
their arrest What made this money laundering scheme unique was the detailed and intricate plan
devised by Jurado graduate of the Harvard Business School employed by Santacruz to use
the international banking system to launder cocaine proceeds The plan broken down into
several phases involved the transfer of drug funds from bank accounts in the names of dummy
corporations in Panama to European bank accounts in the names of relatives and associates of
Santacruz After establishing this web of bank accounts Santacruzs associates intended to wire
the laundered drug monies from Europe to Colombia through banks in the United States The
arrest of Jurado Garcia and Mahecha in Luxembourg brought this scheme to an abrupt halt
Information seized and uncovered In Europe led to the seizure by the United States of
approximately $3400000 in Merrill Lynch bank account held in the name of Siracusa Trading
Corporation one of Santacruz shell companies The Siracusa account was forfeited to the United
States pursuant to the jury verdict After the seizure of the Siracusa account and related
accounts in Europe and Panama the Cali Cartel began massive effort to move drug profits to
avoid their seizure Acting under Instructions from Santacruz his associates attempted to move
these funds to Colombia via wire transfer through New York area banks As result the United
States seized approximately $9000000 in wire transfers in late July and early August 1990 This
civil forfeiture action was the first effort by the government to seize and forfeit wire transfers

According to Mr Maloney narcotics traffickers have increasingly turned to wire transfers
to launder their drug profits because wire transfers which involve nearly same day debits and
credits are an extremely fast and efficient means of moving monies In addition the use of wire
transfers circumvents various

reporting requirements under United States law applicable to largeamounts of cash or other monetary instruments By intercepting these wire transfers before the
monies were credited to shell companies in Colombia the United States

effectively foreclosed one
of the favored methods used by the Cali Cartel to launder its millions of dollars of drug profits

The Assistant United States Attorneys who prosecuted the case were Jennifer Boal
Gai Brown and Arthur Hul

Third Straight Record Year For Environmental Enforcement

On May 1992 the Department of Justice announced record levels of success in

enforcing the nations environmental laws for the third consecutive year For FY 1991 the
Department recovered over one billion dollars in civil penalties Superfund cost recoveries court-
ordered hazardous waste cleanups and natural resource damages The Department also
obtained the highest level of fines ever ten percent increase in environmental criminal
convictions from FY 90 and the second highest number of such convictions in history Each
convicted felon faced more actual jail time than ever before In sum the Departments
environmental enforcement efforts achieved return of nearly $24 for every civil and criminal
enforcement dollar provided by Congress The record levels of enforcement are as follows

record number of civil cases filed 347

The first cases filed to enforce prohibitions against ozone depleting chioroflourocarbons
CFCs
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Record criminal fines of $18508732

The largest environmental criminal fine ever imposed under the hazardous substance

laws $3 million against United Technologies Corp

The unprecedented use of pre-trial
detention for environmental offenses against

individuals accused of illegal disposal witness tampering and conspiracy to defraud EPA

Actual jail time averaging over one year for persons convicted of intentional environmental

felonies

record amount ordered to be paid back to the Superfund and directed to clean up

Superfund sites $1 .125 billion

In addition the Department continued its aggressive prosecution for fish and wildlife

violations in FY 1991 The record accomplished in concert with the 94 United States Attorneys

offices resulted in the following notable achievements Criminal Indictments or Informations

1200 Guilty Pleas or Convictions 900 Prison Sentences Assessed 60 years Criminal Fines

Imposed $1 million and Forfeitures $3 million

Barry Hartman Acting Assistant Attorney General for the Environment and Natural

Resources Division said These extraordinary results are tribute to the hard work by our staff

attorneys and United States Attorneys as well as the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the

Environmental Protection Agency which are largely responsible for investigating and referring

these cases to us

DRUG/CRIME ISSUES

Word To The Wise On Drug Diversion

Michael Baylson United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and

Assistant United States Attorneys Joan Markman and Sonia Jaipaul prepared an article

which appeared in the May 1992 issue of American Pharmacy entitled Word to the Wise on

Drug Diversion Linda Tracy provided assistance in preparing the manuscript

The article concerns conspiracy by Angelo Milicia owner of Milicia Pharmacy in South

Philadelphia to illegally distribute controlled substances The pharmacy owner was sentenced

to nine years in prison for unlawfully distributing more than $5 million worth of controlled

amphetamines depressants and codeine products in conspiracy that lasted from 1982 through

1987 The court also required that he forfeit more than $1.6 million profit realized from his drug

distribution practices the largest pharmacy-related forfeiture in history This article clearly

delivers the strong message that courts regard drug diversion for what it is -- drug dealing and

punish medical professionals as harshly as they punish any other drug dealers

If you would like copy of this article please contact the United States Attorneys office

at 215 597-2556
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The MIaml Boys Are Indicted

On May 14 1992 Joe Whitley United States Attorney for the Northern District of
Georgia together with number of law enforcement officials announced the unsealing of 12-
count indictment which identifies criminal organization dedicated to the distribution of crack
cocaine and whose members engaged in wholesale acts of violence including the murder of four
men Mr Whltley stated that the indictment charges George Travis Williams with the murders
of Jimmy Sims age 23 and Andre Brennan age 24 of Miami who were employees of Williams
illegal drug enterprise He also said that Williams participation in the drug-related deaths of two
other individuals were overt acts committed by Williams to maintain control over his organization
through intimidation and violence and to retaliate against rival drug gang The organization is
referred to by Atlanta law enforcement officials as the Miami Boys Attorney General William
Barr has authorized United States Attorney Whitley to seek the death penalty against Williams for
the drug-related deaths of Sims and Brennan

David Wright and Lawrence Anderson Assistant United States Attorneys OrganizedCrime Drug Enforcement Task Force will prosecute the case

Indian Gambling

On May 12 1992 Unda Akers United States Attorney for the District of Arizona
announced the seizure of approximately 750 slot and video gaming machines from five Arizona
Indian Tribes The FBI and the United States Marshals Service served search and seizure
warrants at gaming centers at the Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache Reservation Fountain Hills the
Tohono OOdham Reservation Tucson the Yavapai Reservation Prescott and the Tonto Apache
Reservation Payson Ms Akers said it is her intent to forfeit the machines to the United States
and that criminal prosecution is not contemplated at this time

The machines were seized pursuant to the Johnson Act 15 U.S.C 171-78 which
regulates the possession of gaming-related machinery and technology Section 1175 specifically
prohibits the recondition repair transportation possession or use of any gambling device within
Indian country Section 1177 authorizes the seizure and forfeiture of any gambling device
possessed or used in violation of the Act The Johnson Act does not cover activities such as
bingo and card games

Since November 1991 Ms Akers has repeatedly asked Arizona Tribes involved in gaming
activities to come into compliance with the law As result all gambling facilities on the White
Mountain Apache Reservation were closed and non-operational as of January 1992 Then on
May 1992 the Cocopah Tribe in Yuma

voluntarily removed all video gaming machines from
the Reservation The enforcement action brings the remaining Tribes with gambling facilities into
compliance with the Johnson Act
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Project Trio perlock

Summari Report

Cases Indicted From April 10 1991 Through April 30 1992

Description Count Description Count

lndictments/lnfOrmatiOnS 5330 Prison Sentences 12383.61 years

13 life sentences

Defendants Charged 6768
Sentenced to prison 1795

Defendants Convicted 3131
Sentenced wlo prison

Defendants Acquitted 140 or suspended 164

Numbers are adjusted due to monthly activity improved reporting and the refinement of

the data base These statistics are based on reports from 94 offices of the United States

Attorneys excluding District of Columbias Superior Court All numbers are approximate

ASSET FORFEITURE

Letter To USA Today

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is letter dated May 20 1992 from

Cary Copeland Director and Chief Counsel Executive Office for Asset Forfeiture Office of the

Deputy Attorney General to the Editor of USA Today responding to May 18 articles and May

19 editorial on asset seizure and forfeiture Mr Copeland had been interviewed by USA Today

reporter on seizure and forfeiture

Mr Copeland in his response noted that the articles were slanted and inaccurate He

stated that he anticipated an objective report on seizure and forfeiture but instead he believes

USA Today presented misleading and inaccurate picture of asset forfeiture and has printed as

truth the uncorroborated claims of criminals and defense attorneys who have personal stake

in the cases described in the articles Mr Copeland said this does disservice not only to asset

forfeiture but to dedicated law enforcement officers and USA Today readers

DISTRICT OF UTAH

Malor Court Decision

On April 22 1992 major court decision was rendered in the United States District Court

for the District of Utah concerning grand jury subpoenas Assistant United States Attorneys

Stewart WaIz Edward Eiiasberg Karen Gable and Jesse Caplan represented the

United States
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The court held that government attorneys working with the grand jury may use documents
subpoenaed by the grand jury to assist in examining third party witnesses before the grand jutyThe governments attorneys may use these documents while conducting pre-testimony interviews
with prospective grand jury witnesses and examining actual third

party witnesses before the grand
jury The court however noted that the governments attorneys bear certain

responsibilities in
this regard First although documents subpoenaed by the grand jury may be shown to third
party witnesses neither the originals nor copies of these documents may be given to the
possession of such witnesses Second the government in its thoughtful discretion should not
make unnecessary disclosures of grand jury documents to third party witnesses Third the
courts holding In the matter should be construed narrowly The court did not address any other
use of grand jury subpoenaed documents than br the purposes of interviewing and examininggrand jury witnesses copy of the decision is attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as
Exhibit

Closed Circuit Television

David Jordan United States Attorney for the District of Utah has advised that his
office recently prosecuted child abuse case Farley involving sexual assault of 5-
year old girl on an Indian reservation As part of the case presentation the entire testimony of
the child was conducted by closed circuit television Mr Jordan stated that in having the child
testify in this manner much trauma was spared to the child and she was able to give testimony
very damaging to the defendant The jury was out for only twenty-five minutes before returning

guilty verdict

This case was prosecuted by Barbara Bearnson Assistant United States Attorney and
the coordination of the closed circuit television work was done by Cecella Swalnaton Victim
Witness Coordinator If the United States Attorneys Office for the District of Utah can be of
assistance to any other districts concerning closed circuit television testimony please call
801/524-5682

Operation Basin Roundqp

The District of Utah has reported that Joint Task Force carried out law enforcement
operation code named Operation Basin Roundup that resulted in an 80-arrest sweep throughthe rural area of Uintah and Duchesne counties and the Ute/Ouray Indian Reservation

This operation the largest group of arrests ever conducted in rural Utah in the history of
the State included the arrest of 12 individuals on various charges of selling illegal narcotics on
the Indian Reservation the arrest of individuals on firearms violations and on charges of
manufacturing and selling pipe bombs and the arrest of approximately 60 individuals by stateand local law enforcement agencies on narcotics charges It is anticipated that there will be
number of assets seized in connection with the narcotics violations
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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Foreign Asset Searches In Savings And Loan Cases

The Office of Foreign Litigation OFL in the Civil Division has been designated as the

Departments official contact point for foreign asset searches in savings and loan cases OFL will

function as clearinghouse for requests for assistance from federal banking agencies and United

States Attorneys offices handling litigation under FIRREA OFL has wide experience supervising

litigation on behalf of the United States in foreign courts As contact point OFL will perform

number of functions where off-shore assets have been identified These include initiating litigation

in appropriate cases to recover diverted assets and generating evidence for use in FIRREA cases

in the United States

Requests for assistance should be in the form of written memorandum to OFL which sets

forth the specific
evidence that savings and loan funds have been diverted to foreign countries

and all pertinent background information The notification should describe as fully as possible

the identification and location of all such assets OFL will perform an initial screening of each

referral and coordinate the requests with the Office of International Affairs in the Criminal Division

and relevant government agencies which may have additional information or leads to contribute

to the search If any additional information is needed in connection with the initial referral the

Assistant United States Attorney handling the case will be contacted If the case warrants OFL

will forward the file to foreign counsel for further investigation and consultation OFL will be

responsible for making the appropriate arrangements and for paying any necessary foreign

litigation expenses

All referrals should be forwarded to David Epstein Director Office of Foreign Litigation

Civil Division Department of Justice 550 11th Street N.W Room 8102 Washington D.C 20530

The telephone number is 202 514-7455 the telefax number is 202 514-6584

Foreign Travel

The Executive Office for United States Attorneys has been receiving an increased number

of foreign travel requests at the last minute or even after-the-fact As stated in the United States

Attorneys Administrative Procedures Handbook for Financial Management Section VI Page

The Executive Office the State Department and the Office of International Affairs OIA need at

least two weeks notice before the planned departure to foreign country In addition multiple

foreign travel authorizations for the same case need to be accompanied by court order

mandating the travel of defendants counsel witnesses etc Court reporters and interpreters can

be requested and obtained through the American Embassy of the host country

There are instances when two weeks notice is impossible due to extenuating

circumstances However the Executive Office for United States Attorneys has advised that the

traveler obtain Executive Office approval host country clearance and an official government

passport/visa even if the travel is tentative All foreign travel authorizations are approved by

Michael Bailie Acting Deputy Director Executive Office for United States Attorneys
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Approval is granted in conjunction with the efforts of OIA and the State Department
Although travelers are requested to continue forwarding copies of the questionnaire to OIA
simultaneously with their submissions to the Executive Office for United States Attorneys any calls

regarding final approval should be directed to Lydia Ransome of the Financial Management Staff
at 202 219-1042

Finally please be advised that the Office of International Affairs of the Criminal Division

responsible for the approval of foreign travel The role of OIA Is to assure that your efforts
in Connection with the contemplated travel does not conflict with other ongoing law enforcement
initiatives and to assure compliance with treaty requirements OIA attorneys are available to

consult with and assist the district attorneys on foreign travel-related issues that will aid in

meeting the objectives of the travel The telephone number is 202/514-0000

Prevention Of Sexual Harassment In The Federal Workplace

In
policy statement dated November 20 1991 Laurence McWhorter Director

Executive Office for United States Attorneys advised that each of us has
responsibility to

ensure that our employees do not become victims of sexual harassment and that we take

strong positive leadership role in
initiating actions that will ensure workplace that is free of

harassment United States Attorneys Bulletin Vol 39 No 12 dated December 15 1991

The Equal Employment Opportunity Staff of the Executive Office for United States

Attorneys under the direction of Yvonne Makell is available to respond to questions or
concerns regarding this or any other discrimination matters This office has several Special
Emphasis Programs in effect -- Federal Women Hispanic Employment Black Affairs Selective

Placement Native Americans and Asian/Pacific Americans -- as well as an assortment of literature
brochures and other informational materials to assist you in the development of programs and
presentations suitable for your individual work environment The Equal Employment Opportunity
Staff Is located in Room 6010 Patrick Henry Building the telephone number is 202/501-6952

The Equal Employment Opportunity Staff of the Justice Management Division is responsible
for providing direction and leadership for the development and implementation of EEO policies
and effective affirmative programs throughout the Department This office is also actively involved
in disseminating information and conducting seminars and workshops on the prevention of sexual
harassment and other issues arising in the federal workplace This office under the direction of
Ted McBurrows Director and Violet Cromartie Deputy Director has several Departmental

programs in progress as follows Federal Womens Program Manager Anna Rosario Hispanic
Employment Program Manager Doralia Freudiger Black Affairs Program Manager Richard

Tapscott Selective Placement Program Manager Arlene Hudson Complaint Processing Manager
Cynthia Richardson and OBD-EEO Complaints Unit Violet Cromartie This office Is located

in Room 7022 of the Patrick Henry Building the telephone number is 202/501-6734

In addition the Civil Division is taking hproactiveu role in training prevention and
assisting organizations to avoid litigation in this area Assistant Attorney General Stuart Gerson
stated that the issue of sexual harassment in the federal workplace is matter of great concern
to all employees particularly in light of the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 Managers
and supervisors need to develop particular sensitivity in this area not only concerning quid
pro quo harassment but also the existence of hostile or offensive working environment
Employees at all levels need to know how to respond to perceived harassment how to report
It and what remedies are available
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The Civil Division attorneys have substantial experience in dealing with these cases both

informally and in administrative and judicial forums and are available to assist In developing

appropriate standards and training programs to prevent and eradicate sexual harassment in the

workplace If you would like assistance in developing training or prevention program or have

any questions please call Anne Gulyassy 202/514-3527 Mary Goetten 202/514-4651 or Brook

Hedge 202/514-3501

Street Gana Publications

An article on street gang publications together with an attachment marked Exhibit was

included in the April 15 1992 issue of the United States Attorneys Bulletin Vol 40 No

Please make the following changes

United States Marshals Service Publications numbered and 12 are not avail

able However various publications are being prepared and streamlined for general use The

library staff is compiling list of those persons interested in this information and will respond to

any requests as soon as possible

Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms Requests for publications from this

organization must be cleared by an intelligence officer in the Tactical Intelligence Branch

Intelligence Division of Law Enforcement The telephone number is 202 927-7900

Presidents Commission on Organized Crime The publications listed are not available on

loan from the Criminal Division Library in the Bond Building These publications must be viewed

on the library premises and returned to the librarian

SENTENCING REFORM

Guidelines Sentencina Update

copy of the Guideline Sentencing Update Volume No 21 dated May 1992 and

Volume No 22 dated May 28 1992 is attached as Exhibit at the Appendix of this Bulletin

Federal Sentencina And Forfeiture Guide

Attached at the Appendix of this Bulletin as Exhibit is copy of the Federal Sentencing

and Forfeiture Guide Volume No 14 dated May 1992 and Volume No 15 dated May

18 1992 which is published and copyrighted by Del Mar Legal Publications Inc Del Mar

California
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FINANCIAL INSTITUTION FRAUD ISSUES

Financial Institution Prosecution Updates

On May 1992 the Department of Justice Issued the following Information describing
activity in major1 bank fraud prosecutions savings and loan prosecutions and credit union fraud

prosecutions from October 1988 through April 30 1992 Major1 Is defined as the amount
of fraud or loss was $100000 or more or the defendant was an officer director or owner
including shareholder or the schemes involved convictions of multiple borrowers in the same
institution or involves other major factors All numbers are approximate and are based on
reports from the 94 United States Attorneys offices and from the Dallas Bank Fraud Task Force

Bank Prosecution Update

Description Count Description Count

lnformatlons/lndictments 1298 CEOs Chairmen and Presidents

Estimated Bank Loss $2889921686 Charged by lndictments/
Defendants Charged 1823 Informatlons 128
Defendants Convicted 1454 Convicted 113
Defendants Acquitted 34 Acquitted
Prison Sentences 1905 years
Sentenced to prison 947

Awaiting sentence 226 Directors and Other Officers
Sentenced w/o prison Charged by lndictments/

or suspended 292 Informations 411
Fines Imposed 6451131 Convicted 362
Restitution Ordered 358178598 Acquitted

Savings And Loan Prosecution Update

lnformations/lndictments 678 CEOs Chairmen and Presidents

Estimated SL Loss $8251020243 Charged by lndictments/
Defendants Charged 1138 Informations 132
Defendants Convicted 839 Convicted 95
Defendants Acquitted 65 Acquitted 10
Prison Sentences 1657 years
Sentenced to prison 514

Awaiting sentence 183 Directors and Other Officers
Sentenced w/o prison Charged by lndictments/

or suspended 153 Informations 186
Fines Imposed 15172911 Convicted 156
Restitution Ordered $400285481 Acquitted

21 borrowers dismissed in single case in District Court
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Credit Union Prosecution Update

Description Count Description Count

Informations/lndictments.. 76 CEOs Chairmen and Presidents

Estimated Credit Loss $83897341 Charged by lndictments/

Defendants Charged 97 Informations

Defendants Convicted 83 Convicted

Defendants Acquitted Acquitted

Prison Sentences 123 years

Sentenced to prison 66

Awaiting sentence Directors and Other Officers

Sentenced w/o prison Charged by lndictments/

or suspended 11 Informations 50

Fines Imposed $16700 Convicted 47

Restitution Ordered $12890274 Acquitted

LEGISLATION

Antitrust Reform Act Of 1992

On May 1992 the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee introduced the Antitrust

Reform Act of 1992 bill which would alter the consent decree modification of final Judgment

MFJ controlling the Bell Operating Companies The bill would allow the Bell Companies to

apply to the Attorney General for authorization to enter into certain business activities prohibited

under the MFJ Upon enactment the bill would allow the Bell Companies to apply immediately

for authorization to engage in research and development on telecommunications equipment The

bill however delays except in limited cases when authorization may be given for Bell Company

entry into information service years manufacturing telecommunications equipment years

and interexchange telecommunications years Among other provisions the bill provides for

judicial review of an authorization under strict competition standard and imposes criminal

liability for violations of prohibited activities

The Administration opposes the bills prohibition on entry by the Bell Companies into

information services and manufacturing as economically harmful and unnecessary Full

Committee action is expected within the next several weeks

Health Care Fraud

On May 1993 Stuart Gerson Assistant Attorney General Civil Division and Larry

Urgenson Acting Deputy Attorney General Criminal Division testified before the House

Government Operations Subcommittee on Human Resources and Intergovernmental Relations

concerning health care fraud Each described the Departments efforts in combatting this fraud

which affects both the government and the private sector costing millions of dollars annually

The Chairman of the Subcommittee intends to introduce legislation on this subject
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Port-Of-Entry Inspections Improvements

On April 30 1992 the Department of Justice formally transmitted to Congress proposed
legislation which attempts to remedy the increasing immigration problem of aliens entering U.S
ports-of-entry with fraudulent or no documents Because the Immigration and Naturalization

Service INS lacks any kind of Nsummary exclusionN authority these aliens are not immediately
returned and must be detained Nearly all of these aliens claim asylum whether these claims
have legitimate basis or not thus forcing INS to release most on parole There appears to be
some increasing democratic support for such bill as long as it ensures fair review of asylum
seekers Representatives of the airport lobby have expressed support for the concept along with

other measures such as pre-inspection overseas

Community And Miarant Health Centers

On April 30 1992 the House Judiciary Committee approved legislation that would extend
the coverage of the Federal Tort Claims Act FTCA to the Community and Migrant Health

Centers which are private entities that receive approximately 40 percent of their funds in HHS
grants The Department opposes this extension of FTCA liability because the federal government
does not control and supervise the day-to-day operations of these Centers Department
representatives are working with congressional staff and representatives of the Centers to explore

acceptable alternatives to the pending bill Meanwhile the General Accounting Office is in the

process of conducting survey of the Centers claims histories which should be helpful in

crafting remedy for the problems they report

gui Tam Provisions Of The False Claims Act

On May 21 1992 Senator Strom Thurmond introduced the Departments proposal to bar

gui tam suits that are based upon information derived within the scope of government
employment This legislation would reverse the decisions of several circuit courts of appeal which
held that federal employees can use the knowledge they acquire in their employment for personal
gain by filing suits under the False Claims Act It is the Departments contention that the 15 to

30 percent of the governments recovery that can be awarded to gui tam relator rightfully

belongs to the taxpayers who have already compensated federal employees for their efforts in

detecting and
investigating fraud

The House version H.R 4563 recognizes this principle but only limits the sum that the
federal employee relator can receive The Departments view is that the congressional imprimatur
on such suits regardless of the percentage of recovery will continue and encourage an
unavoidable conflict of interest that will erode efforts in fighting fraud The straightforward bar

against these suits would restore the accountability of federal employees only to their superiors
acknowledge the important role of the Inspectors General if superiors are unresponsive and
resolve the ethical issues that employees have faced since the first of the courts of appeals
decisions was handed down year ago

The House Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Law and Governmental Relations held

hearing on H.R 4563 on April 1992 but has not taken further action on the bill
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CASE NOTES

CIVIL DIVISION

Fifth Circuit Calculates Prevalilna Market Rate For Award Of Attorneys Fees

To Government Counsel At $175 Per Hour

Opposing counsel provided tardy notice of his last-minute dismissal of his appeal causing

government counsel to prepare for oral argument and travel to New Orleans Since this incident

typified the conduct of the entire litigation we moved for the cost to the government of the travel

as well as for attorneys fees at the prevailing market rate for the time spent in preparing for the

oral argument after the dismissal motion was sent to the court The Fifth Circuit granted our

motion and we then prepared detailed fee application

The Fifth Circuit per Politz has just awarded the government $175 per hour for the time

spent preparing for oral argument and $87.50 per hour for travel time

Keszler ff No 91 -4228 April 15 1992 DJ 137-92

Attorneys Anthony Steinmayer 202 514-3388

Marleigh Dover 202 514-3511

Third Circuit Holds That The Consumer Price Index All-Items Is The

Appropriate Index To Use To Calculate The Cost Of LJvina Adjustment

Permitted Under The Equal Access To Justice Act

After obtaining Supplemental Security Income benefits plaintiff filed an application for

attorneys fees under the Equal Access to Justice Act 28 U.S.C 2412d The district court In

published decision awarded fees of $136.02 per hour based on an increase in the cost of

living as reflected by the Legal Services index component of the Consumer Price Index

notwithstanding our argument that the overall index CPI-ALL should be used which would yield

an hourly rate of $105.91

The Third Circuit has now reversed in split decision Hutchinson C.J Fullam D.J

Becker dissenting As we had urged the court began with the plain language of the statute

and concluded that Congress obviously did not equate cost of living with cost of legal

services or It would have said so It also stated that Congress has decreed that the public fisc

shall be vulnerable only to the extent of $75 per hour plus cost of living increases since 1981

and we cannot sanction fee awards in excess of that limitation in quest for the arguable but

probably minimal greater deterrence higher award might provide Finally the majority noted

and specifically agreed with the Fourth Circuits recent decision in Gennie Sullivan Louis

Sullivan Feb 25 1992 which also dealt with the index issue In the dissents view the Equal

Access to Justice Act requires that fees above $75 be based on increases in the cost of legal

services rather than increases in the overall cost of living This decision and the Fourth Circuits

decision in Gennie Sullivan are the only two appellate court decisions which have specifically

addressed the cost of living index issue
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Michelle DeWalt Louis Sullivan No 91-5199 April 24 1992
DJ 137-48-926

Attorneys Michael Jay Singer 202 514-5432

Mary Doyle 202 514-4826

Eighth Circuit Reverses For Lack Of Jurisdiction District Courts Decision That
HHS Abused Its Discretion In Rejecting Defaulting National Health Sevice Corps
Scholarship Recipients Eve-Of-Trial Offer To Complete Service In His Home Town

The United States sued to recover for breach of contract by physician Dr Gary
participating in the National Health Service Corps NHSC Scholarship Program After having
partially fulfilled his service obligation Gary had defaulted On the eve of trial he offered to

complete his service in medically underserved area of St Louis his home town The Secretary
rejected this offer

The Eighth Circuit and Senior Circuit Judges Bright and Henley has now reversed
the district courts holding that the Secretary abused his discretion by refusing the offer It

accepted our position that the district court lacked jurisdiction and that in any event the

Secretarys determination was valid As for jurisdiction the court held that the Secretarys denial
of Garys request involved denial of settlement offer and therefore was unreviewable as
committed to agency discretion by law and that the Secretarys rejection was not final

agency action subject to judicial review The court pointed out that once defaulted
he had no statutory right to have his offer of service considered or accepted so that

the rejection did not in any way impose new legal relationship Rather the
court reasoned his position was precisely the same was still many years in default

and defending against the governments action

United States Gary No 90-2879 April 29 1992 DJ 77-42-614

Attorneys William Kanter 202 514-4575

Robert Kamenshine 202 514-2494

ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Governments Suit Contending That Quartz Reduction Mill In National Forest

Was Not Maintained In Good Faith Sustained

The government brought this ejectment action against Mr and Mrs Bagwell who claimed
to operate quartz reduction mill in the Angeles National Forest and who represented themselves
throughout these proceedings The government alleged that the Bagwells did not operate the
mill in good faith and that the Bagwells were therefore in trespass in the forest After trial the
district court held in the governments favor and ordered the Bagwel out of the forest The
Bagwells moved for stay and remained in the forest during the pendency of their appeal
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On appeal the Ninth Circuit affirmed in published opinion The court first determined

that in order to prove bad faith occupancy the government bears the burden of establishing bad

faith by clear and convincing evidence The court rejected the Bagwells contention that the

district court lacked jurisdiction over the case because related mining claims were pending before

the Interior Board of Land Appeals The court held that the government may always sue to protect

its possessory interest in public lands despite the fact that Interior has been given authority to

adjudicate mining claims The Ninth Circuit also held that the government introduced sufficient

evidence to support the district courts conclusion that the Bagwells occupancy was in bad faith

whether they characterized their mill as dependent millsite or an independent milisite The court

rejected the governments contention that violation of 30 U.S.C 612a--using an unpatented

mining claim for purposes other than prospecting mining or processing--constitutes per se bad

faith occupancy

United States Billy Joe Bapwell 9th Cir No 99-55841

April 21 1992 Canby Reinhardt and Wiciciins JJ

Attorneys John Bryson 202 514-2740

Anne Peterson 202 514-3888

Denial Of Preliminari Injunction On National Park Services Interim Management

Plan Allowing Shooting Of Disease-Infested Bison Leaving Yellowstone National

Park Without Environmental Impact Statement Sustained

Bison herds leaving the Yellowstone National Park boundaries are shot by Montana State

Game Wardens sometimes assisted by National Park Service rangers because many of the

animals carry brucellosis an infectious disease that may be transmitted from bison to cattle and

also because the animals are capable of causing property damage The Park Service has

adopted with the States cooperation an interim management plan that permits the National Park

Service to assist the State in taking the animals but also attempts to preserve core.herd should

all the bison decide to leave the Park

The Fund for Animals filed suit claiming that the interim management plan required an

Environmental Impact Statement EIS The district court declined to issue preliminary injunction

applying the traditional test The Court of Appeals affirmed concluding the Fund failed to

demonstrate the requisite injury or likelihood of success on the merits The Court also dismissed

the Funds National Environmental Policy Act NEPA claims against the State on 11th Amendment

grounds and further held that the State could not be enjoined under NEPA because the level of

federal involvement in the taking of bison was minor The only downside to the Courts opinion

is that it concluded that the Fund had standing to sue despite the lack of testimony or affidavits

from Fund members who claimed harm The National Director of the Fund testified that members

were harmed and the Court held that his testimony was sufficient to establish standing

Fund for Animals Luian 9th Cir No 91 -35283 April 29 1992

Wright Alarcon Circuit Judges and Fong District Court Judge

Attorneys Andrew Mergen 202 514-2007

Robert Klarquist 202 514-2731
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TAX DIVISION

District Court Rules That Expenditures By Utility To Extend Seavice To

New Customers Are Not Currently Deductible

On April 17 1992 the United States District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin

ruled in favor of the Government in United States Wisconsin Power and Light Co dismissing

taxpayers $3.5 million refund claim The issue presented by this case was whether the taxpayer

was entitled to an immediate deduction for amounts it expended to extend electrical service to

new customers i.e the purchase of cable conductors and electrical poles The Government

contended and the District Court agreed that these expenditures should be treated as capital

expense and not merely an addition to existing property that is currently deductible

Second Circuit Holds IRS May Enforce Summonses Notwlthstandina Pendina

Tax Court Proceeding

On April 27 1992 the Second Circuit reversed and remanded the adverse decision of the

District Court in PAA Management Ltd United States The IRS issued administrative

summonses during the days immediately prior to its issuance of notice of final partnership

administrative adjustment the partnership equivalent of notice of deficiency as part of an

investigation of Professional Arbitrage Association PAA and its partners On March 1991 prior

to the time the information sought by the summonses had been obtained by the Service

representative of the partners petitioned the Tax Court for review of these determinations The

partnerhip then moved to quash the summonses The District Court ordered the summonses

quashed holding that the summonses could no longer be enforced once the underlying matter

had gone to litigation The Second Circuit reversed holding that the IRSs broad summonses

authority does not evaporate when Tax Court proceedings begin Rather the Service may
continue to rely on its previously issued summons to obtain information it believed necessary to

its investigation

District Court Upholds Jeopardy Assessments Aaalnst Mexican National

In three consolidated cases the United States District Court for the Western District of

Texas upheld jeopardy assessments of approximately $5 million made against three corporations

owned by Miquel Zaragosa Mexican national who ran series of companies involved in the

business of purchasing transporting and selling liquifiecl petroleum gas In 1985 and 1986 while

the IRS was auditing two corporations owned by Zaragosa but before an assessment could be

made against these corporations Zaragosa either transferred their assets to Mexico or to new U.S

corporations The District Court held that the tax liabilities eventually determined with respect to

these two corporations could be assessed against the new U.S corporations
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APPENDIX

CUMULATiVE UST OF
CHANGING FEDERAL CML POSTJUDGMENT INTEREST RATES

As provided for in the amendment to the Federal postjudgment

interest statute 28 U.s.c 1961 effective October 1982

Effective Date Annual Rate Effective Date Annual Rate Effective Date Annual Rate

10-21-88 8.15% 01-12-90 7.74% 04-05-91 6.26%

11-18-88 8.55% 02-14-90 7.97% 05-03-91 6.07%

12-16-88 9.20% 03-09-90 8.36% 05-31-91 6.09%

01-13-89 9.16% 04-06-90 8.3% 06-28-91 6.39%

02-1 5-89 9.32% 05-04-90 8.70% 07-26-91 6.26%

03-1 0-89 9.43% 06-01 -90 8.24% 08-23-91 5.68%

04-07-89 9.51% 06-29-90 8.09% 09-20-91 5.57%

05-05-89 9.15% 07-27-90 7.88% 10-18-91 5.42%

06-02-89 8.85% 08-24-90 7.95% 11-15-91 4.98%

06-30-89 8.16% 09-21-90 7.78% 12-13-91 4.41%

07-28-89 7.75% 10-27-90 7.51% 01-10-92 4.02%

08-25-89 8.27% 11-16-90 7.28% 02-07-92 4.21%

09-22-89 8.19% 12-14-90 7.02% 03-06-92 4.58%

10-20-89 7.90% 01-11-91 6.62% 04-03-92 4.55%

11-16-89 7.69% 02-1 3-91 6.21% 05-01 -92 4.40%

12-14-89 7.66% 03-08-91 6.46% 05-29-92 4.26%

For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudgment interest rates effective October 1982

through December 19 1985 Vol 34 No 25 of the United States Attorneys Bulletin

dated January 16 1986 For cumulative list of Federal civil postjudgment interest rates from

January 17 1986 to September 23 1988 see Vol 37 No 65 of the United States Attorneys

Bulletin dated February 15 1989
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UNITED STATES A1TORNEYS

DISTRICT U.S ATrORNEY

Alabama Jack Selden

Alabama James Eldon Wilson

Alabama Sessions III

Alaska Wevley William Shea

Arizona Linda Akers

Arkansas Charles Banks

Arkansas Michael Fitzhugh

California William McGlvem

California George OConnell

California Lourdes Baird

California William Braniff

Colorado Michael Norton

Connecticut Albert Dabrowski

Delaware William Carpenter Jr

District of Columbia Jay Stephens

Florida Kenneth Sukhia

Florida Robert Genzman

Florida Roberto Martinez

Georgia Joe Whitley

Georgia Edgar Wm Ennis Jr

Georgia Jay Gardner

Guam Frederick Black

Hawaii Daniel Bent

Idaho Maurice Ellsworth

Illinois Fred Foreman

Illinois Frederick Hess

Illinois William Roberts

Indiana John Hoehner

Indiana Deborah Daniels

Iowa Charles Larson

Iowa Gene Shepard

Kansas Lee Thompson

Kentucky Karen CaIdwell

Kentucky Joseph Whittle

Louisiana Harry Rosenberg

Louisiana Raymond Lamonica

Louisiana Joseph Cage Jr

Maine Richard Cohen

Maryland Richard Bennett

Massachusetts John Pappalardo

Michigan Stephen Markman

Michigan John Smietanka

Minnesota Thomas Heffelfinger

Mississippi Robert Whitwell

Mississippi George Phillips

Missouri Stephen Higgins

Missouri Jean Paul Bradshaw
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Montana Doris Swords Poppler

Nebraska Ronald Lahners

Nevada Douglas Frazier

New Hampshire Jeffrey Howard

New Jersey Michael Chertoff

New Mexico Don Svet

New York Gary Sharpe

New York Otto Obermaler

New York Andrew Maloney

New York Dennis Vacco

North Carolina Margaret Currin

North Carolina Robert Edmunds Jr

North Carolina Thomas Ashcraft

North Dakota Stephen Easton

Ohio Joyce George

Ohio Michael Crites

Oklahoma Tony Michael Graham

Oklahoma John Raley Jr

Oklahoma Timothy Leonard

Oregon Charles Turner

Pennsylvania Michael Baylson

Pennsylvania James West

Pennsylvania Thomas Corbett Jr

Puerto Rico Daniel Lopez-Romo

Rhode Island Lincoln Almond

South Carolina John Simmons

South Dakota Kevin Schiefler

Tennessee Jerry Cunningham

Tennessee Ernest Williams

Tennessee Edward Bryant

Texas Marvin Collins

Texas Ronald Woods

Texas Robert Wortham

Texas Ronald Ederer

Utah David Jordan

Vermont Charles Caruso

Virgin Islands Terry Halpern

Virginia Richard Cullen

Virginia Montgomery Tucker

Washington William Hyslo

Washington Michael Mckay

West Virginia William kolibash

West Virginia
Michael Carey

Wisconsin John Fryatt

Wisconsin Kevin Potter

Wyoming Richard Stacy

North Mariana Islands Frederick Black



THE WHITE HOUSE
Off ic of the Press Secretary

Per Immediate Release N.y 1992

WEED AND SEED PROGRAM TO AID NEEDY LOB ANGELES COOUXTXEB

PACT HFT

The President today announced $19 million Weed and Bled
operatin J.aigned to help resuscitate blighted and burned Los

Angeles communities Weed and Seed is compr.bsnsiv multi
agency approach to combatting crime and repairing the social
fabric in trotibl.d neighborhoods The goal is to weed out
crime from targeted neighborhoods and then in cooperation with

State local and private organization and individuals to
seed the sites with wide range of crim and drug prevention
programs and human service agency resources to prevent cxiie tram
reoccurring

Ths $19 million Weed and Seed prograawill include funding
from the Department of Justice and numerous other Federal

agencies The Department of 7uetiee in consultation with the
other Federal agencies State and local officials and the private
sector will identify specific hard-hit neighborhoods in Los

Angeles for this targeted aid Targeted Federal funds for this

operation includet

Law nforceme
The Department of Justice will provide an additional
$2 million in funding to help arrest prosecute and
incarcerate individuals who tear the fabric of the city
moat troubled communities These individuali include gang
leaders violent criminal and drug dealers The

Departments Weed and Seed funds will be used for

community policing improved security drug suppression and

coordination among Stat local and Federal agencies

Social Service and NepithAssistano
Approximately $18 million in additional health and social
services funding will be made available to the diitresssd
Los Angeles neighborhoods The Administration will work
with the local cemmunitiôs in applying for funding from
these competitive grants The funding will address the
numerous problems and concerns facing community r..ident
now and in the future

$7 million in additional funding from the Departhent
of Health and Human Services for Head Start $3
million community health centers $2 million and

drug treatment $2 million

MORE



$8 million tram the Department of Ifousing and Urban

Development that will be targeted for housing low
income families This will iit approximately 175
families allowing them to choose where they want to
liv.

$1 million from the Department of Labor for economic
dislocation and worker adjustment assistance

$2 million from the Department of Education to
improv education service subject to consultation
with the Congress

combination of social services and law enforcement all
backed by State local and strong private sector involvement ii

essential for the success of Weed and Seed in Los Angeles
coordinated and extensive social and health investment will
follow the law enforcement efforts to addreBs the needs of the
blighted areas Such coordinated investment of public and
private resources will give law abiding citizen the kind of
economic and social opportunities that breaths lift into
neighborhood.

This Weed and Seed operation is in addition to ths
extensive Federal support already announced or the Los Angeles
area

WEED AND $EEDProrams Across tie Nation
The Aditinistration ha proposed Weed and Seed legislation

to cut through red tape help coordinate the programs of Federal
agencies and rejuvenate embattled neighborhoods and communities
across the United States In addition passage of Enterprise
Zone legislation an important part of Weed and Seed will go
long way toward achieving Weed and Seed goals of restoration
The President has cafled on the Congreas to pass this legislation
expeditiously
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Mr Chairman Members of the Select Committee am pleased

to have this opportunity to discuss Operation Weed and Seed the

Administrations new initiative to combat violent crime and drug

trafficking in targeted neighborhoods and to revitalize these

areas with social services and economic opportunities

Weed and Seed is community-based comprehensive multi-

agency approach to combatting violent crime drug use and .gang

activity in high-crime neighborhoods The goal of this strategy

is to weed out crime from targeted neighborhoods and then to

seed the targeted sites with wide range of crime and drug

prevention programs and human service agency resources to prevent

crime from reoccurring.

The ultimate objective is to maximize coordination and

involve the entire community in this effort to revitalize crime

ridden neighborhoods If we are to reclaim Americas communities

from the terror of violent crime we must work together on every

level of government and with the private sector Law enforcement

alone cannot solve these problems The coordination of law

enforcement and social programs is essential to the

revitalization of these communities and they must work together

mutually reinforcing one another Law enforcement is not

substitute fo social programs and social programs cannot be

pursued instead of or at the expense of aggressive law

enforcement policies No Social program or community activity

can flourish in an atmosphere poisoned by violent crime and drug

abuse



Elements of Weed and Seed Stpteqy

The Weed and Seed strategy involves four basic elements

Law Enforcement Elimihating Crime and Violence

Building on partnership among State local and Federal law

enforcement agencies this element focuses on enforcement

adjudication prosecution and offender management activities

designed to target apprehend and incapacitate violent street

criminals and criminal organizations that terrorize neighborhoods

and account for disproportionate percentage of criminal

activity

Criminals will be prosecuted under Federal law when

possible Programs such as the Department of Justices Project

Triggerlock target violent armed offenders for prosecution in

Federal court to take advantage of tough Federal firearms laws

Between April 1991 and February 1992 Project Triggerlock

resulted in approximately 4500 cases charged and had 91

percent conviction rate

Other activities will focus on special cooperative

enforcement operations such aS repeat or violent offenders

intensified narcotics investigations targeted prosecutions

victim/witness protection and services and the elimination of

narcotics trafficking organizations operating in targeted areas

Again it must be emphasized that central to this element is

cooperative partnership between Federal State and local law

enforcement agencies and prosecutors



Community-Oriented Policing operates in support of the

intensive law enforcement suppression activities described above

and provides bridge to programs aimed at prevention

intervention and treatment and neighborhood reclamation and

revitalization Community-oriented policing activities focus

increasing police visibility and the development of cooperative

relationships between the police and the citizenry in the

targeted areas Techniques such as foot patrols targeted mobile

units victim referrals to support services and àommunity

relations activities will increase positive interaction between

the police and the community The objective is to raise the

level of citizen and community involvement in crime prevention

activities to solve drug-related problems in neighborhoods and to

enhance the level of community security and to build trust and

respect between neighborhood residents and law enforcement

Community policing is more than simply reacting to crime

after it has occurred As one police chief said recently Its
getting out front before crime is committed Its citizens and

law enforcement working together to solve problems that lead to

crime In areas where community policing has been implemented

residents report increased satisfaction with law enforcement

while law enforcement officials report greater job satisfaction

on the part of officers and improved attitudes of the community

towards police New York City has found its community policing

demonstration program so successful that it is now working to

integrate community policing throughout its police force



O.Social Services Providing Hope and Assistance This

element of Weed and Seed is coordinated set of social programs

that will help residents reclaim their lives and their

neighborhoods These programs will include improved access to

primary and prenatal health care drug abuse treatment and

prevention Head Start job training afterschool and adult

education programs and transportation services to link inner

city workers to suburban jobs

Central to this strategy is that such services will be

visible onsite and accessible This provides our best chance

of breaking this cycle of drug use poverty and unemployment

By breaking the cycle we eliminate the demand for drugs thereby

putting drug organizations and dealers out of business.

Creatina Jobs and Economic Ooportunity This element

focuses on creating jobs wealth and opportunity in

neighborhoods where businesses have been driven out by violent

crime and drug trafficking Up to $400 million of the Weed and

Seed money earmarked in the budget will go to neighborhoods

designated as Enterprise Zones by the Secretary of Housing and

Urban Development The Administrations Enterprise Zone proposal

has been carefully designed to stimulate entrepreneurial activity

and job creation An additional $100 million will go to Weed and

Seed neighborhoods that are not designated as Enterprise Zones

Housina and Community Development Public housing

developments in Weed and Seed areas will be eligible for MUDs

drug elimination grants and modernization funds In addition



housing vouchers and community development block grant funds for

recreational areas rehabilitation of private housing and other

coTnmunity infrastructure improvement will be provided

Implementation of Weed and Seed

Weed and Seed requires six basic steps for implementation

organize Weed and Seed Steering Committee which vii

be coordinated by the U.S Attorney and comprised of Federal

State and local law enforcement including local prosecutors

Federal State and local school housing and other social

services officials private sector foundations and corporations

and most important representatives from communitybased

organizations Depending on the requirements of the local

community Law Enforcement Task Force could be established to

coordinate the weed activities and Neighborhood

Revitalization Committee to coordinate the seed programs

The Steering Committee selects target neighborhood

Factors that should be considered in selecting target

neighborhood include the presence of grass roots community

organizations open to the Weed and Seed concept high incidence

of gang-related violence high rates of homicide aggravated

assault rape and other violent crime high number of drug

arrests high dropout rate high unemployment rate and the

presence of public housing developments including high-rise

apartments

The Steering Committee will conduct needs assessment

of the targeted neighborhood The type of information developed



in step two will be used to assess the problems and needs of the

targeted neighborhood in relationship to the program goals and

objectives The assessment will identify problems in the

targeted neighborhood and inventory the available resources to

address them

Existing and new resources to meet the objectives

selected in step will be identified Theseresources include

funding staff for various programs and activities and materials

and equipment

The program activities and human services that will be

implemented to achieve each of the objectives will be identified

plan will be prepared specifying who will be responsible for

administering the activity what it will involve whir the

activity will be conducted whim it will be done how it will be

implemented and how much it.will cost

An implementation schedule will be developed with target

dates for the completion of major activities

1llIti2fl
Evaluation is an important component of the Weed and Seed

program Each funded program will be evaluated to determine to

what extent the program was implemented as intended and what

Impact the program had on the stated problem The evaluation

will be organized to allow fora comparison of baseline and post

Weed and Seed quantitative data such as the number of

investigations and arrests and the rates of high school

graduation infant mortality poverty
and teen pregnancy The



evaluation will also measure qualitative data such as offender

characteristics displacement of criminal activity and level of

citizen satisfaction In addition the Department of Justices

National Institute of Justice will conduct national evaluation

of Weed and Seed Results of these evaluations will be crucial

as we progress in implementing future sites

Phase Fiscal Year 1991- Pi1t Sites

Building on programs developed independently in

Philadelphia Pennsylvania the Department of Justice initiated

pilot sites for Weed and Seed in two locations in Fiscal Year

1991 The Weed and Seed strategy is being implemented in Kansas

City Missouri and Trenton New Jersey as described below

Protype The Phi1adelhia Experience

Several programs in Philadelphia served as catalysts for the

Departments Operation Weed and Seed program The Violent

Traffickers Project VT is joint FederalState task force

organized in August 1988 to address the severe problems of drug

trafficking and drug-related violence in neighborhoods in the

Philadelphia area VTP consists of agents and officers of the

Drug Enforcement Administration the Philadelphia Police the

District Attorneys Office the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and

Firearms the Federal Bureau of Investigation the Immigration

and Naturalization Service the Pennsylvania Attorney Generals

Office the Pennsylvania State Police and the U.S Attorneys

Office The Violent Traffickers Project is part of the

Presidents Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program



OCDETF Between November 1988 and July 1991 551 individuals

have been indicted as result of VTP investigations The

conviction rate is over 99 percent

As result of the success of VTP in targeting and removing

violent offenders from the community number of neighborhood-

based revitalization efforts began to flourish For example in

the Spring Garden neighborhood following successful law

enforcement drug sweeps residents began and maintained vigils to

keep the neighborhood free of drug dealers These highly

successful activities resulted in providing safe environment in

which residents can live and business can develop and flourish

In addition law enforcement officials working out of police

mini-station in the neighborhood and community residents are

working together to revitalize the neighborhood renovating

former crack houses cleaning up playgrounds and encouraging

businesses to open in the area

Another program that led to the creation of Weed and Seed is

Philadelphias Federal Alternatives to State Trials F.A.S.T

Program In July 1991 the Departments Office of Justice

Programs OJP through its Bureau of Justice Assistance BJA

provided funding for this joint effort of the Philadelphia

District Attorneys Office and the Office of the United States

Attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

Under the F.A.S.T project selected drug and firearm cases

are transferred to Federal jurisdiction through the U.S

Attorneys Office The transfer from local to Federal



jurisdiction substantially increases the likelihood that accused

local drug dealers and other armed career criminals will remain

in custody from the moment of arrest forward by holding them in

Federal detention facilities pending trial In addition

defendants receive expedited trials in the Federal district

court If convicted they are subject to Federal sentencing

guidelines and/or Federal mandatory minimums and incarcerated in

Federal facility

Operation PEARL Prevention Education Action

Rehabilitation and Law Enforcement Federal/State/city effort

to rehabilitate the Mantua neighborhood was launched in 1990 and

resulted in increased law enforcement and social services in the

targeted neighborhood The Bureau of Justice Assistanóe provided

planning grant to help PEARL get started President Bush

visited Mantua in July 1990 and applauded the jâint efforts of

government and the neighborhood residents to conquer problems

brought on by drug trafficking second PEARL program --PEARL

II-- began operating in South Philadelphia neighborhood in

October 1991

Pilot Site Kansas City Missouri

In August 1991 the Bureau of Justice Assistance awarded

Kansas City Missouri $200000 for program organized by the

US Attorney and the Kansas City POlice Department The Kansas

City Weed and Seed program has been expanded and the working

group comprised of law enforcement human service agencies and

community organizations has made subStantial progress in
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developing its implementation plan for both the weeding and

seeding components target neighborhood the Ivanhoe section

of the city has been selected The seeding effort is focusing

on demolishing dangerous buildings and creating incentives for

development and it will include forfeiture of houses used for

drug trafficking and abandoned property and conversion of those

into affordable housing

In addition the Kansas City project is rebuilding

neighborhood alliances to get residents involved in maintaining

the security of their community through neighborhood cleanups

removing abandoned cars fixing and replacing street lights and

removing or painting over graffiti The seeding effort also aims

to encourage businesses to relocate to the area and has

established Hub House in the neighborhood--a one-atop center

to provide residents with information on wide range of programs

available to them including drug treatment and referral family

therapy education counseling child development programs youth

services housing services and opportunities available through

the Small Business Administration

Key participants in the Kansas City Weed and Seed program

currently involve Federal State and local law enforcement

agencies and prosecutors the regional office of the U.S

Department of Housing and Urban Development the Small Business

Administration the Kansas City Neighborhood Alliance the Ad Hoc

Group Against Crime neighborhood-based organization and other

.ocal government and community groups
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Pilot Site Trenton New Jersey

In September 1991 EJA awarded Trenton New Jersey $284000

to further demonstrate the Weed and Seed strategy This Weed and

Seed project iB targeted at four neighborhoods and is proceeding

with very good results Under the direction of the State

Attorney General and in close coordination with the United

States Attorney and the City of Trenton the project has

developed four-pronged approach to fighting the war on drugs

and crime in these neighborhoods

The Violent Offender Removal Program VORP is designed

to target apprehend and incapacitate violent street gang

members and disrupt drug trafficking networks in and around the

designated Safe Haven Zones VORP has resulted in the arrest of

69 persons since the beginning of this program

The Trenton Weed and Seed program was recently awarded

an additional $743142 to fund community policing activities

The Community Policing Program is designed to emphasize the need

for police officers and residents within the community to work

together in creative ways to address the problems of crime at the

neighborhood level Community policing has been implemented in

each of the four targeted neighborhoods and has met with high

praise from both residents and local police

The Safe Haven Program is designed to provide an

alternative to the dangers of the streets by bringing together

education community law enforcement health recreation and

other groups to provide alternative activities for high-brisk
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youth and other residents of the community Three public middle

schools in three of the targeted neighborhoods are being used

after regular school hours from p.m to p.m to house these

programs In addition to programs for high-risk youth the Safe

Haven Project also includes number of programs that are adult-

oriented The number of community participants at one of the

Safe Haven sites has averaged between 85 and 125 per evening

with as many as 200 on several occasions

The Community Revitalization and Empowerment Program is

in the planning stages and should be underway soon number of

human service agencies have been identified to participate in

this seed effort including the Delaware Valley United Way

Urban League of Greater Trenton Boys and Girls Clubs DARE Drug

Abuse Resistance Education program and the Trenton School

District among others In addition the Mayor of Trenton has

held number of town meetings in the targeted areas to assess

community needs and the types of social services to be made

available in the Safe Havens Project participants also have

signed memorandum of agreement specifying their commitment to

the program

Phase IX -- fiscal year 1992 D.momstatiOn Proarsa

In Fiscal Year 1992 the Department will expanding the pilot

phase of Weed and Seed to additional demonstration sites This

initiative shows great promise but much work remains to be done

to refine the design of the program Resources are limited in

Fiscal Year 1992 so the demonstration program can be expanded to
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only 16 cities The cities participating in Phase II are

Atlanta GA Chelsea MA Charleston SC Chicago IL Denver

CO Fort Worth TX Santa Ana CA Madison WI Philadelphia PA

Pittsburgh PA Richmond VA San Antonio TX San Diego CA

Seattle WA Washington DC and Wilmington DE

On January 7-8 1992 United States Attorneys from the 16

cities participated in Planning Conference hosted by the

Department of Justice. At the planning conference the U.S

Attorneys were fully briefed on the requirements for the Weed and

Seed program In addition on February 11-12 1992 the Office

of Justice Programs hosted Weed and Seed Technical Assistance

Workshop to assist representatives from the 16 sites in

developing their Weed and Seed programs and preparing their

applications The agenda included presentations on organizing

and planning Weed and Seed programs the application of community

policing and the role of prevention The Workshop also provided

participants an opportunity to review application requirements

and to discuss the mechanics of preparing the application All

applications from the sites were received by the March 20 1992

deadline and have been analyzed by impartial peer review panels

composed of law enforcement officers prosecutors social service

providers and.community planners All 16 sites met the Weed and

Seed criteria have been notified of their selection for funding

These sites will receive approximately $1.1 million from the

Department of Justice to begin implementation of the Weed and

Seed strategy An award of about half that amount will be made
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this year and the remainder will be available in Fiscal Year

1993 subject to congressional appropriations

Training and technical assistance will also be made

available in this fiscal year to other jurisdictions wishing to

develop Weed and Seed programs

Los Ane18 W.sd and Bs.6

On May 1992 the President announced $19 million Weed

and Seed operation designed to help resuscitate blighted and

burned Los Angeles communities

The $19 million Weed and Seed program will include funding

from the Department of Justice and numerous other Federal

agencies. The Department of Justice in consultation with the

other Federal agencies State and local officials and the private

sector will identify specific hard-hit neighborhoods in Los

Angeles for this targeted aid

combination àf social service and law enforcement all

backed by State local and strong private sector involvement is

essential for the success of Weed and Seed in Los Angeles

coordinated and extensive social and health investment will

follow the law enforcement efforts to address the needs of the

blighted areas Such coordinated investment of public and

private resources will give law abiding citizens the kind of

economic and social opportunities that breathe life into

neighborhoods
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Presidents Fiscal Year 1993 Initiative

Phase III of Operation Weed and Seed is planned for

implementation in Fiscal Year 1993 As you know Mr Chairman

President Bush has requested in his Fiscal Year 1993 budget

proposal $500 million to substantially expand Weed and Seed

activities This $500 million has been identified in the

budgets of the U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development

to fund programs such as public housing drug elimination grants

the Department of Health and Human Services for community

partnership grants drug treatment and improved access to health

care and to provide Head Start for one year for eligible

children the Department of Labor for Job Training Partnership

Act programs that provide job training for high-risk youth and

adults and the Department of Education to Increase educational

opportunities and drug education and prevention programs

Some $30 million has been requested in the Fiscal Year 1993

budget of the Department of Justice to support Weed and Seed to

expand the number of demonstration sites An additional one

million dollars has been requested in the Department of

Transportation fiscal year 199.3 budget to support reverse

commuter demonstration grants to facilitate movement of inner

city residents to suburban jobs

Notwithstanding the Presidents substantial request for

additional Federal resources want to stress Mr Chairman

that Weed and Seed is not simply another Federal grant program
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While additional funding will be allocated for this initiative

its success is not dependent upon new Federal dollars Rather

its success will depend in large part on coordinating private

sector efforts and existing Federal grants and State formula

block grants and redirecting these resources in comprehensive

effort to assist these targeted sites The Justice Department is

working with officials from MUD HHS Labor Education

Agriculture Transportation Treasury and the Office of National

Drug Control Policy to coordinate the manner in which Federal

resources will be directed to this initiative in Fiscal Years

1992 and 1993 and am pleased to report that they have been

very enthusiastic about this critical effort

In conclusion Mr Chairman by implementing this Weed and

Seed strategy Federal State and local governments law

enforcement and human service agencies the private sector and

community residents can form partnership which will give

neighborhoods the best chance to significantly affect the

problems of violent crime drug trafficking and gang activity

that terrorizes law-abiding Americans appreciate your support

and look forward to working with Congress to further this

critical effort

Thank you Mr Chairman would now be happy to answer any

questions you may have
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MEMORANDUM

TO All United States Attorneys
Assistant Attorney General Criminal Division

Director Federal Bureau of Investigation

Administrator Drug Enforcement Administration

Commissioner Immigration and Naturalization Service

Director U.S Marshals Service
Chief Postal Inspector Postal Inspection Service

Assistant Commissioner Internal Revenue Service

Director Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms

Director U.S Secret Service

FROM Jeffrey Howard

Principal AssociatbŁbutY
Attorney General

SUBJECT Weed and Seed Initiative Transfers of Real Property

Executive Summary This memorandum describes the Weed and

Seed Initiative and explains how federally forfeited real

properties may be transferred to State and local public agencies

and private non-profit organizations for use in support of the

Weed and Seed Initiative Importantly this memorandum sets

forth additional guidance to permit the expanded use of federally

forfeited real property to support Weed and Seed programs

The memorandum reviews the legal authority for this change

in the sharing program It then describes the procedure by which

Weed and Seed transfers are to be accomplished In summary the

process parallels the current sharing procedure including use of

Form DAG71 consultation among Federal State and local law

enforcement authorities and final approval of real property

transfers by the Office of the Deputy Attorney General Where

there is legal impediment to Weed and Seed transfer through

the participating State or local law enforcement agency the

transfer can still be accomplished through the U.S Department of

Housing and Urban Development HUD HUD will also play

consultant role in transfers made through State and local law

enforcement agencies



Recipients will be expected to pay any iæortgages and
qualified third party interests against the real property
transferred Other costs will be paid from the Assets Forfeiture
Fund No transfer will be made over the objection of State or
local law enforcement agency which is entitled to an equitable
share of the net proceeds from the sale of the property to be
transferred

Bckaround Weed and Seed is new initiative designed to
reclaim and rejuvenate embattled neighborhoods and communities
Weed and Seed uses neighborhood focused two-part strategy to
control violent crime and to provide social and economic support
to communities where high crime rates and social ills are
prevalent The initiative first removes or weeds violent
criminals and drug dealers from the neighborhoods Second the
initiative prevents reinfestation of criminal activity by
seeding the neighborhoods with public and private services
communitybased policing and incentives for new businesses
Weed and Seed is founded on the premise that community
organizations social service providers and criminal justice
agencies must work together with community residents to regain
control and revitalize crime-ridden and drugplagued
neighborhoods Weed and Seed includes both specifically funded
projects as well as cooperative initiatives not receiving
targeted federal funding

This Memorandum establishes guidelines and authorizes the
transfer of seized and forfeited real property in appropriate
cases to States political subdivisions and private non-profit
organizations in support of the Weed and Seed Initiative

General Authorization

18 U.S.C 981e and 21 U.S.C 881e
authorize the Attorney General to transfer forfeited property to
any federal agency or to any State or local law enforcement
agency that participated in the seizure or forfeiture of
property

Transfers made pursuant to 21 U.S.C 881e must
serve to encourage cooperation between the recipient State or
local agency and federal enforcement agencies Limitations and
conditions respecting permissible uses of transferred property
are set forth in The Attorney Generals Guidelines on Seized and
Forfeited Property Pursuant to Part III of the Guidelines
this memorandum constitutes supplementary guidance regarding the
meaning of Part of the Guidelines

-2-



Identification and Use of Forfeited Real Property

United States Attorneys assisted by the United States

Marshals Service are authorized to identify seized or forfeited

properties for potential transfer in support of the Weed and Seed

initiative Where appropriate they shall consult with the U.S

Department of Housing and Urban Development As properties are

forfeited appropriate Weed and Seed transfers will be made

pursuant to the policies and procedures set out herein

The proposed uses of any property to be so transferred

must be in accordance with the Weed and Seed initiative focusing

on support of community-based drug abuse treatment prevention

education housing job skills and other activities that will

substantially further Weed and Seed goals United States

Attorneys are encouraged to consult with the Executive Office for

Asset Forfeiture for guidance in particular cases The property

must also be suited to the proposed use and the use must be

consistent with all applicable Federal State and local laws and

qrdinances

Any proposed transfer must have the potential for

significant benefits to particular community and these benefits

must outweigh any financial loss or adverse effects to the

Department of Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund

Transfer of Forfeited Real Property Pursuant to Weed and

Seed Initiative

Bbarina Reauests

All requests for sharing of real property pursuant to

the Weed and Seed Initiative shall be in Form DAG-71 and must

follow the established sharing procedures as outlined in the

Attorney Generals Guidelines on Seized and Forfeited Property

The appropriate official of the seizing Federal investigative

agency must recommend the transfer as well as the United States

Attorney in the particular judicial district where the property

is located Approval by the Office of the Deputy Attorney

General is required for transfers of forfeite4 real property

TransferS to State and Local Agencies

The participating State or local law enforcement agency or

other governmental entity permitted by applicable laws to hold

property for the benefit of the law enforcement agency will

receive the initial transfer of the real property The State or

local agency will then pursuant to prior agreement transfer the

property to the appropriate public or private non-profit

organization for use in support of one of the programs described

above



The authority of the participating State or local
investigative agency to transfer forfeited real property to other
State or local public agencies may vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction In each case the issue must be addressed in the
submitted DAG-71 prior to the sharing transfer to the State or
local agency See section below for cases where there is an
impediment to transfer under this section

U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development
Transfers

Transfer of forfeited real property under the Weed and Seed
Initiative may alternatively be accomplished through the U.S
Department of Housing and Urban Development HUD In this
regard the Department of Justice has statutory authority to
transfer forfeited property to another federal agency Under
this option after property is identified as suitable Weed
and Seed transfer and is forfeited title to the property will be
transferred to MUD After the initial transfer MUD will then
retransfer the property to the pre-selected recipient consistent
with understandings reached in consultation with Federal State
and local agencies and the pertinent United States AttorneysOffice

Mortgages and Ownership Interests in Weed and Seed
Transferred Real Property

Mortgages

Mortgages on real property transferred pursuant to the Weed
and Seed initiative are not payable from the DOJ Assets
Forfeiture Fund Liens and mortgages shall be the responsibility
of the recipient State or local community-based organization

Qualified Third Party Interests

Any secured debts or other qualified interests owed to
creditors are not payable from the DOJ Assets Forfeiture Fund
The payments of these interests are the responsibility of the
recipient State or local agency or non-profit organization

Asset Seizure Management and Case-Related Expenses

Expenses incurred in connection with the seizure appraisal
or security of the property are payable from the Assets
Forfeiture Fund Case-related expenses incurred in connection
with normal proceedings undertaken to protect the United States
interest in seized property through forfeiture are also payablefrom the Assets Forfeiture Fund



Law Enforcement Concurrence

Any State or local law enforcement agency that would

otherwise receive an equitable share of proceeds from the sale of

forfeited property must voluntarily agree to forego its share

before Weed and Seed transfer will be authorized

Contact Point

Questions regarding this policy and procedure may be

directed to the Executive Office for Asset Forfeiture

202 6168000
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U.S Department of Justice EXHIBIT

Office of the Deputy Attorney General

Executive Office for Asset Forfeiture

bshington D.C 20530

May 20 1992

Mr Peter Prichard
Editor
USA TODAY
Washington

Dear Mr Prichard

was most disappointed by your May 18 1992 articles on
asset seizure and forfeiture and your May 19 editorial After
spending considerable time with your reporter Dennis Cauchon
had hoped for an objective report on seizure and forfeiture not
the slanted and inaccurate stories you published

The factual errors are numerous but it is particularly
unfortunate that your description of the eight specific cases
does not clearly distinguish Federal from State cases As for
the Federal cases your account of the Jack Johnson case suggests
that he is an innocent man whose $12248 was seized without
reason Contrast your account of the seizure with the
description of the seizure given by the U.S Circuit Court of
Appeals 957 F.2d 1515

During the course of the search the officers found
over five pounds of marijuana 1.2 grams of cocaine
seven tabs of L.S.D five scales marijuana and cocaine
packaging paraphernalia three handguns four shotguns
rifle and the subject $12248 in U.S currency The
State of California filed criminal complaint against
Johnson pleaded guilty to possession of

cocaine on September 13 1985

Regarding the Weaver case Mr Weaver is scheduled for trial
on drug trafficking charges this Summer so cannot comment
further at this time but invite you to follow up on this case
In the Apfelbaum case you failed to note that Mr Apfelbaums
luggage contained marijuana residue or that $30000 in U.S
currency was seized from his travelling companion on the same
occasion The $30000 was later found to have been stolen and
was returned to the victim of the theft

In sum USA TODAY has presented misleading picture of

asset forfeiture and has printed as truth the uncorroborated
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claims of criminals and defense attorneys who have personal
stake in the cases described This does disservice not only to
asset forfeiture but to dedicated law enforcement officers and
to your readers

Sincerely

Cary H/ Cojeland
Director and Chief Counsel



EKHIBIT

IN THE TJNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAN

CENTRAL DIVISION

In re SEALED CASE

GRAND JURY SUBPOENAS MDIORANDUM DECISION
DATED AUGUST 22 1.91 AND ORDER

Case No 92M26

This matter is before the court on the Motion for

Protective Order or an Order to Modify or Quash Subpoenas of

Ahearingon

motion washeld on March 25 1992 At the hearing

represented

Stewart Waltz Edward Eliasberg Karen Gable and Jesse

Caplan represented the United States Before the hearing the

court carefully considered the memoranda and other materials

submitted by the parties After taking the matter under

advisement the court has further considered the law and facts

relating to motion Now being fully advised the court

renders the following memorandum decision and order

BACKGROUND

This dispute arises from an ongoing grand jury

investigation of possible criminal violations of United States



antitrust laws in the Utah health care industry In connection

with this investigation on August 22 1991 the grand jury

issued subpoena duces tecum to This subpoena directs

to provide the United States Department of Justice DOJ with

substantial number of original business records relating to

range of subjects Although does not contest its

obligation to respond to this subpoena isconcerned that

disclosure of these documents to the public and competitors

may have an adverse impact on business as well as its

public image is particularly concerned about approximately

200 of these documents which claims contain trade secrets

Despite requests DOJ has refused to agree not to disclose

these documents to third party witnesses before the grand jury

who are not under the obligation of secrecy imposed by Federal

Rule of Criminal Procedure 6e
In an attempt to safeguard against disclosure of these

sensitive documents as moved this court for protective

order Specifically requests that this court order DOJ to

refrain from disclosing any document produced in response to the

August 22 1991 subpoena to any third party who is not under the

obligation of secrecy imposed by rule 6e In the alternative



requests that the court enter an order prohibiting DOJ from

disclosing to third parties those documents that contain

trade secrets primary interest is in preventing DOJ from

revealing confidential documents to third party witnesses

who testify before the grand jury isnot seeking to prevent

DOJ from disclosing documents to government personnel including

specially retained consultants and experts who are necessary to

assist DOJ in pursuing the grand jurys investigation even

though they may testify before the grand jury Nor is

attempting to bar DOJ from disclosing documents that are

otherwise publicly available or that DOJ has obtained

independently

II DISCUSSION

presents three arguments in support of its request

that this court issue protective order governing DOJs use of

At least this is the position that has articulated
in its motion At the hearing on this matter counsel for

suggested procedure whereby these documents could be shown to
third party witnesses with_the courts permission at 33
34 Under this scheme would designate those documents that
contain trade secrets government sought to release these
documents to third parties witnesses would be given an
opportunity to brief the court as to wthe documents should be

kept secret The government would then respond ex parte to the
court as to how and why the documents need to be released



documents First submits that DOJ is barred by

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6e from disclosing any of

documents to third party witnesses who are not subject to

that rules obligation of secrecy Second argues that DOJ

is prevented by the Trade Secrets Act 18 U.S.C.A 1905 West

1984 from disclosing to third party witnesses anydocuments
that contain trade secretS Third claiins that DOJ is under

an obligation not to disclose those documents that contain trade

secrets by virtue of the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment of

the United States Constitution Each of these arguments are

addressed separately below

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6e
Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6e2 sets forth

general requirement that other than witnesses those persons

associated with the grand jury shall not disclose matters

occurring beforethe grand jury.2 Among the few exceptions to

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6e provides

Gsnsral Ruls of Secrecy grand juror an
interpreter stenographer an operator of
recording device typist who transcribes
recorded testimony an attorney for the
government or any person to whom disclosure
is made under paragraph ii of this
subdivision shall not disclose matters
occurring before the grand jury except as



this rule are those that permit disclosure of mattersoccurring

.before the grand jury by an attorney for the government for

use in the performance of such attorneys duty and ii such

government personnel as are deemed necessary by an attorney

for the government to assist an attorney for the government in

the performance of such attorneys duty to enforce federal

criminal law Fed Crim Proc 6e3A Rule 6e also

permits disclosure of matters occurring before the grand jury

when so directed by court preliminarily to or in

connection with judicial proceeding Fed Crirn

6e3Ci There is no exception that expressly permits the

government to disclose secret matters to witnesses other than

government personnel and specially-retained experts who are

testifying before the grand jury

The Parties Positions

argues t1at the documents it provides in response

to the grand jury subpoena are matters occurring before the

grand jury and therefore are subject to the secrecy

otherwise provided for in these rules No

obligation of secrecymaybe imposed on any

person except in accordance with this rule

knowing violation of Rule may be punished

as contempt of court



requirements or rule 6e.3 According to the only exception

to the secrecy requirement that could apply in this case the

rule 6e exception for judicial proceedings does not

apply because the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth

Circuit has held the exception inapplicable to the same grand

jury proceeding from which disclosure is sought.4 Thus

contends the government cannot disclose documents to third

party witnesses either in preparation for or during the

witnesses testimony before the grand jury

In response DOJ asserts that the the publics

interest in full uninhibited grand jury investigation clearly

outweighs any interest may have in the confidentiality of its

Although there apparently are no decisions expressly
adopting Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 6e argument

cites seiŁral opinions that support its contention that
confidential documents supplied in response to grand jury
subpoena are subject to rule 6es secrecy requirement
Generally these decisions hold that documents provided in
response to grand jury subpoenas are considered matters
occurring before the grand jury if disclosure of the documents
would tend to reveal some secret aspect of the grand jurys
investigation In re Grand Jury Proceedings 851 F.2d 86086667 6th Cir 1988 In re Grand Jury Proceedings Miller
Brewing Co 687 F.2d 1079 1090 7th Cir 1982 on reha 717
F.2d 1136 7th Cir 1983 Fund for Constitutional Govt
National Archives Record Serv 656 F.2d 856 D.C Cir 1981

See United States Tauer 638 F.2d 167 10th Cir
1980



documents.5 Mem Supp Resp at DOJ argues that under

rule 6e is not entitled to protective order.6 DOJ also

argues that granting motion in this case would not further

the policies embodied in rule 6e In fact DOJ argues the

courts granting of motion would actually subvert rule 6e

by requiring the government to explain the basis for each grand

jury subpoena in an endless series of hearings DOJ however

does not offer any direct rebuttal to argument that there

is no exception to rule 6es secrecy requirement that pertains

to the facts of this case Nor does DOJ attempt to show how

under rule 6e this court may permit the type of disclosure

DOJ directs the court to litany of prominent decisions

articulating the general principal that the grand jury enjoys

broad and unobstructed investigatory powers See United States

Calandra 414 U.S 338 1974 United States Morton Salt

338 U.s 632 1950 DOJ also cites number of cases in

which courts have refused to quash grand jury subpoenas even

though the subpoenas would require disclosure of trade secretse.a Covey Oil Co Continental Oil Co 340 F.2d 993

10th Cir 1965 no privilege protects documents containing

trade secrets from grand jury subpoena also Branzbura

Haves 408 U.s 665 700 1972 reporter may be called to

provide testimony to grand jury even if testimony requires

disclosure of confidential sources

In support of this claim DOJ cites In the Matter of

Grand Jury Subpoenas to Midland Asphalt 616 Supp 223

W.D.N.Y 1985 in which the United States District Court for

the Western District of New York summarily denied motion for

protective order similar to the one requested by in this

case



that is seeking to avoid

The Courts View

Subpoenaed Documents as Matters Occurring

Before the Grand Jury

This court agrees with that the documents requested

by the grand jury in this case are matters occurring before the

grand jury and therefore are subject to the Øecrecy

requirements of rule 6e The test of whether disclosure of

information will violate Rule 6e depends upon whether

revelation in the particular context would in fact reveal what

was before the grand jury Anava United States 815 F.2d

1373 1379 10th Cir 1987 quoting Fund for Constitutional

Government National Archives Records Serv 656 F.2d 856

871 D.C 1981 In applying this test the court must be

mindful of the purpose of rule 6e which is to protect the

sanctity of the proceeding and to protect the participants from

detrimental publicity at 137879

In this case where the grand jury investigation is

still underway and no indictments have been returned

dissemination of documents subpoenaed by the grand jury

clearly would reveal something of the nature of the grand jurys

investigation At minimum disclosure of secret



documents would reveal the direction of the grand jurys

investigation and the names of the persons involved Di

Sealed Case 801 F.2d 1379 D.C dr 1986 Scalia J. In

fact given the nature of the documents at issue in this case

even greater revelations would likely occur if the documents were

not generally subject to rule 6es secrecy requirements For

example some of the documents are strategic plans for individual

subsidiaries of Familiarity with these documents would give

persons holding such knowledge good sense of the types of

business activities that are being examined by the grand jury for

possible anti-competitive effects Moreover these documents are

not the type that otherwise are publicly available United

States Anderson 778 F.2d 602 605 10th Cir 1985 materials

allegedly disclosed in violation of rule 6e were promotional

materials previously distributed to the public by defendants

Consequently -documents are protected by rule 6es

obligation of secrecy unless specifically exempted under one of

the exceptions contained in that rule

Disclosure of the Documents Under

Rule 6e3Ci1
This court also agrees with that the rule

6e exception to rule 6es general rule of secrecy is



not available to permit disclosure of the documents subpoenaed in

this case Rule 6e permits the court to allow grand

jury materials to be disclosed preliminarily to or in connection

with judicial proceeding Fed Crim Proc 6e
As points out however the Tenth Circuit has held that the

term judicial proceeding does not include the same ongoing

grand jury investigation from which disclosure is sought United

States Taaer 638 F.2d 167 10th Cir 1980 In United States

Tager the Tenth Circuit concluded that rule 6e
is not designed nor has it been used in the past as source of

authority for court to order disclosure to assist with the

present grand jury proceedings at 170 citation omitted

Disclosure of the Documents Under

Rule 6e
The court however disagrees with that the

judicial proceedings exception is the only possible exception to

the general rule of secrecy that can apply in this case Under

rule 6e3Ai matters occurring before the grand jury may

be disclosed to an attorney for the government for use in the

performance of such attorneys duty Fed Crim

6e3Aj The court concludes that pursuant to this rule

government attorneys who are working with the grand jury may

10



disclose ___ documents that are before the grand jury to third-

party grand jury witnesses The government may make these

disclosures either in the course of conducting pretestimony

interviews of the witnesses or while examining the witnesses

before the grand jury

Although these activities are not expressly authorized

by the rule they are undeniably fundamental to the performance

of government attorneys duties in presenting the governments

case before the grand jury.7 To prevent government attorneys

According to one authority

It would appear likely that the performance
of duties clause of rule 6e may

permit limited disclosures that are directly
incidental to the preparation and

presentation of the criminal case such as

disclosures made in the course of preparing

witnesses disclosures during discovery

proceedings-and disclosures during trial
To require separate court orders before each

of those kinds of routine disclosures would

be enormously cumbersome without adding much

by way of protection for grand jury
materials

Sara Beale William Bryson Grand Jury Law and Practice

707 at 738 1986 This authority also notes As matter

of practice federal prosecutors have generally regarded rule
6e as granting them the authority to make any use of

the grand jury materials that is consistent with the investi

gation preparation and prosecution of criminal cages
707 at 736

11



from using evidence before the grand jury incident to

interviewing and examining grand jury witnesses on the grounds

that such uses are not necessary to the performance of such

attorneys duties would severely hamper the effectiveness of the

grand jury If the government were not permitted to disclose the

documents to third party witnesses the result in many cases

would be complete loss of valuable evidence At the least

witnesses would be unable to explain or interpret documents

before the grand jury These limitations might force the grand

jury to limit the scope of its investigation or compromise its

ability to conduct fair investigation Furthermore if the

rule 6e were interpreted to bar government attorneys from

disclosing subpoenaed documents in the course of interrogating

grand jury witnesses it would necessarily follow that

government attorney wold be barred from making such use of any

evidence before the grand jury That result would surely be

contrary to thefl Tenth Circuits admonition that rule 6e is

not intended to deter the government from legitimate

investigation so long as that investigation does not reveal what

took place in the grand jury room Anava 815 F.2d at 1379

Moreover any marginal benefits to upholding the

secrecy of the grand jury process that would be gained if the

12



government were prohibited from disclosing these documents to

grand jury witnesses would be outweighed by the burdens placed on

the grand jurys investigation As the United States Supreme

Court has stated two primary objectives of maintaining the

secrecy of grand jury proceedings are to encourage prospective

witnesses to come forward and to encourage actual witnesses to

testify fully and frankly.8 Doualas Oil Co Petrol Stops

Northwest 441 U.S 211 219 1979 As the government points

out granting motion is not likely to discourage potential

witnesses from coming forward It could however have the

effect of inhibiting actual witnesses from testifying fully and

frankly about evidence before the grand jury

This courts conclusion that rule 6e permits

the government to disclose documents before the grand jury to

third party witnesses is consistent with the opinions expressed

by the few courts that have endeavored to define the scope of

that provision In decision on point the United States

In addition to these policies the United States Supreme
Court has stated that rule 6e secrecy requirement reduces
the risk that those about to be indicted would flee or would
try to influence individual grand jurors to vote against
indictment Doualas Oil Co Petrol Stoos Northwest 441 U.S
211 219 1979 footnote omitted It also helps assure that
persons who are accused but exonerated by the grand jury will not
be held up to public ridicule IJ

13



District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania

determined that interviewing prospective witnesses and

reviewing their testimony with them is an appropriate part of the

duties of an attorney for the United States and therefore

within the scope of rule 6e3Ai United States

American Radiator Standard Sanitary CorD 45 F.R.D 477 W.D

Penn 1968 The United States Court of Appeals for the Third

Circuit implicitly reached the same conclusion when it determined

that an agent of an Assistant United States Attorney acted

improperly when he disclosed to witness the grand jury

testimony of another witness in an attempt to shape the former

witness testimony at criminal trial United States

Bazzano 570 F.2d 1120 112526 3rd Cir 1977 cert denied

436 U.S 917 1970 In articulating proper uses of grand jury

testimony the Third Circuit observed that such pretrial

interview may simply serve to refresh witness memory rather

than improperly to influence his testimony.9 at 1125

Apparently in both Bazzano and American Radiator the

governments attorneys sought to use grand jury materials

preliminary to or in connection with trial occurring after

cessation of the grand jury investigation This fact alone does

not weaken the application of these cases in the instant

situation As the United States Supreme Court has noted the

policies served by grand jury secrecy prevail beyond the closure

of grand jury investigation See Doualas Oil Co Petrol

14



Similarly the United States Courts of Appeals for the

Fourth Circuit has held that rule 6e permits

government attorneys to disclose grand jury testimony without

prior court approval during Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure

11 hearing United States Maglitz 773 F.2d 1463 1467 4th

Cir 1985 And the United States Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit has concluded that this exception permitted an

attorney for the government to disclose testimony made before

grand jury to different grand jury for the purpose of

____Stops Northwest 441 U.S 211 222 1979

One authority has suggested that the interpretation of

rule 6e adopted by this court may be inconsistent with

the structure of rules 6e3A which contain specific

exemption for disclosures made to government personnel and

requires that such disclosures be reported to the court Sara

Beale William Bryson Grand Jury Law and Practice 707
at 7-37 1986 According to that authority if rule

6e is interpreted to permit disclosures deemed useful

to prosecutors it would render subsections ii and of

rule 6e unnecessary At least two rejoinders to this

argument are possible First this court is not ruling that

prosecutors may make any disclosure that they deem necessary but
only disclosures to third party witnesses before the grand jury
Second government personnel are generally subject to rule 6e
whereas third party witnesses are not Therefore it makes sense
for the court to monitor which government personnel have
information about matters occurring before the grand jury so as

to discourage potential disclosures in violation of rule 6e
15



prosecuting witness for perjury.10 United States Garcia

420 F.2d 309 311 2nd Cir 1980

Based on the forgoing discussion this court holds that

government attorneys working with the grand jury may use

documents subpoenaed by the grand jury to assist in examining

third party witnesses before the grand jury The governments

attorneys may use these documents while conducting pre-testimony

interviews with prospective grand jury witnesses and examining

actual third party witnesses before the grand jury The court

however notes that the governments attorneys bear certain

responsibilities in this regard First although documents

subpoenaed by the grand jury may be shown to third party

witnesses neither the originals nor copies of these documents

10 According to the Garcia court There has never been any
question of the right of government attorneys to use grand jury
minutes without court approval in preparation for trial and
even to make them public at trial to the extent of referring to
such minutes during the examination of witnesses United States

Garcia 420 F.2d 309 311 2nd Cir 1980 The courts
decision in Garcia was rendered prior to the adoption of rule
6e iiiwhich permits an attorney for the government to
disclose matters occurring before grand jury to different
federal grand jury

It is also notable that prior to the adoption of rule6e the governments attorneys historically had wide discretion
in using grand jury materials for the purposes of impeachment and
refreshing witnesses recollections See Lester Orfield The
Federal Grand Jury 22 F.R.D 343 40910 1959 citing cases

16



may be given to the possession of such witnesses Second the

government in its thoughtful discretion should not make

unnecessary disclosures of grand jury documents to third party

witnesses Third the courts holding in this matter should be

construed narrowly The court has not addressed any other use of

grand jury subpoenaed documents than for the purposes of

interviewing and examining grand jury witnesses

In reaching this conclusion the court declines to adopt
the scheme proposed by counsel for at the hearing in this

matter See sura note The court agrees with DOJ that this

scheme would potentially compromise the secrecy of the qnd jury
in ways much more serious than the governments use of

documents in interviewing and examining third party witnesses
United States Enter. Inc 111 Ct 722 728 1991

Requiring the Government to explain in too much detail the

particular reasons underlying subpoena threatens to compromise
the indispensable secrecy of grand jury proceedings
citation omitted Moreover this process would likely create

cumbersome and unnatural role for this court in overseeing the

grand jurys investigation See at 726 Any holding that

would saddle grand jury with minitrials and preliminary

showings would assuredly impede its investigation and frustrate

the publics interest in the fair and expeditious administration

of the criminal laws.

This is not to say that the court is insensitive to the

interests of in its documents The court however believes

that these interests will be protected to the maximum extent

consistent with the interests of the grand jury in conducting its

investigation by the admonitions articulated above In any

event as counsel for stated at the hearing in this matter
it would make little sense for DOJ to make extensive disclosures

of competitively-sensitive documents to competitors
at37

17



Trade Secrets Act

also asserts that any disclosure of documents

supplied by it to the grand jury in response to subpoena is

prohibited by the Trade Secrets Act .18 U.S.C.A 1905 West

1984 The Trade Secrets Act generally provides that no employee

of the United States including agents of the Department of

Justice shall publicly disclose any competitively-sensitive

documents obtained in the course of their official duties unless

such disclosure is authorized by law 18 U.S.C.A 1905 West

1984 In support of its argument cites the United States

Supreme Courts decision in Chrysler Corp Brown 441 U.S 281

1979

This court finds that the Trade Secrets Act does not

prevent the governments attorneys from disclosing documents

supplied by in response to grand jury subpoena to third

party witnesses because rule 6e permits such disclosure and

therefore falls within the authorized by law exception to the

Act

Fifth Amendment Takings Clause

final argument against disclosure of documents

supplied by it to the grand jury asserts that disclosure of its

proprietary information to third party witnesses would constitute

18



taking in violation of the Fifth Amendment to the United States

Constitution This court believes that an analysis under the

takings clause is unnecessary because the takings clause does not

require compensation for the production and use of evidence in

criminal proceeding

The Fifth Amendment does not require that the

Government pay for the performance of public duty it is already

owed United States Hurtado 410 U.S 578 588 1973 The

duty to provide evidence to court or grand jury is well

settled United State Calandra 414 U.S 338 345

1974 Branzbura Haves 408 U.S 665 688 1972 United

States Bryan 339 U.S 323 331 1950 Blair United

States 250 U.S 273 281 1919 Absent claim of

constitutional commonlaw or statutory privilege can not

legitimately argue that it is not required to produce evidence

for the grand jury See Branzburg 408 U.S at 688 Bryan 339

U.S at 331

argues however that it is not the production of

the evidence that results in an impermissible taking but the

disclosure to third persons of competitively-sensitive

information contained in that evidence that violates the Fifth

Amendment consequently takings claim focuses on whether

19



DOJ may disclose to third party witnesses evidence obtained from

under subpoena even though the evidence may contain trade

secrets In In the Matter of Grand Jury Subpoenas to Midland

Asphalt 616 Supp 223 W.D.N.Y 1985 the court considered

motion very similar to the one presented by in the instant

case As in this case the movants sought protection of trade

secrets contained in information required by grand jury

subpoena The court denied the motion for protective order

noting that movants were under an obligation to provide evidence

to the grand jury at 226 According to the court this

obligation is usually paramount over any private interests that

may be affected quoting In Re Moraan 377 Supp 281

285 S.D.N.Y 1974 The court held that absent claim of

privilege the movants were not entitled to modify or

limit the grand jurys use of summoned documents despite the

potential damage to their business upon their disclosure

Instead the movants were under an obligation to provide the

subpoenaed evidence even if the proprietary information contained

therein might be disclosed and its value diminished or

20



destroyed.2

Whether the use of property during judicial

proceeding constitutes taking under the constitution has also

been addressed in other contexts For example in United States

Hurtado 410 U.S at 578 the United States Supreme Court held

that the pretrial detention of material witnesses did not

constitute taking at 588-89 The Court did not reach the

question of the adequacy of the compensation provided under the

relevant statute because it found that the witnesses were under

public duty to provide testimony regardless of the resulting

financial burden they were thereby required to bear

Consequently the detention did not result in compensable

12 relies heavily on language in Ruckeishaus Monsanto

467 U.s 986 1984 for its assertion that the disclosure

of trade secrets to third parties during the grand jury

proceedings would constitute an impermissib.e taking This court

believes that Monsanto is readily distinguishable from this case

Monsanto dealt with the release of health and safety data in

connection with the approval of pesticides by the Environmental

Protection Agency pursuant to administrative regulatory scheme

The regulatory scheme imposed on Monsanto was theretofore

unknown burden on the company giving rise to new requirement

that the manufacturer provide information it was not otherwise

under an obligation to provide In contrast any possible

disclosure of trade secrets in this case will be in connection

with preexisting public obligation to provide evidence in

criminarproceeding

21



taking.3 at 589

is under obligation to produce the documents and

other information covered by the subpoena This obligation

persists regardless of the possibility of some limited

disclosures Because the obligation to produce this information

is owed to the government in the context of the grand jury

proceedings the lawful use and possible disclosure of the

information by the grand jury does not constitute taking in

violation of the Fifth Amendment

III CONCLUSION

The court concludes that under rule 6e DOJ may make

use of documents supplied by in response to the grand jurys

subpoena including those containing competitively-sensitive

information for the purposes of interviewing and examining grand

jury witnesses On the facts before the court these uses do not

violate the Trade Secrets Act nor do they constitute

compensable taking under the Fifth Amendment

13 The Supreme Court of New Hampshire applied Hurtado to
find that court order prohibiting repair of building in order
to preserve evidence for anarson trial did not constitute
taking under the Fifth Amendment Soucy State 506 A.2d 288
294 N.H 1985 As in Hurtado the New Hampshire Supreme Court
held that because the owner of the building had public
obligation to provide evidence in criminal proceeding no
taking occurred
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Based on the foregoing IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that

Motion for Protective Order or an Order to Modify or Quash

Subpoenas is denied

Dated this day of April 1992

David Winder
United States District Judge

Mailed copy of the foregoing to the following named

counsel this o2o2day of April 1992.-
Stewart Walz
Assistant U.S Attorney
476 Courthouse
Salt Lake City UT 84101

Edward Eliasberg Jr Esq
Karen Gable Esq
Jesse Caplan Esq
Antitrust Division

u.s Department of Justice

555 Fourth Street N.W
Washington DC 20001

retary
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EXHIBIT

Guideline Sentencing Update
Guidelia S.s.s.iscuag Updata will be disuibuted paiodically by the Caner to infoim judges

and other judicial pczamnel selected federal ouun decteiosa ai the anesciitg

refoini icgialauou
ci 1984 and 1987 and the Sanestcing Guiddlin A1thaai thepublication may refer to the Sentcnong Guidelines and policy staiwoiua of the U.S Sanaicutg

Cannduion In the ourneat if repaning cue holdings it lanai intouded to rofl Sanacing Coneniaston policies or acuviues Readezi should refer to the GAdelines policy

statneouta canmanary and other mateiala issued by the Sattencing Cosreniuioi for auth infcxmataon

ionofGsS.suring Vpdat.signilleu that the Canes regards it us treponaible and valuable wait It should not be consinered recanmond.tiai orofficial policy

of the Caees On mattes of
policy

the Caner speaks only thiough
ha Board

Voiwa Nuist 22 MAY 28 1992

Departures NoTIcE REumED BEiogE Dpinr
SUBSTANTIAL ASSISTANcE

U.S Andriska No 91-2748 7th Cit May 18 1992

Flaum holding that government must receive notice

Supreme Court holds that district courts have author-
before district court may depart downward on ground not

Ity to review for unconstitutional motives governments raised by either party following reasoning of Burns U.S
refusals to file substantial assistance motions Defendant

111 Ct 2182 1991 which held that defendant must

faced 10-year mandatory minimum sentence on CfrU8
receive reasonable notice before district court may depart

charge He provided information to the government that led
upward on ground not previously identified Accord U.S

the arrest of another drug dealer but the government refused Jag909 F.2d 6164 2d Cir 1990 U.S.S.G 6A 1.2

tomoveforasubstantialassistancedepartureunderl8U.S.C p.s comment n.1 Nov 1991
3553e and U.S.S.G 5K1.1 p.s The Fourth Circuit

affirmed holding that defendants may not inquire into the MrFzGATING CIRCUMSTANCES

governments reasons and motives U.S Wade 936 F.2d District court holds departure warranted because gov

169 172 4th Cir 1991 GSU ernment agent delayed arrest to trigger mandatory mini-

The SupremeCourt affirmed the decision bççause defen- mum and discover source of drugs Defendant was con

dant had.failed to raise and support claimf improper victed on distribution of cocaine base charges The govern

motive botheld thatdistrict courts may reviewfor coflstiw- mentargued that 50.4 grams were involved in the eight counts

tional viOlations the governments refusal to move for of conviction but the district court found there were 49.8

substantial assistance departure While recognizing that in grams Fifty or more grams would have required ten-year

both 3553e and SKi .1 the condition limiting the courts minimum term by statute The guideline range was 97121

authority gives the Government power not duty to file months but the court departed downward to fl months

motion when defendant has substantially assisted the The court reasoned departure was warranted because the

Court agreed with defendant that prosecutors discretion Sentencing Commission has failed to adequately consider

when exercising that power is subject to constitutional limi- the terrifying capacity for escalation of defendants sentence

lations that district courts can enforce Because we see no based on the investigating officers determination of when to

reason why courts should treat prosecutors refusal to file make an arrest The agent in this case waS undoubtedly aware

substantial-assistance motion differently from prosecutors that defendants sentence would be increased two-fold if he

other decisions. we hold that federal district courts have continued to transact business until over 50 grams of cocaine

authority to review prosecutors refusal to file substantial- base were sold The court finds it not at all fortuitous that the

assistance motion and to grant remedy if they find that the agent arrested the defendant only after he had arranged

refusal was based on an unconstitutional motive Thus enough successive buys to reach the magic number

defendant would be entitled to relief if prosecutor refused For drug offenses one factor dominates the. guideline

to file substantial-assistance motion say because of the sentencethe grade of the offense as evidenced by the

defendants race or religion Accord U.S Drown 942 F.2d quantity of drugs involved... the circumstances

55 5960 1st Cit 199114 GSU U.S Doe 934 F.2d underwhichtheoffensewascOmmittedshOUldbecOflsidered

353358 D.C Cir 1991 GSU4 U.S v.B ayles 923 F.2d especially where undercover agents persevere
in their trans

70727th Cir 1991 dicta Cf U.S Smithe rman .889 F.2d actions until suspect provides the aggregate amount of drugs

189 191 8th Cir 1989 indicating question of prosecutorial totnggeramandatoryminimum sentenceorwhereheunder

bad faith or arbitrariness may present due process issue cover agents investigation shifts from the identified-seller to

cerl denied 110 Ct 1493 1990 the undiscovered source Both of these circumstances oc

Defendant sought remand to allow him to develop curred in this offense The court noted Eighth Circuit dicta

claim that the Government violated his constitutional rights alluding to sentencing entrapment as potential mitigating

by withholding substantial-assistance motion arbitrarily circumstance which could warrant departure See U.S

or in bad faith As the Government concedes Wade Leifesty 923 F.2d 1293 13008th Cit 1991

would be entitled to relief if the prosecutors refusal to move U.S Barth No 4-91-103 D.Minn Apr 1992

was not rationally related to any legitimate Government RosenbaumJ.

end However defendant failed to adequately raise and sup

port such claim and claim that defendant merely
Criminal History

provided substantial assistance will not entitle defendant CALCULATION

to remedy or even to discovery or an evidentiary hearing Fifth and Eleventh Circuits hold that district court has

Nor would additional but generalized allegations of improper discretion to allow defendant to challenge validity of prior

motive. defendant has no right to discovery or an conviction at the sentencing hearing In the Fifth Circuit

evidentiary hearing unless he makes substantial threshold the district court had included 1982 Texas conviction in

showing defendants criminal history score and indicated that itdid not

Wade U.S No.91-5771 U.S May 181992 Souter J. have discretion to consider defendants claim that the convic
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ionwasconstitutiOnallyinva1jd.Betwcendefendantsjnst determining whether to consider them in computing
offense and sentencing Application Note to 4A1.2 was defendants criminal history score The case was remanded
amended The original note excluded from the criminal his- because the district court abused its discretion in failing to

tory score convictions which the defendant shows to have properly determine whether to consider Romans challenge
been constitutionally invalid The amendment excludes and hold an evidenuary hearing
convictions that defendant shows to have been previously U.S Roman 960 F.2d 13011th Cii 1992 per curiam
ruledconstitutionally invalid Nov.1990 emphasis added
At the same time background commentary to 4A1.2 Sentencing Procedure
added which staled in pait The Commission leaves for court u.s Canada No 91-16911st Cir Apr 1992
determination the issue of whether defendant may collater- Campbell Sr Affirming 3B 1.1b adjustment for role
ally attack at sentencing prior conviction in offense even though presentence report did not recom

The Fifth Circuit held that the 1990 amendments applied mend it and government did not request it. Burns U.s 111
and note does not prohibit challenge to priorconviction Ct 2182 1991 which required notice to defendant prior
The court read note and the background commentary as to sua sponte departure by district court does not apply We
complementary rather than conflicting and concluded that do not read Burns to require special notice where as here
court is only required to exclude prior conviction. if the court decides that an upward adjustment is warranted based
defendant shows it to have been previously ruled constitu- on offense or offender characteristics delineated within the

Sentencing Guidelines themselves at least where the facts

towhetherornottoallowthedefendanttochaflengethepnor relevant to the adjustment are already known to the defen
conviction at sentencing Accord U.S Jakobeiz 955 F.2d dant... guidelines themselves provide notice to the
786805 2d Cir 1992 Contra U.S Hewiu 942 F.2d 1270 defendant of the issues about which he may be called upon to
1276 8th Cir 1991 holding without discussing the back- comment. See also U.S McLean 951 F.2d 1300 1302
ground commentary that under amended note defendants D.C Cir 1991 Burnc does not require advance notice of
may no longer collaterally attack prior convictions. denial of 3E 1.1 reduction that was recommended in PSR

Theappellalecouriremanded because it was unsure if
thç U.S y.Palmer946F.2d97 1009th Cir 1991 samebutnot

district court simply refused to let defendant challengà the citing Burns U.S White 875 F.2d 42743132 4th Cir
1982 convicuQn orallowed the challenge and ruled against it 1989 defendant was on notice that evidence surroundingThe court set forth factors the district court may consider in obstruction of justice might be introduced
deciding whether to entertain the challenge to the prior con
viction These include the scope of the inquiry that would be Adjustments
needed to determine the validity of the conviction corn ity OBsTRucTIoN OF JusTicE

whether the defendant has remedy other than the u.s Thoson No 91-3091 D.C Cii May 1992
sentencing proceeding through which to attack the prior con- D.H Ginsburg Wald dissenting Affirmed obstrucviction As to the last the court stated that district court uon ofjustice enhancement where jury did not believe defen
should ordinarily entertain challenge to prior conviction in dants testunonyalthough it was not implausible and was

sentencing hearing if it does not appear that the defendant
corroborated by witnessesand district court specificallyhas an alternative remedy through which to challenge the found defendant testified untruthfully at thaI The appeUateconviction The court added that the challenged prior court stated On its face 3C1.l does not require that

conviction is one which the district court determines will not defendants false testimony be implausible or particularlyaffect its sentencing decision in any event it may so state on
flagrant Rather the sentencing court must determine

the record and decline to hear the challenge on that basis
whether the defendant testified falsely as to materialU.S Canaies No 91.5644 5th Cir May 1992
fact and3 willfully in order to obstruct justice not merelyGaiWood
inaccurately as the result of confusion or faulty memory

In the Eleventh Circuit defendant was convicted of con- The court also noted that admonition in Application

spiracy to possess with intent to distribute cocaine As in Note 3C1 .1 to evaluate the defendants testimony in
Canales above he was sentenced after the 1990 amendment light most favorable to the defendant apparently raises the

to 4A 1.2s notes He contended that prior state burglary
standard of proofabove the preponderance of the evi

conviction although facially valid was based on an unconsti- dence standard that applies to most other sentencing determi
tutional guilty plea and should notbe factored into his criminal nations. but it does not require proof of something more
history score The district court refused to hold an evidentiary

than ordinary perjury.

hearing oh the matter and factored in the prior conviction

The Eleventh Circuit held that amended note applied
Probation and Supervised Release

defendant and observed that the new language seems clearly REVOCATION OF SUPERVISED RELEASE
to indicate that the Sentencing Commission did not intend to U.S Cohen No.91-17866th Cii May 22 1992 Siler
provide for collateral attack of prior conviction at sentenc- Affirmed sentence of years rather than the 612 months
ing However the courtalso recognized that this suggestion called for by lB 1.4 p.s after revocation of probation we
is clouded by the Background section added at the same holdthatpolicystatementsin7Bl.4oftheGuidelinesno
time which leaves collateral attack to the discretion of the binding upon the district court but must be considered by it in

district court Relying on U.S Cornog 945 F.2d 1504 rendering sentence for violation of supervised release...
1510li llthCir 1991whichheldthatundertheamended Therefore as the district court in this case considered and
notes defendant could attack the validity of prior parole declined to follow the provisions of 7B 1.4 its judgment
revocation the court held thatthe rule in this circuit is that isaffirmed..AccordU.S v.Lee957F.2d770773l0thCjr
distrkt courts have the discretion to collaterally examine the 1992 GSU 16 U.S Blacksion 940 F.2d 877893 3d
constitutionality of facially valid prior convictions when Cii cert denied 112 Ct 6111991
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Probation and Supervised Release Third Circuit holds statute rather than Chapter

REVOCATION OF PROBATION policy statements controls revocation sentence which Is

Third Circuit holds that when probation is revoked
limited by guideline range for original offense Defendant

for drug possession not less than one-third of the origi-
was sentenced to probation and then had probation revoked

nal sentence In 18 U.S.C 3565a refers to the original
both after the Nov 1990 amendments to U.S.S.G Chaixer

guideline range not the term of probation Imposed
took effect Defendants original guideline range was 0-6

Defendants guideline range for her original offense was 0-4
months but in sentencing him after revocation the district

monthsandshewassentencedtothreeyearSoflprObatiOn.Her
court followed the Revocation Table at 7Bl.4 p.s which

probation was later revoked Daftly because she failed
called for 3-9 months The court departed upward however

drug tests She was sentenced to prison for one year in acccw-
and iir.icsed 12-month term

dance with the 1988 amendment to 18 U.S.C 3565a which
The appellate court held that the plain wording of 18

stales Notwithstanding any other provision of this section
U.S.C 3565a2 controls The sentence that was avail-

defendant is found by the court to be in possession of
able. at the time of the initial sentencing refers to the

controlled substance the court shall revoke the sentence of
guideline range applicable to defendants original offense

probation and sentence the defendant to not less than one-third
and the revocation sentence is limited to that range Every

of the original sentence The district court interpreted the
other circuit to rule on this issue has held the same although

term original sentenceto mean the three yearpmbation tenn
those cases involved revocations that occurred before Nov

rather than the 0-4 month range
for the original offense

1990 See U.S A111 929 F.2d 9959984th Cit 1991 U.S

The appellate court disagreed and held that consistent
White 925 F.2d 284286-879th Cit 1991 U.S Von

lith circuit court interpretation of initial sentencing in
Washington 915 F.2d 390 39 192 8th Cit 1990 per

3565a2 see case summaries below original sentence
curiam US Smith 907 F.2d 133 135 11th Cit 1990

means the guideline range for the original offense of convic-
The court then held that to the extent lB 1.4 conflicts

lion The cowl explicitly disagreed with US Corpuz
with the statute the two standards must be reconciled with

F.2d 5269th Cit 1992 which held that original sentence
the statute always prevailing Therefore the approyriale

means the term of probation see GSU 15 The Ninth
1eSentencing range in this case following revocation of proba

Circuit attempted to resolve the conflict between the 1988
tion was three to six months representing revocation table

drugamendmentandsection3s65a2bynotingthatthetwo
minimum of three months and statutory maximum of six

provisions are alternative means of sentencing since only the
months The Ninth Circuit has held that the extent that

former applies when the possession of controlled substance
the Guidelines conflict with 3565a2 we find them

is involved. conclude that better reading of the
invalid US Dixon 952 F.2d 260 2619th Cit 1991

notwithstanding clause is that it establishes floor below
revocation sentence within 1218 month range called for by

which the district cowl cannot reseinence despite section
lB 1.4 p.s must be vacated and sçntence reimposed within

3565a2 otherwise allowing the imposition of any sentence
original guideline range of 410 months GSU 16

within the original sentencing range In the case now before
Because the sentence was remanded the court did not rule

us that floor would be one and one-thIrd month imprison-
whether departure was appropriate but stated that the notice

ment since the original range was zero to four months requirementssetforthinBurnsv U.S 111 S.Ct.21821991

In Corpus the Ninth Circuit noted that
would apply in this case had departure been permissible

and semantically probation is sentence under the Sentenc-
U.S Boyd No.91-3597 3dCir Apr 131992 CowenJ.

ing Reform Act 1984 It is no longeran alternative to sen- U.S Maltois No 91-8060 10th Cit Apr 15 1992

tencing it is sentence in and of itself The Third Circuit dis- Brorby Defendant sentenced to probation before the Nov

agreed fmdinl that the statutory provisions en- 1990 amendments to 781 p.s but whose probation was

acted as part of the 1984 act refer to the sentence of proba- revoked after that date should be sentenced within guideline

tion ..this is merely achange in formratherthan substance range that applied to his original offense notunder the Revo

The fundamental nature of probation remains unaltered The cation Table at lB 1.4 p.s 1aking the law which recog

court added that if it followed the Ninth Circuits reasoning nizes probation as sentence itself sentencing court must

that probation is type of sentence we would be forced to impose sentence as calculated at the time of the initial sen

conclude that one-third of three years probation is one year tencing to fix the applicable guideline range Obviously

probation not one year imprisonment sentencingcouncouldstilldepartupOrdowflfrOmtheGwde

The court remanded stating that the proper way to resen- line range if the proper circumstances exist Thus as the poli

tence probation violation for possession of drugs is cy statements concerning probation revocation were not in ef

to revoke probation and impose sentence not less than one- fed at the time Mr Mahais was originally sentenced to term

third of the maximum sentence for the original offense of probation they are inapplicable. Where the revocation

U.S Gordon No 91.3605 3d Cit Apr 13 1992 sentence was imposed before 7B 1.4 became effective other

Cowen Greenberg concurring in result only circuits have held the same See citations in Boyd supra
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General Application Princi pies believed byjury unconstitutionally places an intolerable bur

AMENDMENTS den upon the defendants right to testify in his own behalf

Second Circuit holds that whether to apply amend U.S Gardiner 955 F.2d 1492 1499 11th Cir.1992
ment to commentary that could benefit defendantbut Reversed We conclude as matter of law that the defen

was adopted alter sentencingshould be considered In dants assertions do notjustify 3C1 .1 enhancement because

district not appellate court Defendant pled guilty to drug apre-sentenceassertioncannotbematerial tosentencingif the

charges and was sentenced on the basis of the heroin involved assertions truth requires the jurys verdict to be in error...

intheoffensesofconviciionaswellasdrugamountsfrorntwo Clearly the probation officer would have to diaregard the

prior state convictions that involved related conduct Af he Jurys determination that the defendant agreed to and did pos
was sentenced the commentary to 1B1.3 was amended sesscocainewithintenttodistributeinordertobelievethede

effective Nov 11991 by the addition of application note fendants assertion to him that he knew nothing about the co
which stales that offense conduct for which sentence was Came The appellate court considered notes 4c and of the

imposed prior to the conduct in the instant offense is no to be commentary even though they were amended Nov 1990 after

considered related conduct The dreg amounts from defendant was sentenced because they serve merely to clan-

offenses would likely have been excluded had the amended fy the meaning of the 1989 and current versions of section

commentary been in effect at sentencing 3C1.1. See also U.S Tabares 951 F.2d405 410 lstCir
The issue on appeal was whether guideline amendments 1991 enhancement reversed because no evidence giving false

that are adopted after imposition of sentence and that might social secunty number to probation officer materially im
benefit defendants are to oe applied retroactively by court of pededpresemence investigation U.S v.DeFdlipps95OF.2d

appeals to cases pending on direct review Generally an ap- 4444477th Cir 1991 enhancement reversed because mis

pellate court should apply the law in effect at the time it ten- statements to probation officer about employment history were

ders its decision.. there exists sufficient siautdimc- immaterial and could not influence sentence See GSU 13
tion to the contrary to preclude appellate courts in the first in- ACCEPTANCE OF RFSPONSIBU.JIY
ssancefrornentertainingrequeststoapplypost.sentencegujde- IS Valenca 957 F.2d 153 156 5th Cir 1992line amendments retroactively to cases pending on direct

Remanded District judge who was about halfway con-review Our conclusion however would not preclude the a- vinced defendant had accepted responsibility could not
plicalion to pending cases of amendments thai merely clanfy

reduce offense level by one for partially accepting responThe courtconcluded thatby imposing upon the Sentencing
sibiity U.S.S.G 331.1 does not contemplate eitherCommissionin 18 U.S.C 3582c2 continuing duty defendants mere partial acceptance of responsibility or

revise the guidelines and by authorizing but no requiring district courts being halfway convinced that defendanthsentencing cowls to reduce sentences in light of guideline
accepted responsibility The plain language of 3E1 indi-

visions Congress appears to have expressed preference for
cazes that district court must reduce the offense level by two

discrelionarydistrictcourtactioninresponsetoCommission
levels if it finds that the defendant has clearly accepted

changes rather than mandatory appellate court application cl

responsibility for his criminal conduct. To allow one-
all pout-sentence Commission changes to pending appeals

level reduction permits the district court to straddle the fenceWe need not decide at this point whether section 3582c2
in close cases without explicitly finding whether the defen

applies broadly or whether it applies more narnwly only
dant did or did not accept responsibility The appellate court

to those changes that precisely reduce an actual sentencing
noted that if the 3E1.1 reduction is denied partial acceprange The court noted that the amendment here is not ce may be considered in determining the sentence within

in 131.10d P.S but left the effect of this policy state-

deline range.
meet its relationship to section 3582c2 and the extent

and exeitise of the district courts discretion under either Criminal History
section for the district court to detennine on application of

the defendant or sua sponte
CAREER OFNDER PROVISION

U.S Colon No 91-1360 2d Cir Apr 1992
U.S Garret No 90-3210 D.C Cir Mar 17 1992

Newman J. Henderson Affirmed In the 4B 1.1 offense level table

Offense Statutory Maximum includes any applicable statu

Adjustments tory sentencing enhancements that increase the maximum
sentence Under 21 U.S.C 841 b1BXiii the maximumOBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
sentence is 40 years for first offenders but life for those likeU.S Benson No 91-2732 8th Cii Apr 1992
defendant with certain prior drug convictions Thus for this

Larson Sr Dist Remanded 3C 1.1 enhancement for
defendant the Offense Statutory Maximum is life. Accord

obstruction of justice may not be based solely upon u.s Anus 926 F.2d 328 32930 3d Cm 1991 U.S
dants failure to convince the jury of his innocence it

SWCIZ-LOZ 879 F.2d 541559609th Cii 1989
may be based on the experienced trial judges express find

ing based on the judges personal observations that Amendment and Correction
dant lied to the jury... mhe analysis does not call for the U.S Valene No 91-10256 9th Cit Apr 1992
specific fact finding and statements of particularity urged by Thompson reported in GSU 20 April 21 1992 was

Bensonbutdoescallforanmndependentevajuationanddeter amended on April 29 Please make the following changes to

mination by the court that Bensons testimony was false
your copy of that GSU end the quotation in the first

Here the district court simply stated that the jury verdict paragraph on p.2 with Valentes aberrant behavior by
demonstrated that defendant gave perjured testimony. But deleting the remaining language of that quote delete the

cf U.S Dunrugan 944 F.2d 178183854th Cit 1991 to first sentence of the next paragraph note the rest of the

apply enhancement because defendants testimony was dis- paragraph is correct but no longer relevant to Valerue
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10th Circuit reverses Williams and upholds
10th CircuIt reverses Williams and upholds

referral for federal prosecution Pg
referral for federal prosecution 110135
Defendants were arrested by multi-agency strike

Minnesota District Court departs downward
force and referred to federal authorities for

where agents repeated cocaine buys
prosecution The district court refused to Impose

raised sentence Pg
federal mandatory minimum sentences or the

guidelines because the strike force had no written
9th Circuit grants rehearing on whether

policy or guidelines for referring cases for federal
counts dismissed in plea bargain can be

prosecution Therefore the referral could have been
considered as relevant conduct Pg

for Improper purposes U.S WIlliams 746

5ii 8th Circuit holds that defendant who deliv-
F.Supp 1076 Utah 1990 The 10th Circuit

reversed In the absence of proof that the choice of
ered glassware was not responsible for

forum was improperly motivated prosecution In
labs potential yield Pg

federal rather than state court does not violate due

process despite the absence of guidelines for such
11th Circuit holds that court wrongly

referral Here there was no evidence that the referral
balanced acceptance of responsibility

was based on race or other imperrnissible reasons
against exercise of rights Pg 10

U.s Williams F.2d 10th Cir May 1992

No 90-4135
st Circuit rejects further departure for

single mother of three children Pg 13
11th CIrcuit upholds drug quantity despite claim

that amount was dictated by government agent
9th Circuit reverses where counsel absent

1LO260 Defendant claimed that It was error for
from first presentence interview and

the district court to base his sentence on the one
probation officer refused to modify

kilogram of cocaine involved in the transaction

report Pg 14
because the quantity involved was dictated by the

special agent with whom defendant planned the drug
5th Circuit rules that government breached

transaction The lth Circuit rejected this argument
its promise to make no sentencing re-

since there was sufficient evidence at trial to convict
commendation Pg 16

defendant of knowingly and voluntarily entering Into

an agreement to purchase one kilogram of cocaine
4th Circuit ioIds that district court may not

Brokemond F.2d 11th Cir April 24
reimpose after revoking term of super-

1992 No 90.9176
vised release Pg 16

2nd Circuit affirms denial of reduction In sentence
6th Circuit holds that DEAs adoption of

for positive adjustment in prIson 115 In pre
state police officers seizure of funds did

guidelines case defendant brought Rule 35 motion
not retroactively cloak officer with federal

to reduce his sentence based upon his family
authority at time of seizure Pg

situation and his positive adjustment in prison The
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100 Pie-Guidelines Sentencinu Generally 355 Environmental Offenses 2Q 700 Departures Generally 6K
360 Money Laundering 2S cv Cæminal /listcvy Departures see 508

110 Guidelines Sentencing Generally cv Re us to Depart sea 864
370 Tao Customs Offense S2T

115 Rule 35 Motion to Correct Sentence 710 Substantial Assistance Osparturee 5k1

120 Constitutional Issues CneraUy
380 Conspiracy/Aiding/Attempt 2X

712 Necessity for Government Motion

125 Double Counting/Double Jeopardy
Where No Guideline Exists

715 Specific Grounds for Departure 5K2
130 Es Post Facto/Retroactivity Generally

2X5.1 716 Disparity Between Co-Defendants

131 Amendments To Guidelines 718 Acquitted Dismissed Uncharged

132 Continuing Offenses/Conspiracy 400 Adjustments Generally Chapter 31
Conduct fwconsidasraticwj.s

135 Due Process 410 Victim-Related Adjustments S3A Ra.ntcrthiCtee 175.2701

140 Cruel and Unusual Punishment 719 Aberrant Behavior Rehabilitation

420 Role in Offense Generally 3B
145 Statutory Challenges To Guidelines 721 Physical or Psychological Injury

430 Aggravating Role Organizer Leader
Abduction Restraint 5K2.1 -.4

150 Application Principles Can Chap il
Manager or Supervisor S3B1.1 725 Property Damage Weapons Disruption

160 Definitions More Than Minimal
431 Cases

Finding Aggravating Role of Govt Function Extreme Conduct

Planning Etc 1B1.1 432 Cases
Rejecting Aggravating Role Facilitating

Other Offense 1S5K2.5 -.9

165 Stipulation to More Serious Offense 440 Mitigating Role Minimal or Minor 730 Self Defense Necessity Duress

See a/so 7351 181.2
Participant l3B 1.2

Diminished Capacity 5K2.1O -.13

170 Relevant Conduct Generally 1B1.3
443 Cases Finding Mitigating

Role
734 National Security Public Health and

Fcv Drug Relevant Conduct see 260 Safety Terrorism 5k2.1 4-.15
445 Cases Rejecting Mitigating Role

736 Specific Offender Characteristics 5H1175 Acquitted Dismissed Uncharged

Conduct cvuse in Departures see 71$
450 Abuse of Trust/Special Skill S3BI.3 738 Drug Cases

180 Use of Commentary/Policy 1B1.7 460 Obstruction of Justice 3C
185 Information Obtained During 461 Cases Finding Obstruction 150 Sentencing Hearing Generally 6A

Cooperation Agreement S1B1.8 462 Cases Rejecting Obstruction cv Waiver by Failure to Ob/eçt see 8551

190 Application to Indians Assimilated 470
Multiple

Counts 3D 755 Burden of Proof

Crimes Juveniles Mud 1B 1.9 758 Discovery at Sentencing
480 Acceptance of Responsibility Gen 3E

760 Rule 32 Presentence Report 6A1.2
482 As to Relatsd Conduct

200 Offense Conduct Generally Chapter 21 761 Notice/Disclosure of Information

210 Homicide Assault 2A1 -2
484 Constitutional Issues 765 Resolution of Disputes S6A1.3

215 Sexual Abuse Kidnapping Air Piracy
486 Probation Interview/Cooperation 770 Information Relied On/Hearsay cv 0/s

Threatening Comm l2A3 -6 488 Timeliness Sincerity Minimizing Role nilssed Uncharged Conduct see 175 71$

220 Theft Embezzlement Burglary S2B1.2 490 EFfect of
Guilty

Plea
772 Pre-Guidelines Cases

224 Robbery Extortion 2B3I 492 Effect of Perjury/Obstruction

775 Statement of Reasons For Sentence

226 Commercial Bribsry Counterfeiting
494 Other Post-Arrest Misconduct

Within Range 19 U.S.C 3553

Forgery YIN Nos 284 -6

230 Public Officials Offsnses 2C 780 Plea Agreements Generally 568

240 Drug Offenses Generally 520 Criminal History Generally 54A11 790 Advice/BreachjWithdriwal 568

242 Constitutional Issues
504 Prior Convictions 54A1.2 795 Stipulations 3681.4 see also 1651

245 Mandatory Minimum Sentences 508 Departuras for Criminal History 34A1.3

246 Telephone Counts 21 U.S.C 843b 510 Cases Upholding
800 Violations of Probation and

250 Calculating Weight or Equivalency 514 Cases
Rejecting

Supeiiised Release Chapter

251 MixturesPurity
520 Career Offenders 4B1.1

252 laboratory Capacity/Precursors 840 Sentencing of Organization Chapter
530 Criminal Livelihood 5481.3

253 Marijuana/Plants

254 Estimating Drug Quantity 850 Appeal of Sentence 18 U.S.C 3742

260 Drug Relevant Conduct Generally
550 Determining the Sentence Chapter 855 Waiver by Failure to Object

265 Amounts Under Negotiation 560 Probation 558 or Revocation see 800/ 860 Refusal to Depart Not Appealable

270 Dismissed/Uncharged Conduct 570 Pre-Guidelinea Probation Cases 865 Overlapping Ranges Appealability of

275 ConspiracyIForseeability 580 Supervised Release 350 Rev see 800/
870 Standard of Review Generally

280 Possession of Weapon During Drug
590 Parole

See a/so substantive top/cs

Offense Generally 5201.1 bI

284 Cases Upholding Enhancement
600 Custody Credits

880 Habeas Corpusl28 U.S.C 2255 Motions

286 Cases Rejecting Enhancement
610 Restitution 55E4.1

29 RICO Loan Sharking Gambling lS2E 620 Pre-Guidelines Restitution Cases 900 Forfeitures Generally

300 Fraud 52F 630 Fines and Assessments 55E4.2 905 Jurisdictional Issues

310 Sexual Exploitation of Minors lS2G 640 Community Confinement Etc 55F 910 Constitutional Issues

315 Civil Rights Political Offenses 52H
650 Consecutive Sentences 155G

920 Procedural Issues Generally

320 Contempt Obstruction Perjury
660 Specific Offender Characteristics 55H

930 Delay In
Fifing/Waiver

Impersonation Bail Jumping lS2Jl 940 Return of Seized Property

330 Firearms Explosives Arson 52K 670 Age Education Skills 55H1.1 -.21

Equitable Relief

340 Immigration Offenses lSZU
680 Physical and Mental Conditions Drug 950 Probable Cause

345 Espionage Export Controls 52M and Alcohol Abuse 55H1.3 -.4 960 Innocent Owner Defense

348 Food Drugs Odometers 152N1 690 Employment Family Ties 55H1.5 -.6 970 Property Forfeited

350 Escape Prison Offenses lS2P
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2nd CircuIt affirmed the denial of the motion participant recommended no reduction for

Because the district court already considered at acceptance of responsibility and added two points for

sentencing most of the mitigating factors relied on in obstruction of justice The 5th CIrcuit rejected

the Rule 35 motion there was no abuse of discretion defendants argument as frivolous Each of the

in denying the motion Although cothmendable changes in the presentence report was proper be-

prison deportment has been included among factors cause it reflected testimony and evidence adduced at

meriting consideration on motion to reduce the trial The trial judge was familiar with defendants

judge was entitled to decline to give defendant the re- case and his findings were not clearly erroneous

quested reduction U.S Feigertbaum F.2d U.S Walker F.2d 5th CIr April 24 1992

2nd CIr April 29 1992 No 1-1564 No 91-8396

2nd Circuit rules that governments opposition to 9th CIrcuit finds no equal protection violation in

Rule 35 motion did not breach promise not to disparity between guidelines sentence and

make sentencing recommendations 15 790 coconspirators old law sentence 120 716
The 2nd CircuIt rejected defendants claim that the Defendant argued that his guideline sentence should

governments opposition to his Rule 35 motion to re- be reduced to produce uniformity with his

duce hi entence constituted breach of its promise codefendants sentences which were imposed during

in his plea agreement not to make any recommenda- the time the guidelines were held unconstitutional in

tion at sentencing The plea agreement committed the 9th CircuIt The court held that circuit precedent

the government to make no recommendation at the prevented review of properly Imposed sentence

time of sentencing That commitment could not rea- Thus because the defendants sentence was lawfully

sonably be understood to preclude the government imposed the panel did not entertain his equal

from opposing an attempt to have the sentence re- protection claim U.S Kohl F.2d 9th Cir

duced after It had been imposed U.S April 30 1992 No 91-30119

Feigenbaum F.2d 2nd Cir April 29 1992 No
91-1564 5th Circuit upholds enhnncement for discharge

without permit despite proposed amendment to

9th Circuit says denial of Rule 35 motion without guideline 131355 The 5th CIrcuit upheld an

explanation did not Indicate that discretion was ____________________________________
not exercised 115 In this pre-Guidellnes case
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enhancement under guideline section 2Q1.2b4 for charges and eventually pled guilty to failing to ap
discharge without permit even though the offense pear for sentencing He argued that his offense was
of conviction discharge of industrial waste Involved completed on May 27 1987 before the guidelines

discharge without permit The district court effective date November 1987 The 2nd CircuIt

folluwed section 2Q1.2b4 to the letter when It held that failure to appear is continuing offense

added four levels because the offense involved and thus the guidelines were applicable Although
discharge without permit That the sentencing the explicit language of the statute does not indicate

commission was considering an amendment to this whether failure to appear is continuing offense the

guideline did not alter the propriety of the nature of the offense Is continuing Each day that the

enhancement U.S Goidfaden F.2d 5th Cir defendant is absent enhances the dangers of delay in

April 22 1992 No 91-1781
processIng the case Furthermore no statute of

limitations applies to the crime of failure to appear
Minnesota District Court departs downward where u.s Lopez F.2d 2nd CIr April 13 1992
agents repeated cocaine buys raised sentence No 91-1641

135715 The district court found that the

Commission failed adequately to consider an agents 9th CircuIt finds no ex post facto violation where
terriIring capacity to escalate defendants sentence conduct continued past guidelines effective date
by delaying an arrest until repeated cocaine buys 132 Defendant was in drug conspiracy that began
raise the sentence to new guideline levels The court before and continued after the guidelines took effect

found it unnecessary to consider whether this straddle offense He pleaded guilty to the overt

constituted sentencing entrapment holding that acts that took place after the guidelines became effec

departure is warranted where undercover officers tive and was sentenced under the guidelines The 9th

persevere in these transactions until suspect Circuit found no ex post facto problem because the

provides the aggregate amount of drugs to trigger offense of conviction took place after the guidelines
mandatory minimum sentence or where the effective date It was Irrelevant that the offense began
undercover agents investigation shifts from the before the guidelines effective date U.S Kohl
identified seller to the undiscovered source Since F.2d 9th çjr April 30 1992 No 91-30119
both of these circumstances occurred here the court ______________________________________
departed downward from 97 to 72 months U.S

I1tlon Princi lesBarth F.Supp Minn April 1992 Crim QyChapteNo 4-91-103

7th Circuit holds that applying amended section 8th Circuit affirms Increase in offense level where
924c vIolated ex post facto clause 131 defendant conspired to rob two banks 150380
330855 In August 1988 when defendant The 8th Circuit held that defendants offense level

committed the instant robberies section 924c was properly increased to reflect the fact that the

carried ten-year mandatory sentence for second conspiracy of which he was member conspired to

firearms offense That provision was amended rob two banks not just one Although defendant was
November 1988 to provide for 20-year sentence only convicted of one count of conspiracy guideline
and defendant was sentenced under this amended section lB 1.2d states that conviction on count

provision On appeal the 7th CircuIt reversed charging conspiracy to commit more than one of-

holding that applying the amended statute to fense shall be treated as if the defendant had been
defendant violated the ex post facto clause The convicted on separate count of conspiracy for each
amended statute clearly disadvantaged defendant by offense that the defendant conspired to commit U.S
doubling the mandatory portion of his sentence Johnson F.2d 8th Cir May 1992 No 91-
Dicta in U.S Bader F.2d 7th Cir Feb 12 2500
1992 No 90-3656 suggesting that retroactive

application ot the guidelines may not violate the ex 5th Circuit rejects consideration of relevant con-

post facto clause was not relevant to this case U.S duct in determining applicable guideline 170
Wilson F.2d 7th Cir May 1992 No 90- 200355 Defendant pled guilty to discharging

1270 industrIal waste in violation of 33 U.S.C section

1319c2A Relying on defendants relevant
2nd CIrcuit holds that failure to appear for sen- conduct the district court sentenced defendant under
tencing Is continuing offense 132 Defendant section 2Q1.2 mishandling hazardous or toxic

failed to appear for sentencing on May 27 1987 On substances rather than section 2Q1.3 mishandling
February 24 1990 he was arrested on unrelated other environmental pollutants The 5th Circuit
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held that it was error for the district court to con- 6th Circuit upholds treating cocaine base 100

sider relevant conduct in choosing the applicable times more harshly than cocaine powder 242

guideline court should examine relevant conduct The 6th Circuit held that the penalty scheme In 21

in choosing base offense level where the guideline U.S.C section 84 1b which treats one gram of

specifies more than one base offense level But cocaine base as equivalent to 100 grams of cocaine

neither of the guidelines here provided for more than did not violate the equal protection clause The ratio

one base offense level The district court should have is reasonably related to legitimate end First crack

relied solely on the defendants offense of conviction is purer drug than cocaine and speed with which it

i.e discharge of industrial waste to determine his progresses increases the likelihood of addiction

base offense level The most applicable guideline was Second because crack is sold in small doses and at

section 2Q1.3 U.S Goldfaden F.2d 5th cheap prices it is easier to transport and use and is

Cir April 22 1992 No 91-1781 affordable to children U.S Williams F.2d

6th Cir May 1992 No 91-1025

9th CircuIt grants rehearing on whether counts

dismissed in plea bargain can be considered as 6th Circuit affirms that definition of cocaine base

relevant conduct 175300480504780 Pur- is not unconstitutionally vague 242 The 6th CIr

suant to plea bargain defendant pled guilty to one cult rejected defendants claim that the failure of

count of mail fraud and one count of use of Congress to define cocaine base In 21 U.S.C section

fictitious name The government agreed to drop 841b1Biil rendered the statute void for vague

other counts which referred to similar fraudulent ness In U.S Levy 904 F.2d 1026 6th CIr 1990

transactions that occurred on different dates At sen- the court held that section 841b1B which

tencing the district court relied on the losses in the provides penalties for offenses involving 500 grams

dismissed counts in establishing the base offense of more of cocaine or five grams of more of cocaine

level as required by the relevant conducr guideline base was not unconstitutionally vague U.S

1B1.3a2 The 9th Circuit reversed relying on U.S Williams F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No 91

Castro-Cervantes 927 F.2d 1079 9th Cir 1991 1025

which held that court may not rely on dismissed

charges in calculating the defendants sentence On 5th Circuit holds mandatory sentence for child

May 1992 the full court agreed to rehear the case pornography offense is not subject to negotiation

en banc U.S FIne 946 F.2d 650 9th Cir 1991 In plea agreement 245310650780 Defendant

rehearing en banc granted F.2d 92 D.A.R pled guilty to hissecond offense of possessing child

6241 9th Cir May 1992 No 90-50280 pornography in violation of 18 U.S.C section

_________________________________ 2252a2 which carries mandatory minimum

Offense Conduct sentence of five years However pursuant to the plea

Generally Chapter agreement the district court sentenced defendant to

________________________________
39 months Defendant argued that the U.S

Attorneys promise not to seek the sentencing

8th Circuit affirms enhnncement for use of dan- enhancement under section 2252b2 obliged the

gerous weapon despite acquittal on similar charge trial court to refrain from imposing the minimum

224755 The 8th Circuit held that defendants ac- penalty of five years The 5th CIrcuit rejected this

quittal for use of firearm did not prohibit an argument since guideline section 5G1.1b states that

enhancement under section 2B3 1b2 for use of where statutory minimum sentence exceeds the

dangerous weapon Particular facts for sentencing guideline range that minimum sentence shall be the

purposes need only be proven by preponderance of guideline sentence The U.S Attorney was wholly

the evidence which Is lower standard than required without authority to ignore the minimum sentence

for criminal conviction U.s Johnson F.2d That the government actually urged the court to

8th CIr May 1992 No 1-2500 sentence below the statutory minimum is in ur

view serious breach of its duty to enforce the law

6th Circuit holds that crack is cocaine base 240 Congress wrote U.S Schmeltzer F.2d 5th

Relying upon U.S Metcaf 898 F.2d 43 5th Cir Cir April 23 1992 No 1-8338

1990 defendant argued that crack is not cocaine

base The 6th CIrcuit rejected this argument noting 5th Circuit rejects use of Drug Equivalency Tables

that the 5th Circuit in Metcalf determined that crack to determine quantity of methnmphetamine from

cocaine is one type of cocaine base U.S Williams precursor chemicals 250 Defendant was arrested

F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No 1-1025 in methamphetamine laboratory with various quan
titles of chemicals The 5th Circuit held that it was
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error to use the Drug Equivalency Tables In section 275785 Defendants challenged the district courts

2D1.1c to determine the quantity of determination that they were responsible for two

methamphetamine from the equivalent chemicals kilograms of cocaine distributed by both of them over

The Tables are not manufacturing ratios but simply the course of their conspiracy The 5th Circuit

way of equating different controlled substances to remanded for resentencing because the district court

obtain single offense level Methamphetamine is failed to determine whether either defendant knew or

listed in the Drug Quantity Table and therefore this reasonably should have foreseen the total amount

should have been used The misapplication of the distributed by the conspiracy The presentence

guidelines however did not require resentencing reports attribution of more than two kilograms of

Based upon the most conservative government esti- cocaine to each defendant was based on drug sales

mate the precursor chemicals possessed by defen- made by both defendants Although defendants

dant would convert to 627 grams of metham- objected to this conclusion the district court adopted

phetamine The base offense level for this was 28 the presentence reports conclusion Neither the

which happened to be the offense level used by the judge nor the presentence report addressed whether

district court U.S Salazar F.2d 5th Cir each defendant knew or could have reasonably

May 1992 No 91-5632 foreseen the amount of drugs involved In the

conspiracy U.S Webster F.2d 5th Cir May

5th C1ruit uses weight of liquid waste containIng 1992 No 91-1487

methnmphetnmine to calculate offense level 251
At defendants methamphetamine laboratory police 6th Circuit upholds sentencing defendant on the

seized quantity of toxic liquid substance contain- basis of all drugs in the conspiracy 275 Defen

ing methamphetamine At trial chemist testified dant argued that the district court erred in deter

that the liquid was probably waste product left over mining that he was responsible for 50 kilograms of

from the manufacturing process The government cocaine and 500 kilograms of cocaine base Sum-

stipulated that over 95 percent of the volume or cient evidence existed to show that defendant was in-

weight of the liquid was solvents Relying on U.S volved in conspiracy which acquired over 400 to

Baker 883 F.2d 13 5th Cir cert dented 493 U.S 500 kilograms of cocaine 90 percent of which was

983 1989 the 5th Circuit upheld the use of total distributed as crack Under section 1BI.3 the dis

weight of the Liquid waste containing trict court must consider all quantities of drugs in

methamphetamine to determine the base offense volved in the same conspiracy U.S Williams

level The Supreme Courts decision in Chapman F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No 1-1025

United States illS Ct 1919 1991 did not involve

methamphetamine nor liquid and did not address 8th Circuit says defendant who delivered glass-

the propriety of using the weight of liquid waste ware was not responsible for labs potential yield

containing methamphetamine as basis for 275 855 Defendant received 30-year sentence for

computing defendants base offense level U.S his involvement in methamphetamine conspiracy

Walker F.2d 5th CIr April 24 1992 No 91- Although he did not appeal his sentence the 8th

8396 CIrcuit decided to suspend the normal requirements
of Fed App 28a and consider the issue

7th CircuIt holds defendant accountable for because the sentence would result in manifest

quantity of cocaine he agreed to broker 265 injustice The court then reversed the determination

Defendant contended for the first time on appeal that that defendant was responsible for all 37.5 kilograms
the government failed to demonstrate that he of methamphetamine that the laboratory was capable

conspired to distribute 20 kilograms of cocaine of producing For activities of co-conspirator to be

since the transaction in question involved only nine reasonably foreseeable they must fall within the

kilograms of cocaine The 7th Circuit affirmed since scope of the agreement Here defendant merely

defendant Initially negotiated for the sale of 20 kilo- agreed to deliver glassware to the conspirators

grams of cocaine Although at his arrest defendant Although the evidence Indicated that defendant knew
was not in position to buy all 20 kilograms and that he was aiding an illegal conspiracy there was no

only arranged for the sale of nine he did agree to act evidence that he knew how much methamphetamine
as broker for the sale of all 20 kilograms and was his co-conspirators would produce 30-year

planning to sell all of them U.S Caban F.2d sentence for simple delivery of glassware
7th Cir May 1992 No 91-1150 constituted gross miscarriage of Justice U.S

Montange F.2d 8th Cir May 1992 No 91-

5th Circuit remands to determine whether amount 1703
distributed by conspiracy was foreseeable
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5th Circuit upholds firearm enhpncement despite establish his entitlement to victim loss set-off none

evidence that weapon was held as collateral for were ever submitted either below or on appeal U.S

loan 284 Defendant received an enhancement Shattuck F.2d 1st Cir April 22 1992 No

under guideline section 2D1.1b1 based upon gun 91-1833

that was found at the restaurant from which he sold

drugs Defendant offered testimony at the sentencing 1st Circuit rules that multiple causes of victim

hearing that the .22 caliber firearm was located on loss may only be considered as grounds for down-

shelf behind stack of dinner plates In the kitchen ward departure 300855 Defendant contended

area and that In order to retrieve the gun one would that the victim loss caused by his fraud had been

have to reach behind the stacked plates and possibly distorted by real estate market conditions The 1st

knock them over The testimony also indicated that Circuit ruled that defendant waived this issue by

defendant was holding the weapon as collateral for failing to request downward departure on this ba

loan he made to the owner of the firearm sis Although the victim loss table in section 2F1.1

Nonetheless the 5th CIrcuit upheld the enhancement presumes that the defendant alone is responsible for

Once it is established that firearm was present the entire amount of the loss any portion of the total

during the offense the district court should apply the loss extraneous to the defendants criminal conduct

enhancement unless It is clearly improbable that the Is not deducted from total victim loss prior to the de

weapon was connected with the offense Possession termination of the applicable guideline range

need only be established by preponderance of the Rather as explained In note 10 to section 2F1.1

evidence U.S Webster F.2d 5th Cir May downward departure may be warranted where extra-

1992 No 1-1487 neous causes distort the victim loss calculation

Since defendant did not request downward depar

8th Circuit says defendant exercised dominion ture based on multiple causation he waived this

over shed In which weapons were found 284 claim U.S Shattuck F.2d 1st Clr April 22

Defendant received an enhancement under section 1992 No 91-1833

2D1.1b1 based on various firearms and

ammunition and several jugs and jars filled with 1st Circuit c1culates victim loss on total amount

precursor chemicals and glassware found in of unsecured fraudulent loans 300 Defendant

storage shed The storage unit was leased to bank officer was convicted of bank fraud and

defendants former girlfriend Defendant visited the embezzlement in connection with the misapplication

storage unit with various members of the conspiracy of bank funds in five commercial real estate

five times between July and November The FBI transactions Defendant challenged the calculation of

found the glassware that another conspirator victim loss under section 2F1 contendIng that it

delivered to defendant in the same storage unit It should not be based upon the total amount

was not clearly improbable that the weapons were fraudulently disbursed The 1st Circuit rejected this

connected to defendants methamphetamine argument since the fraud cases cited by defendant all

conspiracy Both guns were semi-automatic weapons dealt with fraudulent loans for which the defendant

with large magazines An expert testified at pledged valuable collateral to secure their repayment

sentencing that only drug traffickers use these Heçe when defendant misapplied bank funds to

paramilitary weapons U.S Montanye F.2d unauthorized persons or purposes he did not pro-

8th Cir May 1992 No 1-1703 vide the bank with collateral to secure repayment of

the unauthorized advances Thus the full amount of

1st Circuit affirms denial of evidentiary hearing on the loans was the proper measure of the loss U.S

determination of victim loss 300765 The 1st Shattuck F.2d 1st Cir April 22 1992 No 91-

Circuit held that defendant did not demonstrate that 1833

an evldentiary hearing under 6A1.3 would be the only

reliable way to resolve the victim loss calculation 1st Circuit upholds sentence where possible error

under section 2F1.1 or that one would be useful In victim loss calculation would not change of-

The sentencing judge having presided at trial was fense level 300865 The district court set the to

intimately familiar with the only relevant evidence to tal victim loss from defendants bank fraud at

which defendant alluded In his hearing request At $721.000 which under section 2F1.1b1 triggered

no time did defendant Identify any evidence which an eight level enhancement Defendant argued that

would be presented at hearing so as to enable the amounts which were misapplied by defendant but

district court to evaluate the usefulness of an remained with the bank should not be included In

evidentlary hearing Although defendant made the the calculation because they were never taken The

conclusory assertion that he had figures which would 1st Circuit declined to determine whether this argu
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ment had merit since even if correct the net victim islet courts refusal to apply this enhancement to
loss would be still be over $522000 This would suit defendant who received videotapes involving such
Justi1r the eight level enhancement under section young children but had sought to receive videotapes
2F1.1 U.S Shattuck F.2d 1st Cir April of children older than 12 years The governments
22 1992 No 1-1833 contention that defendants state of mind is Irrelevant

to this enhancement would permit the government to
7th CircuIt says 2S1.3a applies to defendant who obtain enhancement by delivering material with the
lied to customs officer about currency 300360 depiction necessary for enhancement to person
While boarding flight out of the United States who did not intend to receive it and who had clearly
defendant misrepresented to customs omcer that ordered videotapes of older children This proposi
he was only carrying $6-7000 in cash when in fact tion would be out of step with the obvious intended
he was carrying $24000 Defendant was convicted of purpose of the enhancement provision to afford ad-

making false statements in violation of 18 U.S.C ditional protection against the exploitation of children
section 1001 The 7th Circuit affirmed that under 12 by giving enhanced penalties to those who
defendant was properly sentenced under the provide market for such material U.S Saytor
currency reporting guideline section 2S1.3 rather F.2d 11th Cir April 24 1992 No 90-5788
than 2F1.1 the guideline applicable to false

statements Although section 2F1 normally applies 9th CircuIt holds enhancement for deportation
to false statements under section 2F1 application after conviction does not require deportation to be
note 13 states that if the indictment establishes an in response to convIction 340 The defendant had
offense more aptly covered by another guideline suffered conviction for second degree assault

apply that guideline The government tried defendant felony Thereafter he was convicted of misdemeanor
on the theory that he lied to the customs omcer to firearm possession and deported In this case his

evade the currency reporting requirements U.S sentence for being in the United States after

Obtuweubi F.2d 7th Cir April 27 1992 No deportation was enhanced by four levels for the prior
91.2070

felony conviction The panel rejected the defendants

claim that the.- enhancement was improper because

10th CircuIt affirms relIance on probable loss his deportation was not response to his felony
estimate in presentence report 300 770 765 conviction The phrase deported after convicUon
The 10th Circuit rejected defendants argument that does not require cause and effect relationship
the toss caused by his fraud under section 2F1.1 between the felony conviction and the deportaLion
should be based solely upon the actual loss of the U.S Brito-Acosta F.2d 9th Cir May
victims Guideline commentary indicates that If the 1992 No 91-30271

probable or intended loss can be determined that

figure should be used if it is larger than the actual 9th CIrcuit upholds two level upward departure
loss At sentencing the district court adopted the for sophistication of alien smuggling organiza
probable and intentional monetary loss figures in the tion 340715 The district court stated that its

presentence report Although this information was upward departure was based on the length of time

hearsay it had sumcient indicia of reliability to the conspiracy lasted its sophistication and the large

support its probable accuracy As an officer of the number of aliens The 9th Circuit held that these

court the probation officer may be considered were proper reasons for an upward departure of two
reliable source Also bankers who furnished levels Contrary to the defendants argument dis
information as to possible or probable loss which trict court Is not required to find both large number
defendant was attempting to inflict by fraudulent loan of aliens and dangerous and inhumane treatment of

applications could be considered reliable sources In aliens in order to depart upward Moreover at least

addition the trial judge was entitled to use the 146 illegal aliens were transported in ten week pe
knowledge acquired while presiding over defendants rid This constituted large numbers of aliens for

trial U.S I-Iershberger F.2d 10th Cir May the purpose of upward departure under 2L1.1 In

1992 No 90.3 150
reviewing the reasonableness of the extent of the de
parture the court found useful analogy in the two

11th Circuit rejects enhancement where no Inten- levels for more than minimal plannin provided in

tion to receive pornographic material of children several other guidelines U.S Martinez-Gonzalez
under 12 310 Guideline section 2G2.2b1 pro- F.2d 9th Cir April 20 1992 amended May
vldes for two level enhancement if the pornographIc 1992 No 90-5056
material involved prepubescent minor or iiiinor

under 12 years old The 11th Circuit upheld the dis
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5th CIrcuit says enhnncement for repetitive dis- Adusents Cha ter
charge does not require actual environmental con-

tunintion 355 The 5th Circuit held that an en
hancement for repetitive discharge of hazardous 9th CIrcuit upholds vulnerable victim enhpnce

waste under guideline section 2Q2 does not ment where defendants targeted persona who had

require proof of actual environmental contamination bad credit 410 The defendanta husband and wife

Application note to section 2Q2.1 should be inter- sent solicitation letters offering to supply credit cards

preted to mean that subsection b1 takes environ- for $35.00 fee to target group of people with sus

mental contamination as given but allows for up- pected poor credit ratings The defendants knew or

ward or downward departures depending on the po- should have known that their victims poor credit

tency size or duration of the contamination U.S made them particularly susceptible to this fraud

Goldfaden F.2d 5th CIr AprIl 22 1992 No scheme Thus both defendants offense levels were

91-1781 properly enhanced by two points under U.S.S.G sec

tion 3A1.1 U.S Peters F.2d 9th CIr May

9th Circuit says market value of specially pro- 1992 No 91.50097

tected and ordinary RnlTnals Is based on the

price of the hunt 355 The market value formula 9th Circuit says absence of specific finding that

determines the defendants standard outfitting fee defendant was organizer did not invalidate en-

and multiplies that fee by the number of animals hancement 430 The district court accepted the

taken Here the defendants standard fee was $1500 governments argument that the defendant did not

and 14 animals were taken Thus the total market submit any rebuttal evidence and the record sup-

value of the animals was $21000 Based on the table ported the conclusion that the defendant deslgnd

in secUon 2F1.1 the defendants offense level was In- and led the scheme Accordingly the enhancement

creased by four levels U.S Atkinson F.2d under U.S.S.G Section 3B1.1 for being an

9th Cir Apr 27 1992 No 91-30084 organIzer was not clearly erroneous U.S Peters

F.2d 9th.Cir May 1992 No 1-50097

6th Circuit affirms enhnncement for believing gov-

ernment sting funds were proceeds of an unlawful 5th CIrcuit affirms that defendant was manager of

activity 360 Defendant received an enhancement green card conspiracy 431 The 5th Circuit af

under guideline section 2S1.1 for believing the funds firmed that defendant was manager of conspiracy

Involved In money laundering operation were the to obtain and sell illegal immigration green cards

proceeds of an unlawful activity He contended that The success of the conspiracy was based on cus

the enhancement was Improper because he was con- tomers willing to engage In an Illicit transaction De

victed In sting operation and the money was not ac- fendant had the credentials the contacts and the

tually drug proceeds The 6th Circuit held that as reputation to find accomplices He produced seven

long as the defendant believes that the funds were the customers administered the application process.

proceeds of an unlawful activity the enhancement provided sense of safety and solace to his fellow

applies regardless of the actual source of the money conspirators and stood to gain green card for him

U.S Payne F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No sel at little cost U.S Llu F.2d 5th CIr

91-3417 AprIl 30 1992 No 90-2976

8th CIrcuit affirms that defendant was not entitled 8th CIrcuit affirms that defendant was manager

to reduction for uncompleted conspiracy 380 of methniphetamlne conspiracy 431 The 8th

Guideline section 2X1 1b2 provides that for con- Circuit affirmed three level enhancement under sec

spiracles not covered by specific offense guideline tion 381.1b for being manager In criminal activ

three level reduction should be given unless the ity Involving five or more people The record re

circumstances demonstrate that the conspirators vealed that defendant participated exteslvely In the

were about to complete all necessary acts but for ap- conspiracy and gave orders to at least one conspira

prehension or interruption by some similar event be- tor The leader of the conspiracy referred to defen

yond their control The 8th Circuit held that defen- dant as his partner on several occasions in conver

dant was not entitled to this reduction because his In- satlons with others Defendant called another con-

tended bank robberies would have been completed spirator to tell him when the purchases would take

but for the Intervention of law enforcement officials place and how much would be purchased At two

U.S Johnson F.2d 8th CIr May 1992 different times the leader of the conspiracy would

No.91-2500 ask defendant about these drug purchases and de
fendant would tell him when they would be ready
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U.S Montanye F.2d 8th Cir May 1992 two-level enhancement for obstruction ofjustlce upon
No 91-1703 defendants concealment of recordsin relation to one

of the counts of his indictment and his perjurious
9th CircuIt upholds organizer enhancement for dc testimony The 5th CIrcuit found that the perjury
fendant who shared economic reward equally with ruling was supported by the record and that this

codefendant wIfe 431 The district court found alone supported the enhancement Therefore it de
that codefendants were co-equal partners but not for dined to address whether the act of concealing
all purposes The record showed that the defendant records relating to one count could constitute ob
designed and led the criminal scheme Thus the en- struction of justice in the instant offense U.S
hancement for his role as organizer and leader of the Goldfaden F.2d 5th Cir April 22 1992 No
offense was proper undcr U.S.S.G section 3B1.1c 91-178

U.S Peters F.2d 9th Cir May 1992 No
1-50097 8th CIrcuit affirms obstruction enhancement based

upon perjury at triaL 461 The 8th Circuit affirmed

9th CIrcuit holds that although not prosecuted an obstruction of Justice enhancement under section

two associates and twelve unlicensed hunters were 3d finding no clear error in the district courts

participants In crIme 431 Defendant organized determination that defendants testimony was
four illegal hunt groups involving himself two blatantly untruthful and that he deserved the en-

guides/ranch owners and twelve individual hunters hancement U.S Johnson F.2d 8th CIr

Thus each of the four hunts consisted of defendant May 1992 No 91-2500

the two guides/ranch owners and at least two hunters

at least five participants and there were fifteen 9th CIrcuit finds defendant obstructed justice by

participants total Consequently defendant had or- helping fabricate story and instructing others to

ganized criminal activity that Involved five or more lie to agents 481 The defendant obstructed Justice

participants and the court properly enhanced defen- under U.S.S.G section 3C1 because he attempted
dants sentence by four levels under U.S.S.G section to obstruct or Impede the administration of justice

3B1.1a U.S Atkinson F.2d 9th Cir Apr during the investigation by helping concoct story

27 1992 No 91-30084 for suspects to tell investigating authorities if forced

to discuss the illegal hunting of game and instructing

8th CircuIt rejects nilnimal role despite defen- two suspects not to speak to police about the illegal

dants acquittal of money laundering charge 445 hunt Hence his offense level was properly adjusted

The 6th Circuit affirmed that defendant did not hold upward by two levels U.S Atkinson F.2d

minimal role in money laundering operation de- 9th Cir Apr 27 1992 No 91-30084

spite his acquittal of substantive money laundering

charges Defendant was convicted of conspiracy and 11th Circuit finds that court wrongly balanced ac
thus the court could find that defendant did not have ceptance of responsibility against exercise of

minor role He was recorded telling an undercover rights 484 The 11th Circuit held that the district

agent that he could quickly set up transaction court Impermissibly balanced evidence of defendants

which would launder the agents money for 20 per- acceptance of responsibility against their exercise of

cent fee and that he would set up fictitious busi- their 5th Amendment right against self incrimination

ness to do so U.S Payne F.2d 6th Cir and their right to an appeal sentencing court is

May 1992 No 91-34 17 justified in considering defendants conduct prior

to during and after trial to determine if the

9th CircuIt denies minimal participant status to defendant has shown any remorse through his

defendant who was co-equal partner In fraud actions or statements If the defendant has exercised
scheme 445 The district court found that defen-

all of his rights during the entire process the
dant claims of ignorance and non-involvement were

implausible and that she was co-equal artner with
chances of his receiving the wo level reduction may

her husband because both shared equally the eco- well be diminished But this is simply because it is

nomic reward from the fraud scheme These find- likely there is less evidence of acceptance to weigh in

ings supported the district courts conclusion that the his favor However if defendant has shown some
wife was not minimal participant U.S Peters

sign of remorse but has also exercised constitutional

F.2d 92 D.A.R 6017 9th Cir May 1992 No or statutory rights the sentencing judge may not
9150097

balance the exercise of those rights against the

defendants remorse to determine whether the5th Circuit rules perjury alone justified obstruc
acceptance is adequate U.S Rodriguez F.2d

tion enhancement 461 The district court based
11th Cir April 24 1992 No 90-5041
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of Justice ordinarily indicates that the defendant has

8th CIrcuit denies acceptance of responsibility to not accepted responsiblifly for his criminal conduct

defendant who admitted assault but claimed it was U.S Goldfaden F.2d 5th Or April 22

In self-defense 488 The 8th CircuIt rejected de- 1992 No 91-1781

fendants claim that his admission that he assaulted

his vicUm enUUed him to reduction for acceptan..e 6th Circuit denies acceptance of responsibility

of responsibility Defendant never admitted criminal where defendant untruthfully testified that he

responsibility contending he committed the assault withdrew from conspIracy 492 Defendant con

in self-defense He never admitted his guilt or tended that he did not receive an acceptance of re

demonstrated sincere remorse for his conduct De sponsibility reducbon because he decided to tesUfy

spite the Jurys rejection of the self-defense claim he on his own behalf at trial and stated that he wIthdrew

continued to press it on appeal U.S Watoke from the conspiracy The 6th Circuit upheld the de

F.2d 8th Cir April 27 1992 No 91-2493 nial of the reducUon based upon the district courts

determination that defendant had iiot withdrawn

9th Circuit denies acceptance of responsibility from lie conspiracy as he testified Because it found

where defendants story was truiy Incredible hat defendant had testified untruthfully the court

488870 The district court found defendants ver- was warranted in refusing to give him the reducUon

sion of the facts to the probation officer to be truly US Payne F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No

incredible First the appellant only admitted to 91-3417

smuggiing aliens between January and March of
___________________________________

1990 She also stated that she only became Involved
Criminal History 4A

because of favor to friend and the undercover
________________________________________

agents encouragement The court found that this

contradicted her earlier statements to the agents that 8th Circuit says Juvenile sentence of Intensive su

she had been involved in alien smuggling for twelve pervislon was criminal Justice sentence 500

years Moreover the district court found It difficult Guideline section 4A1.1d requires an addition of

to believe that she could have organized large load two poInts to defendants criminal history If the

of aliens to transport within twenty-four hours of the defendant committed the instant offense while under

agents first contact with her The 9th Circuit held any criminal Justice sentence Defendant was given

that because the sentencing Judge is iii unIque p0- his increase because at time time of the instant of

sition to evaluate defendants acceptance of respon- fense he was under intensive supervision as result

sibility her determination is entitled to great defer- of Juvenile court adjudication The 8th Circuit held

ence U.S Martinez-Gonzalez F.2d 9th that time juvenile courts sentence of intensIve super

Cir April 20 1992 amended May 1992 No 90- vIsion was criminal justice sentence under section

50561 4A1.1d There is nothing in section 4A1.2 which

defines the terms in section 4A1.1 to indicate that

8th Circuit upholds denial of acceptance of re- Juvenile court sentence of Intensive supervision

sponslblilty reduction to defendant who pled should not be considered criminal Justice sentence

guilty 490 The 8th Circuit affirmed the district Defendant did not dispute that the adjudication in-

courts decision to deny defendant reduction for ac- cluded finding of guilt nor that it was to be counted

ceptance of responsibility Although defendant pled as criminal justice sentence pursuant to section

guilty stipulated to the facts of his offense and did 4A1.2 U.S Johnson F.2d 8th Cir May

not deny the offense he also fled from authorities at- 1992 No 91.2500

tempted to hide an express mall package and consis

entiy refused to expound on the facts of the offense 6th Circuit holds that detention In halfway house

U.S Kioor F.2d 8th Clr April 23 1992 No on revocation of parole constitutes incarceration

1.2312 504 Guideline section 4A1.2e1 requires that cer

tain sentences that result in the defendants incarcer

5th CircuIt denies acceptance of responsibility be- ation during the 15-year period prior to the instant

cause defendant received obstruction enhance- offense be counted in the defendants criminal his

ment for perjury 492 The 5th Circuit upheld the tory While serving sentence in halfway house for

denial of reduction for acceptance of responsibility separate offense defendant violated the terms of his

where the defendant also received an enhancement parole under 1971 sentence As result of the pa
for obstruction of Justice based upon his perjury role violation defendant remained at the halfway

Application note to section 3E1.l indicates that house beyond hIs expected release date of July

conduct resulting in an enhancement for obstruction 1980 and was not released until October 24 1980
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Only the period of July through October 24 fell said that in the case of prevldus similar arrests in

within the15-year period in section 4A1.2e1 The which aliases were used the extent of upward depar
6th CircuIt held that defendants detention in the ture could be measured by tIe change that would

halfway house after revocation of his parole consti- have occurred in the criminaI history category be
tuted sentence of incarceration and thus the 1971 cause of convictions that would likely have occurred

conviction was properly counted in his criminal his- In the absence of the use of aliases Here the defen

tory Section 4A1.2k provides that sentence im- dant admitted that she had used aliases when at-

posed upon revocation of parole and the original rested to avoid criminal prosecution The record was
term of imprisonment are to be treated as single unclear whether the district court induced these alien

sentence for criminal history purposes Thus the smuggling arrests to improperly Increase the crimi

sentencing court is required to count an otherwise nat history category or to properly depart upward
intime1y conviction or sentence where the defendant However either way the sentence would have been
serves the sentence imposed upon revocation of pa- the same Accordingly the 9th Circuit found no
role within the time limits set forth in section plain error U.S Martinez-Gonzalez F.2d
4A1.2e U.S Rasco F.2d 6th CIr May 9th CIr April 20 1992 amended May 1992 No
1992 No 91-6004 90-50561

8th Circuit holds that prior sentence was not sus-
Determinlncf the Sentence

pended or stayed 504 Defendant argued that the rChter
district court Improperly added two points to his ___________________________________
criminal history for state court conviction and sen
tence which had been suspended or stayed Under 10th Circuit reverses fine for costs of incarcera
sections 4A1.2a3 and 4A1.1c defendant re- tion where no punitive fine was imposed 630
ceives one point reduction for such sentence The The 10th Circuit ruled that the district court erred in

8th Circuit ruled that defendants sentence was not Imposing fine for the costs of incarceration and su
totally suspended or stayed because the record pervised release under guideline section 5E1.2i be-

showed that he was sentenced to 90 days Imprison- cause no punitive fine was imposed In U.S La
ment fined $150 and remanded to the sheriff to be bat 915 F.2d 603 10th Cir 1990 the court held

incarcerated in Jail U.S Waloke F.2d 8th that an additional fine under section 5E1.2i cannot
Cir April 27 1992 No 1-2493 be imposed unless the court first imposes punitive

fine under section 5E1.2a U.S Edmondson
11th Circuit says court has discretion to permit F.2d 10th Cir May 1992 No 90-3189
coliateral review of validity of prior conviction

504 Defendant argued that the district court erred California District Court modifies monetary award
in failing to hold an evidentlary hearing on the consti- while case is on appeal 630850 Defendants
tutional validity of prior state conviction The dis- were convicted of bank robbery The district court

trict court believed that it was without authority to believed the guideline sentences were too lenient and

collaterally review the validity of the conviction Fol- therefore ordered the defendants to reimburse the

lowing its decision in U.S Cornog 945 F.2d 1504 government for the cost of their incarceration While

11th Cir 1991 the 11th Circuit reversed The Ian- the case was on appeal the district court granted the

guage of application note and the background parties request for an explanation and to modify the

commentary to section 4A1.2 as revised November money damages order to conform to the Guidelines
1991 demonstrate only that courte must exclude The district court assumed arguendo that the defen
from defendants criminal history convictions that dants had established their present inability to pay
have been previously held invalid The Sentencing fines but that they might have the ability to pay fines

Commission did not limit the courts discretion to in the future Thus the court set conditions of su
collaterally review the validity of prior convi-tions pervised release that required them to pay mone
that the defendant had not previously challenged tary fine or perform community service or both The
Because the district court failed to exercise its discre- failure to satisfy these conditions would be deemed
lion In denying defendant the requested evldentlary violation of supervised release U.S Bogan
hearing the case was remanded U.S Roman F.Supp N.D.Cal April 27 1992 No CR-91-551-
F.2d 11th CIr May 1992 No 90-9084 VRW

9th Circuit finds no plain error where defendants 10th Circuit says consecutive pre-guidellnes and
use of aliases when arrested resulted In underrep- guidelines sentence was not an upward departure
resented criminal history 510 The 9th Circuit 650 Defendant was convicted of 20 pre-guidelines
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counts and five guidelines counts He was sentenced as 30 years to life on drug charge plus five year

to concurrent 5-year sentences on each of the pre- mandatory penalty for firearm charge Defendant

guidelines counts and concurrent 57-month sen- acknowledged that 20 year mandatory minimum

tences on the guideline counts consecutive to the penalty applied to the drug charge and the combined

pre-guidelines counts The 10th Ciiffcuit rejected de- minimum was 25 years imprisonment The govern
fendants claim that the consecutive sentence consti- ment moved for downward departure under guide

tuted an upward departure from the guidelines line section 5K1.1 and although defendant sought

Adopting the 4th Circuits decision in U.S Water- 15-year sentence the district court concluded that it

ford 894 F.2d 665 4th Cir 1990 the court held lacked authority to depart below the statutory manda
that sentencing court has unfettered discretion to tory minimum without separate motion by the gov

impose sentences on the pre-guidelines counts that ernment under 18 U.S.C section 3553e The 8th

run consecutively or concurrently Nothing in the Circuit held that defendant waived any objection to

guidelines precludes court from ordering that the 25-year sentence by agreeing it was the minimum

sentence imposed on pre-guldelines count be sentence mandated by statute and by accepting the

served consecutively to sentence imposed on benefit of the plea agreement Moreover the district

guidelines count The district court could be re- court did not have the authority to depart below the

versed only if the guidelines sentence was imposed statutory minimum absent separate motion by the

improperly U.S Hershberger F.2d 10th government under 18 U.S.C section 3553e U.S

Cir May 1992 No 90-3 150 Durham F.2d 8th Cir April 29 1992 No 91-

3311

1st Circuit rejects further downward departure for

single mother of three children 690710860 1st Circuit rules government was not required to

The district court granted the governments motion advise court of defendants cooperation because

for downward departure under section 5K 1.1 based defendant never requested It 712 790 Defen

on defendants substantial assistance and denied dants plea agreement provided that at the request of

defendants request for downward departure based defendant the U.S Attorneys office would advise any

upon her family responsibilities as single mother of entity or perspn of defendants cooperation The 1st

small children Notwithstanding guideline section Circuit ruled that the government failure to advise the

5H1.6 defendant argued that the district court could sentencing curt of defendants cooperation was not

consider her status as single parent in determining breach of promise because defendant never re

the extent of the departure According to defendant quested the government to so advise the court The

once the government moved for departure under sec- agreement clearly limited the governments obligation

tion 5K1.1 it opened the door for the court to con- to offer its views about defendants cooperation to

sider factors unrelated to her assistance to the gov- those instances where the defendant made request

ernment in determining the extent of the departure Moreover even if the government had so advised the

even if those factors were listed elsewhere as irrele- court it would not have changed defendants sen

vant in determining the appropriateness of depar- tence Defendant already received sentence at the

ture The 1st Circuit held that even if court could bottom of his guideline range sentencing court

base the extent of departure under section 5K1.1 on may not depart downward below the guideline range

factors not listed in section 511.1 any additional based upon defendants cooperation in the absence

non-listed factors would have to relate to the defen- of government motion under section 5K1.1 U.S

dants substantial assistance to authorities More- Atwood F.2d 1st Cir May 1992 No 91-

over defendants status as single mother of three 2276

young children was not an unusual family circum

stance The sentencing commission was aware that 5th Circuit holds that sentencing disparity does

some convicted felons are single parents of small not Justify downward departure 716 The 5th Cir

children U.S Chestna F.2d 1st Cir April cuit rejected defendants claim that the district court

1992 No 91-1785 failed to consider the need to avoid unwarranted sen

_________________________________ tence disparities among defendants with similar

Denartures Generally 5K records who had been found guilty of similar con-

___________________________________ duct Although defendant showed that his sentence

differed from those of three other defendants con

8th Circuit holds that defendant waived objection victed of similar crimes he failed to convince the

to 25-year sentence by agreeing that it was mini- court that these disparities were unwarranted Ab
mum ststutory sentence 710780855 Defen- sent violation of aw an appellate court will uphold

dants plea agreement calculated his sentencing range district courts refusal to depart from the guide-
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lines district court has no duty to consider the opinion in Herrera-Ffgueroa 918 F.2d 1430 9th Cir

sentences imposed on other defendants U.S 1990 holding that counsel must be permitted to be

Goldfaden F.2d 5th Cir AprIl 22 1992 No present at the presentence interview The district

91-1781 court ordered another interview with defense counsel

present The probation officer began the second in-

8th Circuit upholds refusal to depart based upon terview by announcing that the original recommenda

victims conduct 730 Defendant argued that the tion for an obstruction adjustment would remain re

district court should have departed downward under gardless what was said during this interview De
guideline section 5K2 10 whIch authorizes down- fense counsel terminated the meeting second pre
ward departure where the victims wrongful conduct sentence report was not prepared The probation of-

contributed significantly to the provoking the offense ficers Inflexibility undermined the district courts or-

The 8th Circuit rejected this argument since the evi- der for second interview rendered meaningless
dence did not establish that the assault victims mis- counsels presence and canceled any effect counsels

conduct if there was any substantially provoked or advice might have had for the defendant The sen

led to defendants attack The district court has tence was reversed U.S Rodrtquez-Razo F.2d

broad discretion whether to reduce sentence under 9th Cir May 1992 No 91-50147

section 5K2.10 U.S Waloke F.2d 8th Cir

April 27 1992 No 91-2493 9th Circuit says court need not give reasons for

___________________________________ imposing sentence at top of range where range was

SentencLw% Hearing r6A only six months 755 Title 18 U.S.C section

3553c requires the court to state its reasons for Im

posing sentence at particular point within the ap
11th CIrcuit rules district court satisfied require- plicable range if that range exceeds twenty-four

ment that It elicit objections after sentence 750 months Here however the range was only six

U.S Jones 899 F.2d 1097 11th Cir cert de- months from twenty-one to twenty-seven months

nied 11 S.Ct 275 1990 requires district court Accordingly the court found no error U.S

to elicit fully articulated objections following the sen- Martnez-Gon_zalez F.2d 9th Cir April 20
tence to enable the district court to correct potential 1992 amended May 1992 No 90.50561

errors immediately and to sharpen the issues for ap
peal Here in announcing defendants offense level 9th Circuit says reliance on Improper sentencing

criminal history category and applicable guideline factor Is not harmless unless it had no effect on

range the judge advised the attorneys will hear the sentence 755 The probation officer used in-

from you Defendants attorney requested that the formation obtained at presentence interview con-

court sentence defendant at the bottom of the guide- ducted without counsel to conclude that the obstruc

line range and asked the judge to consider mitigating lion adjustment was proper The probation officer

circumstances Defendant then received sentence adamantly refused to reconsider the obstruction rec

at the bottom of the applicable guideline range The ommendation regardless the results of the second

11th Circuit ruled that this procedure satisfied the interview with counsel present The sentencing court

Jones requirement Although the opportunity to adqpted the probation officers report and its atten

raise objections was offered prior to rather than foE- dant tainted information On appeal the 9th CIrcuit

lowing the imposition of sentence all relevant sen- held that the government failed to carry its burden to

tencing considerations were announced in open court demonstrate that the reliance on this improper In-

and were known to the parties The opportunity for formation had no effect on the sentence selected Nor

objections to be presented passed on and cured by were the errors rendered harmless by the district

the district court was adequate to satisfy Jones U.S courts compromise sentence ordering defendant to

Brokemond F.2d 11th Cir April 24 1992 serve the lowest term in the adjusted range which

No 90-9176 was the same as the highest term in the non-adjusted

range The sentence was vacated and the court or-

9th Circuit reverses where counsel absent from dered new presentence interview with counsel pre
first presentence Interview and probation officer sent and different probation officer The district

refused to modify report 760 Defendant failed to court was instructed not to consider the first presen

disclose fully his three prior convictions to the proba- tence interview in determining the appropriateness of

lion officer at the presentence interview conducted an obstruction adjustment U.S Rodrtquez.Razo

without counsel The probation officer concluded F.2d 9th Cir May 1992 No 1.50147

that the nondisclosure constituted obstruction of jus
tice Before sentencing the 9th Circuit flied its
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9th Circuit holds that governments opposition to testimony by an EPA agent who observed defendants

PSR provided adequate notice of criminal history illegal dumping activities and conducted interviews

departure 761 In its opposition to the presentence with 12 of defendants drivers Several of the drivers

report the government argued that category II more told the agent that it was accepted company policy to

accurately reflected the appellants past criminal Illegally dump hazardous and industrial waste into

conduct than the presentence reports recommenda the sewer system and that defendant had specifically

tion category This opposition was filed ten days advised them to dump waste water into the sewers

prior to sentencing PSR addendum recommend- The district court did not credit defendants testi

ing the increase was filed three days prior to sen- mony to the contrary because it was inconsistent and

tencing The appellant failed to raise any objections conflicted with the agents testimony and information

In the district court Accordingly the 9th Circuit contained in the presentence report of one of his co

found that the appellant had sufficient notice of the defendants The 5th Circuit found that the district

possible departure U.S Martinez-Gonzalez courts reliance on the agents hearsay did not violate

F.2d 9th CIr April 20 1992 amended May defendants 6th Amendment rights With respect to

1992 No 90-50561 the consideration of Information in co-defendants

presentence report the appellate court noted that

2nd Circuit rules that district Judge properly re- when court intends to rely on information not con-

solved all disputes about presentence report tamed In defendants presentence report Fed

765 855 In pre-guidelines case defendant Crim 32 requires that defense counsel be given an

brought Rule 35 motion to vacate his sentence opportunity to address the court on the issue U.S

claiming that the district court failed to resolve fac- Goldfaden F.2d 5th Cir April 22 1992 No
tual disputes The 2nd CIrcuit found that the court 91-1781

properly complied with Fed Crim 32c3D
Defendant raised only two issues at sentencing and 10th Circuit reaffirms that con.frontation clause

they were fully resolved However defendant was en- analysis does not apply to sentencing hearing

titled to have the presentence report corrected to re- 770 The 10th Circuit declining to following the 8th

flect more limited time period of his criminal activ- and 6th Clrcjiits reaffirmed that It did not believe

ity which the government did not oppose Although that constitutional provisions regarding the con-

defendant challenged other matters In the presen- frontatlon clause are required to be applied during

tence report the appellate court refused to consider sentencing proceedings To hold otherwise would be

them since defendant failed to raise them below contrary to the wording of the guidelines and its

U.S Feigenbaum F.2d 2nd Cir April 29 commentary and would be an unwarranted and Un-

1992 No 1-1564 necessary burden on the trial court Reliable hearsay

evidence may be used during the sentencing phase

10th CIrcuit rules that adversary hearing on fac- without the right of confrontation and cross-examina

tual disputes is not mandatory In sentencing tion U.S Hershberger F.2d 10th Cir May

hearing 765 The 10th Circuit rejected defendants 1992 No 90-3150

claim that the district court violated Fed Crim
____________________________________

32c3D by failing to conduct an adversary hearing Plea Areements 6B
to resolve certain factual disputes Rule 32c3A

________________________________________
not Rule 32c3D pertained to this issue Under

this Rule it is discretionary with the court rather 1st Circuit upholds its Jurisdiction to review

than mandatory to receive testimony or other infor- whether government breached plea agreement

mation relating to an alleged factual inaccuracy in the 790860 Defendant argued that the government

presentence report In this case the court offered breached the terms of his plea agreement when it

defendant the opportunity to present testimony and failed to advise the sentencing court of the nature and

further information in addition to his written objec extent of his cooperation Had the government c1one

tions to the presentence report but defendant de so the sentencing court might have departed down
dined this offer and chose to stand on his written ward The 1st Circuit upheld its jurisdiction to con-

objections U.S Hershberger F.2d 10th sider this Issue This was not an appeal of district

Cir May 1992 No 90-3 150 courts failure to depart but rather claim that the

government breached material term of defendants

5th Circuit upholds reliance upon hearsay 770 plea agreement An appellate court has Jurisdiction

The district court imposed an enhancement under on direct review to consider an appeal that seeks to

section 2Q1.2b1A for repetitive discharge of determine whether the government satisfactorily

hazardous waste The enhancement was based upon complied with the terms of plea bargain U.S
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Atwood F.2d 1st Cir May 1992 No 91- least 1/3 of the original sentence Agreeing with the

2276 9th CIrcuit the 8th Circuit held that the term

original sentence referred to the original term of

5th CIrcuit rules that government breached its probation and not the guideline range of Imprison-

promise to make no sentencing recommendation ment applicable at the time of the initial sentencing
790855 Defendant contended for the first time on Thus defendants eight-month sentence although cx-

appeal that the governments submission of four ceeding his original guideline range was proper
memoranda to the probation officer advocating the U.S Byrkett F.2d 8th CIr April 24 1992
use of different guideline sections violated its No 1-3808

promise to make no recommendation as to his sen
tence The 5th Circuit held that prosecutors 4th CIrcuit holds that district court may not reixn

breach of plea agreement can amount to plain er- pose after revoking term of supervised release

ror thus making the issue reviewable even though 800 The 4th CIrcuit following the 9th and 5th CIr
defendant failed to raise the issue below In this cults held that under 18 U.S.C section 3583e after

case the government did breach Its promise To the revoking term of supervised release district court

extent that the government merely corrected factual has no authority to impose new term of supervised
misstatements in defendants presentence report its release but may only order incarceration The court

conduct was permissible However the government found it significant that the list of sentencing options
did more than that suggesting base offense level in section 3583e is written in the disjunctive autho

advocating ten level enhancement arguing for rizing court to modItr term of supervised release

specific minimum offense level and recommending or revoke the term of supervised release and impose
an upward departure Even though the comments imprisonment Because the statute is unambiguous
referred to guideline levels rather than months or It was improper to rely as the 10th Circuit did on

years this did not alter the fact that the government other interpretative aids such as legislative intent

suggested term of imprisonment for defendant The court agreed that more flexible sentencing op
Unlike general descriptions of defendants culpa- tions would better serve the public but found that it

bility or cooperation suggestions or positions on must await congressional actiQn In the matter U.S
the applicability of certain guidelines enhancements Cooper F.2d 4th Cir April 24 1992 No
and departures translate directly into range of nu- 1-5455
merical figures representing lengths of prison stay
U.S Goldfaden F.2d 5th Cir April 22 7th CircuIt rules that district court exercised Its

1992 No 91-1781 dIscretion In revoking probation and Imposing

_______________________________
three year term of Imprisonment 800 In pre

Violations of Probation and Su- guidelines case defendant was sentenced to five

nervised Release Chanter 71 years probation for two mail fraud convictions She

___________________________________ subsequently pied guilty to state charges for writing

bad check The district court revoked defendants
8th CIrcuit holds that probationer who possesses probation and imposed two concurrent three-year
controlled substance must receive sentence of at terms of Imprisonment The 7th CircuIt rejected de
least 1/3 of original term of probation 800 De- fendants argument that the district court abused its

fendants original guideline range was zero to six discretion by failing to consider the mitigating evl
months and he was sentenced to two years proba dence she offered at the sentencing hearing The
tion After defendant was found to have possessed court found that her employers testimony estab
controlled substance the district court revoked de- lished that defendant was not dumb which made the

fendants probation and imposed an eight month sen- resulting probation violation even more aggravating
tence The 8th Circuit affirmed 18 U.S.C section This was not case where the district court failed to

3565a2 states that upon violation of condition of exercise any discretion at all Wl.en initially sen
probation district court has discretion to revoke tencing defendant to probation the judge warned her

probation and sentence the violator to term of Im- that further offenses would result in imprisonment
prisonment within the guideline range applicable at He was entitled to carry through Judge Peli dis
the time of the initial sentencing However as part of sented U.S Barnett F.2d 7th Cir April 22
the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 the last sentence of 1992 No 1-2309

section 3565a was amended to state that where the ________________________________________
probationer violates the conditions of his probation

Appeal of Sentence 18 U.S.C 3742
by possessing controlled substance court must _________________________________________
revoke the probation and sentence the violator to at
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9th Circuit holds that failure to object to depar- de novo U.S Rodriguez F.2d 11th Or

ture in the district court limits appellate review to April 24 1992 No 90-5041

pla1n error 855 The 9th CircuIt held that be

cause the appellant failed to raise the issue of the de- Habeas Corpus/
parture in her criminal history category in the distrIct 28 U.S.C 2255 MotIons
court the courts decision Is reviewed only for plain ________________________________________

error The court found no plain error U.S ii

Martinez-Gonzalez F.2d 9th Or April 20 11th Circuit holds that prisoner whose presump

1992 amended May 1992 No 90-5056 tive parole date has passed must still exhaust ad

ministrative remedies prior to habeas corpus ac

11th CircuIt rules defendant waived acceptance of tlon 880 In pre-guldelines case petitioner

responsibility challenge by failing to raise it below brought habeas corpus action because his pre

855 The presentence report recommended that de- sumptive parole date set by the U.S Parole Commis

fendant not receive reduction for acceptance of re- slon had passed and he remained Incarcerated Th

sponslblllty Defendant did not file an objectIon to 1W CircuIl found that even though the presumptive

the sentencing report and did not object at sentencing release date had passed petitioner was still required

when no reduction was given Consequentiy the to exhaust his administrative remedies before seekg

11 t.h Circuit held that defendant was precluded from relief from the district court The Bureau of Prisons

raising the issue of his acceptance of responsibility has established regulations that set forth the proce

on appeal U.S Brokemond F.2d 11th CIr dures that prisoner must follow before seeking re

April 24 1992 No 90-9 176 lIef from the district court Exhaustion of adminis

trative remedIes is jurisdictional Gonzalez u. U.S

8th Circuit reviews adjustment even though sen F.2d 11th Cir April 27 1992 No 91- 5738

tence would be within new guideline range 865 ___________________________________
The government contended that the district courts

Forfeiture Cases
refusal to grant reduction for acceptance of respon

slbility was not reviewable on appeal because defen

dants sentence would still be within the guideline 6th Circuit liolds that DEAs adoption of state po

range that would be applicable If defendant received lice officers seizure of funds did not retroactively

the reduction Defendant received 21 month sen- cloak officer with federal authority at time of

tence and If he had received the acceptance of re- seIzure 900 Defendant an Ohio State Highway Pa

sponsibility reduction his guideline range would have trol Officer OSHP seized $12000 from vehicle

been 15 to 21 months The 8th Circuit found the Is- during routine traffic stop Pursuant to OSHP reg

sue was appealable because there was no certainty ulations the money was eventually delivered to the

that the trial judge would have imposed the same DEA and the DEA then adopted the seizure for the

sentence if defendant had received the reduction purpose of inluaUng federal forfeiture proceedings

U.S Kloor F.2d 8th CIr April 23 1992 No After the occupants of the vehicle moved In state

91-2312 court for the return of the seized funds- the state

court ordered the OSHP to deposit the funds with the

1st CircuIt holds that denial of evidentiary hearing codrt After OSHP failed to meet the state court

on sentencing guideline issue Is reviewable only deadline defendant was held In contempt of court

for abuse of dIscretion 870 The 1st CircuIt held federal district court then denied defendants motion

that district courts denial of an evidenliary hearing under 28 U.S.C section 1442a1 to remove the ac-

on sentencing guideline Issue is reviewable only for lion to federal court Section 1442a1 authorizes

clear error U.S Shattuck F.2d 1st Cir the removal to federal court of any criminal prosecu

April 22 1992 No 1.1833 lion brought in state court against any officer of the

United States or any agency thereof or any person

11th Circuit reviews acceptance of responsibility acting under him for any act unuer color of such of-

determination under clearly erroneous standard fice The 6th Circuit affirmed holding that the

870 The liii Circuit held that district courts de- DEAs adoption of the seizure did not act to retroac

termination of whether defendant has accepted re- Uvely cloak defendant with federal authority at the

sponsibility is finding of fact which Is entltied to time of the seizure The federal statute which autho

great deference on appeal and will be affirmed un- rlzes seizures and forfeitures 21 U.S.C section

less clearly erroneous However the district courts 88 1d applIes only to officers agents and other per-

application of the sentencing guidelines Is reviewed sons designated by the Attorney General While DEA

agents certainly possess this authority state patrol
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officers do not Defendant also was not acting at the those items The government was In the process of

direction of the DEA He seized the money during administratively forfeiting the non-contraband mate-

routine traffic stop Pursuant to OSHP regulations rials and the remaining property would be returned

he turned the money over to the OSHPs liaison offl- to defendant at the conclusion of that process An in

cer with the DEA Only then was the money dellv- tervention into the administrative process would be

ered to the DEA At all times defendant was acting as premature U.S Schmeltzer F.2d 5th CIr

state patrol officer acting within the dictates of that April 23 1992 No 1.8338

position Miami County Municipal Court Wright _______________________________
F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No 1-3615

Amended Opinion

11th CIrcuit holds that failure to respond to re

quests for admissions in civil forfeiture action es-
590 Fassler U.S Parole Comm 950 F.2d 583

9th CIr 1991 amended F.2d 92 D.A.R
tablished that claimant used the property to facili-

6021 9th Cir May 1992 90-5Oi
tate drug transactions 920 Claimant was con

victed of drug charges in state court based in part

upon wiretap evidence which the state court refused TABLE OF CASES
to suppress In subsequent federal civil forfeiture

action brought against property owned by claimant
Fassler U.S Parole Comm 950 F.2d 583 9th Clr

the government moved for summary Judgment after
1991 amended F.2d 92 D.A.R 6021

claimant failed to respond to the governments re-
9th Cir May 1992 No 90-5056 Pg 18

quests for admissions Claimant contended that the
Gonzalez U.S F.2d 11th CIr April 27

district court could not entertain the governments 1992 No 91- 5738 Pg 17
motion until it held hearing regarding the wiretap Miami County Municipal Court Wright F.2d
evidence The dIstrict court granted summary Judg- 6th CIr May 1992 No 91-36 15 Pg 18
ment because claimant did not challenge the facts U.S Montanye F.2d 8th CIr May 1992
the government presented and claimant was cal- No 91-1703
laterally estopped from raising the lawfulness of the us 2204 Barbara Lane F.2d 11th CIr May
wiretap The state supreme court then granted cer-

1992 No 91-8639 Pg 18
tiorari to consider the state courts resolution of the U.S Atkinson F.2d 9th Cir Apr 27 1992
suppression Issue The 11th Circuit upheld the No 91-30084 Pg 10

summary Judgment in the forfeiture action finding U.S Atwood F.2d fist Cir May 1992 No
that the state courts resolution of the wiretap Issue 91-2276 13
was not necessary Claimants failure to respond to

U.S Bader F.2d 7th Cir Feb 12 1992 No
the governments requests for admissions conclu-

90-3656 Pg
sively established that he had used the property to

U.S Barnett F.2d 7th Cir April 22 1992
facilitate drug transactions Fed Clv 36 ex- No 91-2309 Pg
pressly provides that requests for admissions are au- us Barth F.Supp Minn April 1992
tomatically deemed admitted If not answered within

Crim No.4-91- 103 Pg
30 days and the matters therein are conclusively es-

Bogan F.Supp N.D.Cal April 27
tablished unless the court permits withdrawal or

1992 No CR-91-551-VRW Pg 12
amendment of the admissions Even if the wiretap U.S Brito-Acosta F.2d 9th Cir May 1992
was invalid the summary judgment would stand No 91-30271 Pg
since the order was not based on the fruit of any us Brokemond F.2d 11th Cir April 24
poisonous tree but rather on defendants own ad-

1992 No 90-9176 Pgl 14 17
missions U.S 2204 Barbara Lane F.2d us Byrkett F.2d 8th Cir April 24 1992
11th Cir May 1992 No 91-8639 No 91-3808 Pg 16

U.S Caban F.2d 7th Cir May 1992 No
5th CIrcuit refuses to intervene In admInistrative

91-1 150 Pg
forfeiture process to compel return of non-porno- U.S Chestna F.2d 1st Cir April 21 1992
graphic materIals 940 After various pornographic No 91-1785 Pg 13
materials were seized from defendant defendant

U.S Cooper F.2d 4th CIr April 24 1992
challenged the governments failure to return certain No 91-5455 Pg 16
other Items of property including non-pornographic U.S Durham F.2d 8th Cir April 29 1992
photographs of his children and family The 5th Cir- No 91-3311 Pg 13
cult refused to Invoke its mandamus power to com
pel the district court to order the immediate return of
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U.S Edmondson F.2d 10th CIr May U.s Waloke F.2d 8th CIr April 27 1992

1992No.90..3189 Pg 12 No.91-2493 Pg 11 1214

U.S Feigenbaum F.2d 2nd Or Apr11 29 U.S Webster F.2d 5th Cir May 1992 No

1992 No 91-1564 Pg 15 91.1487 Pg

U.S Fine 946 F.2d 650 9th Cir 1991 rehearIng U.S Williams F.2d 10th CIr May 1992

en banc granted F.2d 92 D.A.R 6241 No 90-4 135 Pg

9th CIr May 1992 No 90-50280 Pg U.S Williams F.2d 6th CIr May 1992

U.S Goldfaden F.2d 5th CIr AprIl 22 No 1-1025 Pg

1992 No 91.1781 Pg 45.9 10 11 14 15 U.S WIlliams 746 F.Supp 1076 Utah 1990

16 Pg.i

U.S Hershberger F.2d 10th CIr May U.S Wilson F.2d 7th CIr May 1992 No

1992 No 90-3 150 Pg 13 15 90-1270 Pg

U.S Johnson F.2d 8th CIr May 1992

No 91-2500 Pg 45 10 11

U.S Kloor F.2d 8th CIr April 23 1992 No

91-2312 Pg 11 17

U.S Kohl F.2d 9th Cir April 30 1992 No

91-30119 Pg.34
U.S LIu F.2d 5th CIr April 30 1992 No

90-2976 Pg
U.S Lopez F.2d 2nd CIr April 13 1992

No.91-1641 Pg.4

U.S Martinez-Gonzalez F.2d 9th CIr April

20 1992 amended May 1992 No 90-5056

Pg 11 12 14 15 17

U.S Montanye F.2d 8th CIr May 1992

No 91-1703 Pg 10

U.S Obiuwevbl F.2d 7th Cir April 27

1992 No 91-2070 Pg.8

U.S Payne F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No
91-3417 Pg 10 11

U.S Peters F.2d 9th Clr May 1992 No
91-50097 Pg 10

U.S Peters F.2d 92 D.A.R 6017 9th Cir

May 1992 No 1-50097 Pg 10

U.S Rasco F.2d 6th Cir May 1992 No

1-6004 Pg 12

U.S Rodriguez F.2d 11th CIr April 24

1992 No 90-5041 Pg 10 17

U.S Rodriquez-Razo F.2d 9th CIr May

1992 No 91-50147 Pg 14

U.S Roman_F.2d_llthClr May 1992

No 90-9084 Pg 12

U.S Salazar F.2d 5th Cir May 1992 No
91-5632 Pg

U.S Saylor F.2d 11th CIr April 24 1992

No 90-5788 Pg
U.S Schmeitzer F.2d 5th CIr April 23

1992 No 1-8338 Pg 18

U.S Shattuck F.2d 1st CIr April 22 1992

No 91-1833 Pg 17

U.S Smith F.2d 9th Cir May 1992 No
1.30049 Pg

U.S Walker F.2d 5th CIr April 24 1992

No 1-8396 Pg
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on remand Pg
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2nd Circuit permits district court to deter

mine whether to apply amendments COMMISSION SENDS 1992 AMENDMENTS TO

adopted during appeal Pg CONGRESS This newsletter summarizes the

most Important amendments the Sentencing

Commission amendment says not all
Commission sent to Congress on May 1992

conduct is relevant Pg The amendments become effective on November

1992 unless Congress acts before that time The

9th Circuit reverses drug amounts in rele-
amendments will be published In the Federal

vant conduct for lack offinding of Register by May 1992

reasonable foreseeability Pp 5-6

Commission says dismissed counts in plea Pre-Guideline Sentencing

agreement are not excluded from relevant Generally

conduct Pg

10th Circuit en banc holds that section
2nd CircuIt rules lengthy pre-guldelines sentence

924c sentence enhancement is proper
was not based on bias against defendant 100 In

only if second offense took place after
this pre-guldelines case the 2nd CIrcuit rejected de

previous section 24c conviction Pg
fendants claim that the sentencing judge imposed

lengthy sentence out of personal spite and in retalia

Commission increases acceptance of
tion for defendants assertion of certain statutory

responsibility adjustment to three levels
rights The Judge reasonably indulged defendants

in certain cases Pg 11
assertion of rights under the tax code and the Federal

Rules of Evidence While the record was replete with

8th Circuit holds that juvenile misdemeanor
evidence that defendant was contentious the judges

under California law was adult felony for
response to defendants behavior never rose to level

career offender purposes Pg 12
where his Impartiality could be questioned The

judge could not be faulted for frankly chastising the

Commission rejects youthful lack of guid-
defendant for his conduct Defendant was shown at

ance as basis for departure Pg
trial to be fraud and liar The 2nd Circuit said

that the sentence and the courts admonitions in im

9th Circuit requires pre-seizure hearing
posing it serve the Important function of deterring

like conduct U.S Droge F.2d 2nd CIr

before seizure of claimants home Pg 22
April 1992 No 91.1222
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9th CIrcuit says preguideline appeal is limited to ion of justice On appeal the D.C Circuit found no

challenging unreliable informatIon 100 The 9th vlndictlvness The judge did not ignore defendants

Circuit noted that In preguldeline case the defen- rehabilitative efforts but found that although they

dant cannot appeal the sentence imposed His only warranted reduction In sentence from eight months

ground for appeal Is the courts alleged abuse of dls- to six the other aggravating factors precluded fur

cretion In resolving the controverted matters in the ther reduction U.S Barry F.2d D.C Cir

presentence report The defendant bears the burden April 17 1992 No 1-3258

of first showing that the disputed information is..

false or unreliable Here the joint plea memoran- 2nd Circuit affirms official victim enhnncement for

dum was full admission by the defendant of par- defendant convicted of assaulting federal officer

ticipatlon in conspiracy to smuggle large quantity 125210410 Defendant was convicted of as-

of marijuana Into the U.S The court did not abuse saulting federal omcers in violation of 18 U.S.C sec

Its discretion in so finding U.S Kimball F.2d tion 111 and was sentenced under U.S.S.G 2A2.2

9th Cir April 27 1992 No 91-10207 The 2nd CircuIt rejected defendants argument that

_______________________________ an official victim enhancement under section 3A1.2

Guideline Sentencing Generally
was Impermissible double counting even though the

____________________________________ offense of conviction required the government to

prove that defendant assaulted government official

4th Circuit rules mandate precluded court from First the guideline unlike the statute required the

considering new downward departure on remand defendant to know he was assaulting an official vie

115850 The 4th Circuit originally remanded this tim Thus the guideline enhances for an additional

case because the court failed to made adequate fac- factor that will not be present in every conviction un

tual findings to support Its enhancement for use of der section 111 Second the guidelines clearly con-

firearm during drug trafficking offense At resen- template an official victim adjustment under section

tencing defendant asked the district court to depart 2A2.2 Application note to section 2A2.4 Instructs

downward for mitigating and rehabilitative conduct the court not to apply the enhancement unless sub-

since the original sentencing The 4th CircuIt held section requires the offense level to be determined

that its limited mandate and Fed Crim 35 pre- under section 2A2.2 Here defendants offense level

cluded the district court from considering these new _________________________________________________

grounds for departure Under Rule 35 sentencing

court may correct sentence that Is determined on
The Federal Sentencing and Forfeiture Guide

appeal to be an Incorrect application of the guide
Newsletter is part of comprehensive service

lines The remand Instructions concerned only the
that includes main volume bimonthly supple-

propriety of an enhancement for weapon possession
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To the extent defendants sentence was Incorrect
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was only with respect to this enhancement More- Sentencing Guidelines and Forfeiture cases pub-

over revised Rule 35 no longer permits court to
lished since 1987 Every other month the

reduce sentence except under certain specified in-
newsletters are merged into supplement with

stances U.S Apple F.2d 4th Cir April 21 full citations and subsequent history

1992 No 1-5329
Annual Subscription price $250 includes main

D.C Circuit finds resentencing to same sentence
volume supplements and 26 newsletters

after successful appeal was not vIndictive 120 year Main volume 3rd Ed 1991 $80

Defendant the former Mayor of the District of

Columbia originally received two level enhance-
Editors

ment for obstruction of justice resulting in guide-
Roger Haines Jr

Kevin Cole Professor of Law
line range of two to eight months Citing defendants

rehabilitative efforts the judge imposed six month University of San Diego

Jennifer Woll
sentence The case was remanded by the D.C Circuit

for reconsideration of the obstruction of justice en
hancement At resentencing the court found the ob-

Publication Manager

struction enhancement improper This resulted in
Beverly Boothroyd

guideline range of zero to six months The judge im

posed the same six month sentence finding that the Copyright 1992 James Publishing Group

maximum guideline sentence was justified by defen-
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was determined under section 2A2.2 U.S
sentencing Nevertheless to avoid ex post facto con

Padilla F.2d 2nd Cir April 1992 No 91- cerns the Commission in proposed amendment
1501 effective November 1992 adopted new policy

statement section IB1.11 That section provides
Iowa District Court rules that guidelines are 1aws that the court should use the guidelines manual in

for cx post facto purposes 130 Re-evaluating its effect on the date of sentencing unless the court de
earlier position the Justice Department authorized termines that this would violate the ex post facto

its attorneys to ask the Iowa District Court to follow clause in which case the court should use the guide-
18 U.S.C 3553a4 which requires the sentencing line manual in effect on the date the offense was

judge to apply the guidelines in effect on the date the committed
defendant is sentenced The government Joined by
the Sentencing Commission as amicus argued that 8th Circuit affirms that defendant did not with-
the guidelines were not laws and therefore they draw from conspiracy prior to guidelines effective

were not subject to the ex post facto clause The Dis- date 132 The 8th Circuit upheld the application of

trict Court rejected these arguments ruling that un- the guidelines to defendant convicted of drug con
der the Supreme Courts analysis in Miller Florida spiracy ruling that defendant did not prove that he
482 U.S 423 1987 the guidelines are laws to withdrew from the conspiracy prior to the guidelines
which the cx post facto clause applies Accordingly effective date Moreover the government presented
the defendant who pled guilty to being felon in evidence showing defendants Involvement in the

possession of firearm was sentenced under the conspiracy after the guidelines effective date On
guidelines in effect at the time of the offense rather November 1987 defendant called the co-conspira
than those in effect when she was sentenced U.S tors sister and asked when the co-conspirator would
Bell F.Supp N.D Iowa March 30 1992 No be returning from California Since California was
CR 91-2016 the source of the conspiracys cocaine and the co

conspirator did return from California with cocaine
2nd CircuIt permits district court to determine it was reasonable to assume that the telephone call

whether to apply amendments adopted during ap- was in furtherance of the conspiracy In addition

peal 131170 After defendant was sentenced and testimony by another conspirator linked defendant to

while his appeal was pending the commentary to the conspiracy as late as October 1988 U.S
section 1B1.3 was amended to provide that conduct Granados F.2d 8th Clr April 15 1992 No
associated with prior sentence should not be con- 90-30 12
sidered relevant conduct This amendment would
have reduced the quantity of drugs for which defen 10th Circuit rules defendant did not withdraw
dant was held accountable The 2nd Circuit re- from conspiracy prior to effective date of amended
manded for the district court to determine whether it guidelines 132 The 10th Circuit found sufficient

had the authority to apply the amendment retroac- evidence that defendant was part of drug conspir
tively and if it did whether it wished to exercise its acy after November 1989 the date the offense level

discretion to do so In 18 U.S.C section 3582c2 for conspiracy was increased In 1988 co-cbnspir
Congress conferred authority on sentencing court ator told an undercover agent that his source of

to reduce the term of imprisonment for defendant methamphetamine was in California and that he
who has been sentenced to term of imprisonment sometimes received as much as two pounds from
based on sentencing range that has subsequently California package sent to the co-conspirator in

been lowered by the Sentencing Commission By au- August 1990 contained one pound of metham
thorlzlng but not requiring sentencIng courts to re- phetamine and had been mailed from California In

duce sentences in light of guideline revisions addition the items seized from the co-conspirator in

Congress expressed preference for discretionary 1990 were the same items used by the co-conspirator
district court action In response to amendments in 1988 in defendants presence to conceal package
rather than for mandatory appellate court application and distribute methamphetamine This evidence was
of all post-sentence amendments to pending appeals sufficient for the district court to conclude that the

U.S Colon F.2d 2nd Cir April 1992 No conspiracy continued until August 1990 U.S
91-1360 Russell F.2d 10th Cir April 21 1992 No 91-

7020
Commission adopts new section 1B1.11 stating
that guideline in effect at date of sentencing gov- 10th Circuit applies guidelines in effect when con-

ems 131 Title 18 U.S.C section 3553 requires the spi.racy ended rather than when it began
court to apply the guideline In effect at the time of 132380 The offense level specified In the 1988
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guidelines was four levels lower than the offense level The 10th Circuit rejected this contention because

effectIve November 1989 The 10th Circuit upheld defendant failed to designate record which would

the district courts decision to apply the 1989 guide- have enabled the court to evaluate the appropriate-

lines which were in effect when the conspiracy ness of his sentence Disparate sentences are

ended rather than the 1988 guidelines which were lowed where the disparity is explained by the facts on

in effect when the conspiracy began There is no vi- the record The court had virtually no information

olation of the ex post facto clause in applying the regarding the sentencing of the co-conspirator in-

guidelines In effect at the time of the last act of the cluding the charges contained in his indictment his

conspiracy U.S Stanberry F.2d 10th Cir criminal history or the sentencing courts assess-

April 21 1992 No 91-7021 ment of his cooperation or acceptance of responsi

bility U.S Abreu F.2d 10th Cir April 13

9th CircuIt upholds referral for federal prosecu- 1992 No 89-4145

lion despite harsher sentence 135 Relying on _________________________________
U.S WilUams 746 F.Supp 1076 Utah 1990

Annlication Pri.nci4es
defendant argued that his due process rights were vi- era11v Chanter
olated when the task force referred his case for fed-

eral rather than state prosecution without the benefit

of neutral written policy governing such referrals 8th Circuit affirms more than minimal plpnning

The 9th Circuit rejected the argument noting that enhancement for offense involving simple book

Williams had been rejected by the 10th Circuit in entry 160300 In order to disguise the fact that

U.S Andersen 940 F.2d 593 10th Cir 1991 defendants bank was violating bank regulators or-

The court agreed with the 10th Circuit that unless der by loaning $40000 to related company defen

defendant can prove that federal prosecutors act as dant falsely entered in the bank records that the

rubber stamps for charging decisions made by the $40000 payment was to purchase furniture and fix-

task force there Is no due process violation even tures from the company The 8th CircuIt affirmed

where the motive for federal prosecution is that enhancements for the $40000 loss under

harsher sentences are possible U.S Nance 2F1.1b1E for more than minimal planning un

F.2d 92 D.A.R 5145 9th Cir April 16 1992 No der 2F1.1b2A for abuse of trust under section

91-30193 3B1.1 Although the court was concerned about the

more than minimal planning enhancement for an of-

10th Circuit upholds sentencing where local police fense which was committed by simple book entry

referred the case to federal prosecutors 135 The the district courts findings were not clearly erro

10th Circuit rejected defend-ants contention that he neous U.S Pooler F.2d 8th Cir April 15

should have been sentenced under state law because 1992 No 91-3035

his arrest the search of his house and the subse

quent investigation were carried out by local law en- Commission amends relevant conduct section to

forcement authorities Regardless of what authorities clarify that not all conduct is relevant 170 In

perform the arrest search or investigation the ulti- proposed amendment effective November 1992

mate decision whether to charge defendant and the Commission extensively modified section 1B1.3

what charges to file rests solely with state and fed- the relevant conduct section The Commission

eral prosecutors The court rejected defendants stated that the jointly undertaken criminal activity is

claim that this case did not involve the exercise of not necessarily the same as the scope of the entire

prosecutorial discretion because local police rather conspiracy and hence relevant conduct is not

than the local prosecutor referred the case to federal necessarily the same for every participant The

officers Absent convincing evidence to the contrary Commission included numerous illustrations of con-

the court would not assume that prosecutors were duct for which as defendant is or is not accountable

acting as rubber stamps for charging decisions made For example girlfriend who participates in her

by the police U.S Kay F.2d 10th Cir April boyfriends drug trafficking activity on only one occa

17 1992 No 1-4060 sion is not accountable for the other drug sales made

by her boyfriend because those sales were not In fur

10th Circuit reJects 8th Amendment challenge to therance of her jointly undertaken criminal activity.

disparate sentences where defendant failed to

supply details of record 140716 Defendant con- 9th Circuit reverses drug amounts In relevant

tended that the vast disparity between his 380-month conduct for lack of finding of reasonable foresee-

sentence and the 60-month that his co-conspirator ability 170275765 Under the relevant con-

received constituted an 8th Amendment violation duct section 1B1.3a2 defendant is responsible
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for amounts of drugs that he could have reasonably
_________________________________foreseen in furtherance of joint agreement Here

Offense Conduct Generallythere was nothing in the presentence report to mdi-
Chaiter

cate that defendant aided and abetted any drug sales

before June 28 1990 or was member of conspir

acy prior to that date The district court apparently 2nd Circuit applies assault guideline rather than

thought that relevant conduct should include the obstructing officers guideline 210 For attempting
amounts in all of the counts of the Indictment Since to hit three DEA agents with van defendant was
the court made no factual findings as to defendants convicted of assaulting federal omcers in violation of

involvement in the distribution of cocaine prior to 18 U.S.C section 111 The 2nd CircuIt rejected de
June 28 1990 the sentence was reversed and the fendants contention that the district court should

case was remanded for express findings U.S have sentenced him under 2A2.4 for obstructing or
Chavez-Gutierrez F.2d 9th Cir April 24 impeding officers rather than section 2A2.2 for ag
1992 No 1-30025 gravated assault Even though the indictment did not

allege that defendant Intended to injure the agents
Commission says dismissed counts in plea agree- there was no question that the underlying conduct fit

ment arc not excluded from relevant conduct the definition of aggravated assault The court distin

175270718780 In proposed amendment ef- guished U.S McCall 915 F.2d 811 2nd Cir
fective November 1992 the Commission amended 1990 which held that the guideline must be selected

section 6B1.2a to state that plea agreement that only on the conduct charged in the indictment rather
includes the dismissal of charge or plea agree than defendants relevant conduct cross-refer

ment not to pursue potential charge shall not pre- ence in section 2A2.4c states that if defendant is

dude the conduct underlying such charge from being convicted under 18 U.S.C section 111 and the con-
considered under the provisions of section lB 1.3 duct constitutes aggravated assault section 2A2.2

relevant conduct in connection with the counts of applies The word conduct refers to defendants
which the defendant is convicted This amendment actual conduct not the conduct charged in the in-

appears to disapprove the 9th Circuits contrary dlctment U.S Padilta F.2d 2nd Cir April
opinion in U.S Fine 946 F.2d 659 9th Cir 1991 1992 No 91-1501

8th Circuit upholds use of information contaIned 6th Circuit upholds equating one marijuana plant
in co-defendants cooperation agreement 185 to one kilogram of marijuana 242 Defendants

770 The 8th Circuit rejected the contention that in claimed that 21 U.S.C section 841b1Avil and

sentencing defendant it was improper for the district guideline section 2D1.1c violate due process be-

court to rely upon statements his co-defendant made cause in offenses involving 50 or more marijuana
to the government in the co-defendants cooperation plants they equate one marijuana plant to one kilo-

agreement Although defendants agreement with the gram of marijuana even though marijuana plants are

government provided that the government could not not capable of producing one kilogram of marijuana
use defendants statements against him in certain cir- The 6th Circuit rejected the challenge since the pur
cumstances nothing in the agreement or the 5th pose of this provision was not to declare that mature
Amendment prevented the government from using marijuana plants would yield an average of one kilo-

co-defendants statements against him Moreover the gram of marijuana but to state that person who
consideration of such information did not change grows 1000 marijuana plants is as culpable as per-
defendants offense level and therefore any error was son who harvests over 1000 kIlograms of marijuana
harmless U.S I. Summerfield F.2d 8th Cir The court also rejected defendants equal protection
April 13 1992 No 1.2386 challenge to the provisions enhanced penalties for

offenses involving 50 or more plants The 50-plant
Commission amends lB 1.8 to authorize use of co- cutoff is simply legislative Judgment that individu

operation information to depart downward als cultivating 50 or more plants are likely to be ma-
185 710 In proposed amendment effective jor drug dealers and hence bigger threat to society

November 1992 the Commission amended than those who grow fewer marijuana plants U.S
U.S.S.G section lB 1.8 to provide that information Holmes F.2d 6th Cir April 13 1992 No 91-

obtained during cooperation agreement may be 3735
considered in determining whether to depart down
ward from the guidelines pursuant to government 8th Circuit affirms basing sentence on the number
motion for substantial assistance under section of marijuana plants 242 The 8th Circuit upheld
5K1.1 the constitutionality of 21 U.S.C section
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841b1Avii and guideline section 2D1.1c grams of methamphetamine using the precursor

which provide for sentencing based on the number of chemicals that were present The presentence report

plants if 50 or more rather than the weight of the determined that defendants had sufficient chemicals

plants or the amount of net marketable proceeds to produce 226.8 grams and this was the figure used

Congress intended to account for the heightened cul- by the district court The DEA chemist also testified

pability of growers because of their primacy in the that defendants had valid recipe to cook metham

distribution chain rather than to punish them based phetamine The fact that one of the necessary pre

on the predictable yield of their plants U.S cursor chemicals was missing did not change the

Smith F.2d 8th Cir April 20 1992 No 91- analysis An approximation does not require that ev

3466 cry precursor chemical be present U.S Beshore

F.2d 8th Cir April 20 1992 No 1-2434

5th CIrcuit holds that 2-1/2 year old drug traffick

ing charge was not part of instant offense for 2nd CircuIt affirms estimation of drug quantity

mandatory Tninlmum sentencing purposes 245 based on defendants admissIons 254 The 2nd

275 Defendant was convicted of drug charges after Circuit held that the evidence was sufficient to estab

smuggling cocaine on an aircraft Under 21 U.S.C lish the quantity of heroin defendant sold in un

section 960b1 the mandatory minimum sentence charged sales Defendant admitted to the probation

of 10 years is doubled if defendant has prior drug omcer that he had sold 80 glasslne envelopes every

trafficking conviction The 5th Circuit rejected defen- two or three days for few years to support his drug

dants claim that her 1988 Kansas conviction for con- and alcohol addictions The judge found that defen

spiracy to sell cocaine and her present conviction dant had engaged in these heroin sales over at least

were all one episode of an ongoing conspiracy The two-year period He adopted conservative 300-day

time between the two crimes was more than 2-1/2 period and estimated sales during that period at

years the stati.itory offenses charged were completely rate of 80 glassine envelopes every three days The

different and the offenses took place in geographi- judge then muLtiplied the resulting 8.000 bags by .05

caily distant locations U.S De Veal F.2d grams to arrive at 400 grams This was corrobo

5th Cir April 15 1992 No 91-3786 rated by the quantities of heroin that defendant sold

to undercover officers and possessed at the time of

7th CircuIt adds different types of drugs for de- his arrest Defendant sold 60 glasslne envelopes of

fendant who possessed but did not sell them heroin to undercover officers over four-day period

250 Defendant argued that the district court erred and was arrested one week later in possession of 89

In adding together the amounts of cocaine and marl- additional envelopes All of these envelopes con

juana drug dealer sold or stored in defendants tamed approximately .05 grams of heroin U.S

home She claimed that since application note 10 to Colon F.2d 2nd Cir April 1992 No 91-

section 2D1.1 uses examples of defendants convicted 1360

of selling different types of drugs adding different

types of drugs is proper only for sales and not for Commission amends 2D1.8 to reduce sentence for

possession The 7th Circuit rejected this argument person who merely allows use of the premises

Application note to section 2D1.1 provides that 260 In proposed amendment effective November

where there are multiple transactions or multiples 1992 the Commission amended section 2D1.8 to

drug types the quantities are to be added There is provide that if the defendant had no participation in

no distinction between sales and possession The the underlying controlled substance offense other

sentencing commissions use of examples of drug than allowing use of the premises the offense level

sales to illustrate how the addition of different drugs shall be four levels less than the offense level from

works did not change the clear language of applica- section 2D1.1 applicable to the underlying controlled

tion note U.s i. Trussel F.2d 7th Cir April substance offense but not greater than level 16

14 1992 No 1-1220
1st Circuit affirms that negotiated quantity was

8th Circuit upholds use of precursor chemicals to five kilograms 265 An undercover agent sought to

calculate methaniphetamine quantity 252 The purchase five kilograms of cocaine from defendants

8th Circuit held that the district court correctly ap- co-conspirator The co-conspirator initially stated

proximated the amount of methamphetamine defen- that he had access to five kilograms but would not

dants Laboratory could have produced using the release them all at once He then offered to sell the

quantity of precursor chemicals and the size of the agent two kilograms When the agent refused the Co

laboratory DEA chemist who inspected the lab conspirator set up meeting with the agent At this

testified that defendant could have produced 400 meeting the co-conspirator stated that his supplier
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was coming with five kilograms Defendant attended 10th Circuit upholds consideration of uncharged
subsequent meeting after which the agents were drugs in offense level 270 The 10th Circuit up-shown one kilogram When asked where the other held the district courts determination that defendant

four kilograms were the agents were told they would brought into Utah in excess of five kilograms of co
not be available until the next day The 1st Circuit caine to sell or distribute sentencing court may
affirmed that the object of the conspiracy was five look beyond the charges alleged in the indictment in
kilograms of cocaine and that defendant properly re- imposing sentence and here the trial testimony ad
ceived base offense level of 32 under section 2D1.1 equately supported the courts determination U.S
and 2D1.4 U.S McCarthy F.2d 1st CIr Abreu F.2d 10th CIr April 13 1992 No 89-
April 15 1992 No 91-1617 4145

2nd Circuit affirms including two kilograms under 8th Circuit affirms that co-conspirators sale of
negotiation despite contrary stipulation 265 five to 15 kilograms of cocaine was foreseeable
795 The government stipulated that between and 275 The 8th Circuit affirmed that it was reasonably
3.4 kilograms of cocaine were involved The stipula foreseeable to defendant that his co-conspirator
tion further stated that two additional kilograms were would distribute between and 15 kIlograms of co
under negotiation and paid for when defendant was caine Defendant admitted to participating in the
arrested The district court added the two kilograms conspiracy was aware of the nature and scope of the
to the stipulated quantity and found defendant ac- conspiracy and knowingly joined in the overall
countable for over five kilograms of cocaine The common scheme The facts of the case established
2nd Circuit affirmed The commentary to guideline that close working relationship existed among the
section 6B1.4 states that stipulation must fully and conspirators U.S Jranados F.2d 8th Cir
accurately disclose all factors relevant to de- April 15 1992 No 90-3012
termination of sentence The inaccurate statement

here did not prejudice defendant however The 4th Circuit upholds firearm enhancement for

agreement did not purport to guarantee sentencing weapon found In apartment 284 The 4th Circuit

range based on to 3.4 kilograms Before accepting upheld an enhancement under 2D1.1b1 for
the plea the judge took great pains to inform defen- firearm in defendants apartment An undercover
dant that it would not be bound by the stipulation agent purchased and arranged for the distribution of
The judge was thus free and in fact obligated to narcotics at meetings held in the apartment
consider the additional two kilograms under

negotla- loaded .32 caliber handgun was found in open view
tion when defendant was arrested U.S Telesco during subsequent search of the apartment The

F.2d 2nd Cir April 20 1992 No 1-1566 court rejected defendants claim that enhancement
was improper because there was no evidence linking

2nd Circuit upholds consideration of uncharged the gun to the conspiracy Possession of the weapon
sales and cocaine possessed by supplIer 270 The during the commission of the offense is all that Is

2nd Circuit upheld the attribution to defendant of be- needed to support the enhancement The evidence
tween 500 and 2000 grams of cocaine even though here showed that the apartment was used as base
defendant sold only 5-1/2 ounces of cocaine to an of operations for the conspiracy U.S Apple
undercover agent It was proper to consider sales F.2d 4th Cir April 21 1992 No 1-5329
defendant made prior to the undercover agents con-

tact with defendant Defendant admitted to the agent 8th Circuit affirms firearm enhancement for de
that he sold approximately ounces week and fendant who threatened co-conspirator with gun
confidential informant stated that he saw to 10 284 The 8th Circuit affirmed that defendant pos
ounces of cocaine in defendants possession before sessed gun during drug conspiracy The presen
the

investigation began It was also proper to at- tence report indicated that defendant threatened to

tribute to defendant additional ounces found in his shoot co-conspirators foot off if he did not pay
apartment and on his suppliers person when he and drug debt even though the coconspirator later denied
the supplier were arrested Finally the court could this Moreover defendant himself admitted that he
consider defendants promises to supply the agent owned nine-millimeter semi-automatic handgun
with greater quantities of cocaine in the future The and collected guns during the conspiracy He stated
court reasonably inferred that such promises were that on one occasion when the co-conspirator came
more than just puffing U.S Deaulieau F.2d to his house to purchase cocaine he noticed defen

2nd Cir March 1992 No 1-1290 danEs gun collection The mere presence and ready

availability of firearm where drugs are dealt consti

tutes the use of gun during narcotics offense
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U.S Granados F.2d 8th Cir April 15 aliens smuggled and the number of false documents

1992 No 90-3012 or passports involved in other immigration cases

10th CIrcuit en bane holds that 924c firearms Commission amends environmental guidelines to

enhancement is proper only if second offense took define pecuniary gaIn 355 In proposed

place after previous firearms conviction 330 Ti- amendment effective November 1992 the Corn-

tIe 18 U.S.C section 924c provIdes for five year mission amended section 2Q2.1 by deleting involved

sentence for carrying firearm during certain commercial purposes and Inserting was corn-

felonies In the case of any second or subsequent mltted for pecuniary gain or otherwise involved

conviction under this section the penalty is in- commercial purpose or involved pattern of

creased to 20 years The 10th CIrcuit en banc held similar violations new application note defines

that defendant may not receive an enhanced sen- the phrase pecuniary gain

tence under section 924c for second or subse

quent conviction unless the offense underlying this 7th CircuIt holds that tax loss should be based on

conviction took place after judgment of conviction tax deficiency and not value of hidden assets

had been entered on the prior offense The court ac- 370 For the years 1975 through 1981 the IRS as

knowledged that its decision was at odds with the de- sessed deficiencies in Income tax of over $7 million

cislons of most other circuits but found that against defendant and her husband based on millions

statute designed to punish second offender more of dollars they fraudulently diverted for their own

severely when he has not learned from the penalty use During an enforcement action defendant mis

Imposed for his prior offense should not be con- represented to the IRS that she had no assets when

strued to apply before that penalty has had the In fact she possessed $77000 worth of jewelry and

chance to have the desired effect on the offender property Defendant was found guilty of making

Judges Brorby Tacha and Baldock dissented U.S false statement to the IRS concerning her assets and

Abrea F.2d 10th Cir April 13 1992 No of income tax evasion The 7th Circuit affirmed that

89-4145 en banc the tax loss under guideline sections 2R1.1 and

2T1.3 should be based on the previously assessed tax

10th Circuit upholds multiple section 924c sen- deficiency of $7 million rather than the $77000

tences related to separate crimes but part of single Defendant could not dispute that the attempted eva-

episode 330 Defendant was convicted of one count sion of taxes for 1975 through 1981 was part of the

of possession with intent to distribute cocaine one same course of conduct and therefore relevant con-

count of conspiracy to possess cocaine with intent to duct in this case U.S Brimberry F.2d 7th

distribute and two counts for use of firearm during Cir April 17 1992 No 90-3754

drug trafficking crime He argued that it was error ___________________________________
to charge and sentence him separately when all the Adlustments Chater
counts arose from the same criminal episode The

10th Circuit rejected this contention holding that the

possession and conspiracy charges were separate of- Commission amends application note to state that

fenses each requiring an element the other does not bank teller Is not vulnerable victIm 410 In

Therefore they were separate drug trafficking proposed amendment effective November 1992

crimes within the meaning of section 924c Two the Commission amended application note to sec

consecutive sentences under section 924c may be lion 3A1.1 to state that bank teller is not an un

applied where defendant has been convicted of two usually vulnerable victim solely by virtue of the

drug trafficking offenses which arise out of the same tellers position in bank
criminal episode or operative facts and where dif

ferent gun is paired with each drug trafficking of- 2nd CIrcuit affirms that supplier held leadership

fense U.S Abreu F.2d 10th Cir April 13 role over drug distributor 431 The 2nd Circuit

1992 No 89.4 145 affirmed that defendant was the organizer of con

spiracy to sell cocaine to an undercover agent even

Commission amends immigration guideline to though defendant never sold cocaine directly to the

delete prior convictions and add levels for number agent Defendant was the supplier for distributor

of aliens 340 In proposed amendment effective who sold cocaine to the agent At one point the agent

November 1992 the Commission amended section was unable to purchase cocaine from the distributor

2L1.1 to delete the increase in offense level for prior because defendant chose to sell the cocaine to other

convictions The Commission also provided for in- buyers Instead The amount of cocaine available for

creases in offense levels depending on the number of sale to the agent directly depended on the timing of
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defendants trips to New York Defendant set the store marijuana and cocaine and to conduct at least

price for the cocaine sold to the agent Defendant one drug saie On four or five other occasions de
approved alternate arrangements when the agent re- fendant sold cocaine from her home for the dealer

fused to front the distributor the money for large U.S Trussel F.2d 7th Cir April 14 1992
purchase Defendant was responsible for weighing No 91-1220
and packaging the cocaine including those packages
sold to the undercover agent U.S Deaulleau 1st CircuIt affirms that defendant used special
F.2d 2nd Cir March 1992 No 1-1290 skill to rob ATM 450 The 1st Circuit affirmed the

district courts determination that as trained service

8th CircuIt affirms that defendant was leader of repairman for certain types of ATMs defendant pos
stolen book ring 431 The 8th CIrcuit affirmed the sessed and used special skill to rob an ATM There
district courts determination that defendant led and could have been no robbery unless defendant knew

.organized an organization which stole $5 million how to cause malfunction that would bring ATM
worth of books over 15-year period from over 150 service people to the machine thus enabling defen
Institutions throughout theUnited States The of- dant to enter the ATM Once inside he used his spe
fense involved five or more participants and was an cial skill to see to it that the alarms were deactivated
otherwise extensive criminal activity Although de- Once this was done he used his knowledge of ATMs
fendant usually stole the books himself two others to locate and obtain the money Defendants work on

participated in the thefts on few occasions These other ATMs from this bank gave him inside knowl
participants also guarded the house where the books edge of when large cash haul would be likely

were kept and helped defendant move the books over Moreover in addition to his training defendant held

state lines Others helped transport the books inter- an alarm license and was licensed as an electrician

state Another participant received several shipments U.S Aubin F.2d 1st Clr April 15 1992 No
of stolen books and two co-defendants helped move 1-1870
the stolen books from Minnesota to Iowa U.S

Blumberg F.2d 8th Cir April 13 1992 No 9th Circuit holds that would-be counterfeiter had
91-2794 no special skill 450 The 9th Circuit agreed with

the 5th Circuit that pre-existing skill in printing
8th Circuit rules district court stated adequate ba- does not facilitate the crime of photographing federal

sis for leadership enhancement 431 The 8th Cir- reserve notes The defendant was not professional
cult rejected defendants contention that the district photographer nor did the record indicate that he

court failed to adequately state the factual and legal possessed any greater photography skills than most
bases for its imposition of leadership enhancement individuals The fact that the negatives seized from
under section 3B1.1 After both parties argued the him were allegedly skillfully produced does not sup-
role in the offense issue at sentencing the court port imposition of the special skill enhancement
asked the prosecutor to identify the participants and Accordingly defendants sentence was vacated and
to specifically address their criminal responsibility the case was remanded for resentencing U.S
for defendants offense The prosecution named six Green F.2d 9th Cir April 24 1992 No 91-

persons and described their involvement and de- 50325
fense counsel responded The court then summarily
found defendant was the leader of criminal activity 11th CircuIt upholds abuse of trust enhancement
that involved at least five other participants and the for postal clerk 450 Defendant was employed as

activity was otherwise extensive Although the court post office window clerk Each clerk was assigned
did not explain its reasoning it was clear that the an automated Integrated Retail Terminal IRT disk
court adopted the prosecutors explanation U.S which replaced manual accounting Defendant re

Blumberg F.2d 8th Cir April 13 1992 No ported that his disk was malfunctioning and he was
91-2794 issued second disk He then was able to use his

first disk which was still operable to issue receipts
7th Circuit rejects minimal role for defendant who which did not appear on the accounting form gener
allowed drug dealer to use her home to store marl- ated by the computer The 11th Circuit affirmed that

juana 445 The 7th Circuit rejected defendants defendant occupied position of trust under section

claim that she should have received three or four 3B1.3 He was subject to an audit only every four

level reduction under guideline section 3B1.2 for months He had specialized knowledge and unsu

being either minimal or between minor and pervised access to the IRT This infrequent moni-
minimal participant in drug conspiracy Defendant toring combined with his access to the computer
knowingly allowed drug dealer to use her home to system and the additional disk Indicated that signifi
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cantly more trust was given him than to an ordinary court to reconsider whether It should impose more

bank teller U.S Mulligan F.2d 11th Cir than two obstruction of Justice points in any one

AprIl 16 1992 No 91-8092 case The court noted that it had been unable to fInd

any authority to support the aggregation of points

Pennsylvania District Court applies abuse of trust simply because the defendant committed more than

adjustment to Western Union tellers 450 Two one act of obstruction in single case Fields

Western Union tellers were among 12 indicted for U.S F.2d 6th Cir April 22 1992 No 91-

conspiracy Before the tellers Joined the credit card 3939

fraud conspiracy it was difficult for the other con

spirators to obtain credit card information When the CommlRsionincreases acceptance of responsibility

tellers Joined the other defendants no longer had to adjustment to three levels in certain cases 480

go through the tedious effort of obtaining credit card In proposed amendment effective November

numbers and false identifications The district court 1992 the Commission amended section 3E1.1 to

found that unlike cases involving ordinary bank provide an additional reduction of one level for cer

tellers this conspiracy was almost impossible to au- tam defendants whose acceptance of responsibility

dit Thus although Application Note to section includes assistance to the government in the

3B1.3 says that the adjustment for abuse of trust investigation
of prosecution of their own misconduct

would not apply to an ordinary bank teller the dis- The new reduction applies only to defendant whose

trict court found the adjustment applicable here offense level is level 16 or greater who has timely

U.S Craddock F.Supp E.D Pa March 24 provided information concerning his own involve-

1992 No 91-00424-10 ment or timely notified authorIties of his intention to

enter guilty plea thereby permitting the government

Commission amends reckless flight commentary to avoid preparing for trial In addition the amend-

to permit departures for risk of bodily injury to ment replaces the term offense and related conduct

more than one person 460 In proposed with the term offense

amendment effective November 1992 the Corn-

mission amended the Commentary to section 3C1.2 7th CIrcuit upholds denial of acceptance of re

to add an application note stating that lif death or sponsibility reduction for attempt to withdraw

bodily injury results or the conduct posed substan- guilty plea 490 The 7th Circuit upheld the district

tial risk of death or bodily injury to more than one courts denial of an acceptance of responsibility re

person an upward departure may be warranted duction based upon defendants attempt to withdraw

his guilty plea and his refusal to admit the extent of

1st Circuit affirms that flight prior to sentencing his involvement in the conspiracy The courts con-

constituted obstruction of justice under 1989 sideration of his motion to withdraw his guilty plea

guidelines 461 The 1st Circuit held that flight after did not penalize defendant for insisting on his right

conviction but prior to sentencing constituted ob- to trial The district court found that defendants at

struction of justice under the 1989 version of the tempt to withdraw his plea was nothing more than

guidelines There was no merit to defendants con- prevarication and an attempt to manipulate and

tentlon that he lacked notice that his flight would whipsaw the court It was rational to conclude that

cause an adjustment under section 3C1.1 Failing to someone who does this has not accepted responsi

appear at sentencing hearing and disappearing for bility for his offense Moreover the Judge found that

six months clearly impedes the administration of jus- defendant was not candid about his involvement in

tice Defendant was fully aware that he was delaying the conspiracy for which he was convicted U.S

his sentencing by fleeing U.S McCarthy F.2d Trussel F.2d 7th Cir April 14 1992 No 91-

1st Cir April 15 1992 No 91.1617 1220

6th Circuit remands for court to explain reasons D.C Circuit denies credit for acceptance of re

for five level increase for obstruction of Justice sponsibility despite willingness to plead guilty to

462 The presentence report recommended base misdemeanors 490 Defendant was charged with

offense level of 12 plus two points for obstruction of various felony and misdemeanor drug counts and

justice i.e level 14 The government however was convicted by jury of only one misdemeanor

sought an increase to level 17 based on three sepa- He contended that he should have received an accep

rate acts of obstruction The district court without tance of responsibility reduction because he was

stating its reasons set the offense level at 17 The willing to plead guilty to four misdemeanor drug pos

6th Circuit remanded with directions for the court to session counts before trial The D.C Circuit found

clarify its rationale In addition it asked the district that while this was relevant it was not sumcient to
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Justify the reduction defendant who enters guilty should be deemed expunged U.S Deaulieau

plea is not entitled to reduction as matter of right F.2d 2nd Cir March 1992 No 91-1290

The district court had ample reason to conclude that

defendant had not accepted personal responsibility 2nd Circuit holds that concurrent sentences at the

Defendant the former Mayor of Washington D.C. same time does not mean cases were consolidated
stated to the press that being poor role model was 504 The 2nd Circuit held that the imposition of

not crime that the worst government witnesses concurrent sentences at the same time by the same

could say was that he used cocaine and that he had judge did not establish that the cases were

not robbed or shot anybody Moreover following his consolidated for sentencing and were therefore

conviction defendant denied to his probation omcer related under guideline section 4A1.2a2 There

that he committed the offense of conviction U.S must be close factual relationship between the un
Barry F.2d D.C Cir April 17 1992 No 91- denying convictions This ensures that only truly re
3258 lated cases will be treated as such There was not

____________________________________ close factual relationship between the two offenses

Criminal History 4A here The offenses which involved separate criminal

___________________________________ acts were committed approximately three months

apart were separated by an intervening arrest and

8th Circuit rules that burglary which occurred were not part of single plan Where as here the

prior to conspiracy was not part of offense 500 only arguable link was that the defendant directed his

Defendant argued that it was improper to include in violence at the same family no close factual relation-

his criminal history 1973 burglary conviction be- ship exists U.S Lopez F.2d 2nd Cir April

cause the burglary was part of the same course of 13 1992 No 1-1561

conduct as the instant offense The 8th Circuit re

jected the argument because the burglary occurred 8th Circuit holds that juvenile misdemeanor under

before the conduct in the indictment targeted dif- California law was adult felony for career offender

ferent victim and involved different accomplice purposes 504520 Defendant argued that his

The 1973 burglary involved defendants removal of California robbery conviction should not have

doorknobs and stained glass windows from an empty counted as predicate offense for career offender

dwelling in Minneapolis The instant conspiracy and purposes because the offense was misdemeanor

transportation counts related to stained glass window under California law The 8th Circuit ruled that the

hangings stolen from natural food store and musi- offense was felony under federal law because it was

cal equipment stolen from rock band The indict- punishable by term of imprisonment of more than

ment charged the conspiracy began in January 1990 one year Application note to section 451.2 defines

and that the thefts and transportation occurred in prior felony convicUon as prior adult federal or

1990 U.S Blumberg F.2d 8th Cir April state conviction for an offense punishable by death or

13 1992 No 1-2794 imprisonment for term exceeding one year regard

less of whether such offense is specifically designated

2nd CircuIt reverses consideration of juvenile bur- as felony and regardless of the actual sentence im
giary which had been sealed 504 The 2nd Circuit posed The fact that defendant was sentenced as

ruled that the district court improperly considered juvenile to the California Youth Authority did not

defendants prior burglary conviction which had been mean the offense was not an adult conviction Since

sealed pursuant to Vermont juvenile statute Under defendant committed the California offense when he

that statute after file is sealed the proceedings in was 19 the conviction was an adult conviction U.S

the matter are considered never to have occurred all Baker F.2d 8th Cir April 21 1992 No 90-

index references to the matter are to be deleted and 3098
law enforcement omcials are to reply to any inquiry

that no record exists Thus the process of sealing Is 10th Circuit upholds consideration of conviction

intended to wholly eliminate any trace of the past which occurred after the instant offense 504 The

proceedings and but for clerical error neither the 10th Circuit rejected defendants contention that it

probation officer nor the court would have learned of was improper to include in his criminal history

defendants conviction Guideline section 4A1.2j conviction which occurred after the commission of

expressly excludes from the calculation of defen- the instant offense In U.S Fortenbury 917 F.2d

dants criminal history sentence for an expunged 477 10th Cir 1990 the court held that subsequent
conviction In view of the intent of the legislature to criminal conduct occurring before sentencing for an

wholly erase defendants prior conviction from Ver- earlier offense is permissible basis for departing

monts criminal records the Vermont conviction upward by criminal history category Moreover be-
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cause defendant failed to designate the record on sen departure The court relied on section 4A1.3 ade

tencing the court could not evaluate the district quacy of criminal history category and not section

courts consideration of defendants criminal history 4A1.1 Fields U.S. F.2d 6th Cir April 22

in further detail U.S Abreu F.2d 10th Cir 1992 No 91.3939

April 13 1992 No 89-4145
3rd CircuIt rejects æpward departure based upon

Commission amends criminal history guideline to juvenile crimes not specified In section 4A1.2d

explain how to depart 508 In proposed amend- 514 The district court departed upward in part be

ment effective November 1992 the Commission cause no points were added for two burglaries defen

amended section 4A1.3 to state that In departing up- dant committed as Juvenile The 3rd Circuit

ward from category history VI the court should following the D.C Circuits opinion in U.S

structure the departure by moving Incrementally Samuels 938 F.2d 210 D.C Cir 1991 held that

down the sentencing table to the next higher offense court may not depart upward based on juvenile

level In history category VI until It finds guideline crimes not specified in section 4A1.2d Under sec

range appropriate to the case The Commission lion 4A1.2d only three types of juvenile convictions

added that Itihis provision Is not symmetrical The can be considered In the calculation of defendants

lower limit of the range for criminal history category criminal history The guidelines specifically allow

is set for first offender with the lowest risk of re- upward departures based on foreign offenses tribal

cidivism Therefore departure below the lower offenses and expunged convictions all of which are

limit of the guideline range for criminal history cate- not counted but no provision is made for uncount

gory on the basis of the adequacy of criminal history able juvenile convictions However departure

cannot be appropriate would be appropriate If the juvenile convictions were

for conduct similar to the Instant offense To the cx-

3rd CircuIt says upward departure from criminal tent the 7th Circuits recent decision in U.S

history category VI is appropriate only in extraor- Gammon F.2d 7th CIr March 1992 ap

dinary circumstances 510 The district Øourt de- proves departures based on nonsimilar juvenile con-

parted upward from criminal history category VI the victions the 3rd CircuIt disagreed with the decision

highest criminal history category based upon on U.S Thomas F.2d 3rd Cir April 21 1992

various circumstances The 3rd Circuit in consid- No 91-5719

ering what circumstances would justify an upward

departure from this highest level noted that the 2nd 3rd Circuit says criminal history category did not

Circuit has interpreted guideline section 4A1 .3 to underrepresent likelihood of recidivism 514 The

only permit departure beyond category VI in district court departed upward from criminal history

extraordinary circumstances Defendants criminal category VI based in part on defendants likelihood of

record amounting to 15 criminal history points was recidivism The 3rd Circuit rejected this as ground

not significantly more serious than that of most de- for departure Defendants previous sentences did

fendants In his criminal history category Therefore not resemble any of the examples set forth in the

an upward departure beyond category VI was pre- guidelines as situations where departure might be

sumptively unjustified unless there existed circum- Justified there was no evidence that defendants pre

stances not adequately taken Into consideration by vious adult convictions were lightly punished or so

the sentencing commission U.S Thomas F.2d similar to the instant offense as to Justify an upward

3rd Cir April 21 1992 No 91-5719 departure and his 15 criminal history points did not

greatly exceed the 13 point minimum for criminal

6th Circuit upholds upward departure from crimi- history category VI The court did not state why it

nal history category III to category VI 510 The concluded that defendants 15 criminal history points

6th CircuIt upheld departure from criminal history significantly underrepresented the Likelihood of re

III to category VI based upon defendants likelihood cidivism U.S Thomas F.2d 3rd Cir April

of recidivism his history of drug abuse the fact that 21 1992 No 91-5719

he committed the instant offenses while out on bond

on state court indictment for drug law violations 3rd Circuit rejects parole revocation as basis for

the fact that he committed some of the charged of- upward depaEture 514 The dlstrictcourt departed

fenses three days after he was released after arrest upward in part because defendant had his parole re

for the other charged offenses and his history of vi- vokedonat least two occasions The 3rd CIrcuit re

olent crime Defendants claim that he should have Jected this as ground for departure ruling that the

only received one point under section 4A1.1Ø for Æentencing commission adequately provided for pa

sentence of probation misunderstood the basis of the role revocation in the calculation of criminal history
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points Note 11 to guideline section 4A1.2 specifies

that the
original sentence and the sentence Imposed 9th CircuIt holds that two burglaries In two-week

after probation is revoked are counted as ii they were period were consolidated for sentencing for Ca-

one sentence By this approach no more than three reer offender purposes 520 Defendant was clas

points will be assessed for single conviction even if shied as career offender because he had been in-

probation was subsequently revoked The presen- volved as an 18-year-old in two burglaries within

tence report assessed three points for both of defen- two week period The two cases had been trans
dants sentences in which parole was revoked The ferred to the same court for sentencing and state

appellate court did state that an upward departure judge sentenced defendant to identical concurrent

based upon parole revocation might be justified in sentences for the two crimes although no formal or-

some circumstances such as where defendant has der of consolidation was entered The 9th Circuit re

long history of violating parole U.S Thomas versed defendants career offender sentence holding

F.2d 3rd Cir April 21 1992 No 91-5719 that the two prior burglaries should have been

counted as single offense under the Commentary to

2nd Circuit prohibits examining underlying facts U.S section 4A1.2 because they were
to determine whether offense Is crime of violence consolidated for sentencing The court noted that

520 Defendant contended that his third degree state the case on which the district court relied U.S

burglary conviction should not be considered crime Gross 897 F.2d 414 9th Cir 1990 had been over-

of violence for career offender purposes because no ruled by U.S Anderson 942 F.2d 606 614 N.5

actual violence was involved The 2nd Circuit held 9th Cir 1991 en banc U.S Chapnlck F.2d

that it was improper to consider the facts underlying 9th Cir April 29 1992 No 1-50194

prior offense when that offense has been designated

crime of violence by the guidelines The sentencing Commission reaffirms that possession of firearm

commission has determined that certain crimes by felon is not crime of violence 520 In

regardless of the precise conduct are inherently yb proposed amendment effective November 1992
lent For purposes of determining career offender the Commission ratified its previous amendment to

status there is no such thing as non-violent kid- the commentary to section 4B1.2 reaffirming that

napping or non-violent burglary of dwelling U.S the term crime of violence does not include the of

Telesco F.2d 2nd Cir April 20 1992 No fense of unlawful possession of firearm by felon
91-1566 The court noted however that if the instant offense

is the unlawful possession of firearm by felon

6th Circuit reverses determination that two state section 2K2 provides an increase in offense level if

felony convictions were Invalid 520 The district the defendant has one or more prior felony convic
court held that defendant was not career offender tions for crime of violence or controlled substance

finding that his two prior state convictions were in- offense and if the defendant is sentenced under the

valid because his guilty pleas were not taken in corn- provisions of 18 U.S.C section 924e section 4B1.4

pliance with Tennessee law under State Mackey armed career criminal will apply
553 S.W.2d 337 Tenn 1977 In Mackey the Ten
nessee Supreme Court mandated litany of advice to

Determininct the Sentence
the defendant before court could accept guilty Chter
plea However in later case the Tennessee ____________________________________
Supreme Court recognized that the Mackey proce
dure was based on both the constitution and the su- Commission reduces two offense levels and desig
pervisory power of the Tennessee Supreme Court It nates four zones in sentencing table 550 In

said that omissions of state requirements as op proposed amendment effecUve November 1992
posed to consitutional requirements may be re- the Commission amended the sentencing table for

viewed only on direct appeal and may not be the ba- criminal history category to reduce offense level

sis of post-conviction relief The 6th Circuit found from 1.7 to 0-6 months and level from 2-8 to 0-6

that because defendant did not raise objections to the months In addition the Commission designated

alleged Mackey non-constitutional violations on di- four zones zone contains all ranges having

rect appeal his convictions were not invalid under minimum of months zone minimum of at least

state law The court then found no federal constitu- but not more than months zone minimum of

tional violaUons Therefore defendant should have or 10 months and zone all guideline ranges
been sentenced as career offender U.S Mc- having minimum of twelve months or more
Glockin F.2d 6th Cir April 20 1992 No 91-

6121
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supervised release was not an upward departure missions own regulations McQuerry U.S Parole
5th CIrcuit holds that occupational restriction on due process and that it acted contrary to the corn-

requiring advance notice 580 Defendant was for- Commission F.2d 9th Cir April 13 1992 No

bidden from working in the car sales business during 1-55536

his period of supervised release The 5th CIrcuit re

jected his contention that this occupational restric- 8th CircuIt denies credit for time spent under pre

Uon constituted an upward departure from the trial house arrest 600 The 8th CircuIt held that

guidelines and thus required advance notice prior to defendant was not entitled to credit for time he spent

sentencing Section 5F1.5 authorizes an occupa- under pretrial house arrest House arrest restric

tional restriction as special condition of supervised Uons placed on defendant as condition of pretrial

release The restriction here was not an upward de- release do not constitute official detention within the

parture because it fell within the range of sentencing meaning of 18 U.S.C section 3585b Moreover

conditions available to the court under the guide- under the recent Supreme court decision in U.S

lines Moreover it would not be in the Interest of WIlson 112 S.Ct March 24 1992 No 91-1745

justice to extend the notice requirement to cases the Attorney General rather than the district court

where the term of confinement was not at stake must determine credit for pretrial confinement U.S

Judge Jolly dissented believing that notice was re- Blumberg F.2d 8th Cir April 13 1992 No

quired because an occupational restriction Is sig- 91-2794

nificant deprivation of liberty interest U.S Mills

F.2d 5th Cir April 14 1992 No 91-1841 8th CIrcuit remands because district court failed

to find whether defendant had the ability to pay

5th CircuIt upholds prohibition against working In $20000 fIne 630 The 8th Circuit remanded be-

car sales but strikes down requirement to sell cause the district court failed to make specific find-

dealership 580 Defendant was used car sales- ings as to defendants ability to pay $20000 fine

man who pled guilty to turning back odometers on Defendantgraduated from high school and attended

12 cars he sold and to reporting false sales prices vocational school but never finished He was self-

for state sales tax purposes The district court pro- employed for time as auto mechanic and had

hibited defendant from working in the car sales busi- previously worked as machine operator bus boy

ness during his period of supervised release and or- and paper boy The presentence report Indicated

dered him to close and sell his car dealership The that defendant owned house but his equity in that

5th Circuit upheld the employment restriction as house was unknown No other assets were specifi

valid condition of supervised release but struck cally listed in the presentence report nor was any in-

down as overbroad the provision requiring sale of the dependent evaluation of defendants assets ever in-

business Defendants occupation as car dealer ob- troduced at sentencing It is an incorrect application

viously bore direct relationship to his offense of of the guidelines to impose fine that defendant has

tampering with odometers However guideline sec- little chance of paying determination that the de

tion 5F1 limIts the scope of the occupational re- fendant has sufficient assets to pay fine must be

striction to the minimum reasonably necessary to based on more than statement to that effect in the

protect the public It would be sufficient to ban de- presentence report U.S Granados F.2d

fendant from all personal participatiOn In the opera- 8th Cir April 15 1992 No 90-3012

tion of this or any other car business during the term

of supervised release U.S Mills F.2d 5th 9th Circuit upholds cumulative sentences for at

Cir April 14 1992 No 91-1841 tempted drug possession and related firearm of

fense 650 Defendant conceded that it was clear

9th Circuit holds that Parole Commission did not that Congress intended to impose cumulative pun

retroactively forfeit street time after term expired Ishments for substantive drug offenses and related

590 Defendant argued that the Parole Commission firearms offenses However he maintained that there

Improperly extended his special parole term by was no evidence that Congress intended to punish

retroactively forfeiting street time after his term ex- cumulatively for an attempt offense and related

pired The 9th Circuit held that his term had not ex- firearm offense The 9th CIrcuit found no basis for

pired Therefore regulations implementing 21 U.S.C this distinction noting that it was singularly unlikely

section 84 1c which permit reopening to deduct that Congress Intended to authorize cumulative pun-

street time erroneously credited were properly ap- ishment in the case of one but not the other U.S

plied to defendants case The court rejected the de- Smith F.2d 9th Cir April 24 1992 No 89

fendants arguments that the commission should be 10649

estopped from reopening his case that It violated
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9th Circuit holds that court has discretion to im- necessary U.S Rodriguez F.2d 2nd Cir

pose concurrent terms for offenses committed April 13 1992
while in custody 650 U.S.S.G 5G1.3a requires

consecutive sentence for an offense committed while 3rd Circuit rejects upward departure designed to

the defendant is serving term of imprisonment compensate for decision not to charge defendant

Nevertheless since 18 U.S.C section 3584a permits with more serious offense 715 Defendant pled

sentences to be imposed concurrently or consecu- guilty to four counts of making false statements in

tively the 9th Circuit in U.S Wills 881 F.2d 823 connection with the acquisition of firearms in return

826 9th Cir 1989 held that the district court retains for the governments agreement not to charge defen

discretion to order concurrent term The 9th Cir- dant with the more serious crime of possession of

cuit held that this means that the court has discretion firearm by felon The false statement convictions

to depart and impose concurrent sentences pro- resulted in guideline range of 24 to 30 months

.vlded the departure is in harmony with the guide- The government argued that the district courts de

lines Since the court here recognized its ability to parture to 60 month sentence was justified by the

depart but declined to do so the sentence was not fact that defendant could have been charged with the

reviewable U.S Loll F.2d 9th Cir April 29 firearm possession charge which would have re

1992 No 91-10226 suIted in mandatory 15 year sentence The 3rd

Circuit held that it was error to depart upward to

Commission rejects youthful lack of guidance as compensate for the governments decision not to

basis for departure 690715736 In pro- charge defendant with more serious crime An up
posed amendment effective November 1992 the ward departure in offense level may not be based

Commission added new section 5H1.12
stating that upon uncharged crimes Fairness dictates that the

lack of guidance as youth and similar circum- government not be allowed to bring the firearm pos
stances indicating disadvantaged upbringing are not session crime through the back door in the sen
relevant grounds for Imposing sentence outside the tencing phase when it had previously chosen not to

applicable guideline range This amendment ap- bring it through the front door in the charging

pears to disapprove the 9th Circuits contrary deci- phase U.S Thomas F.2d 3rd Cir April 21

sion in U.S Floyd 945 F.2d 1096 9th Cir 1991 1992 No 91.57 19

Denartures Generall p5K 8th Circuit upholds refusal to depart based upon

________________________________ extraordinary rehabilitation but notes that gov
ernment motion is not required 715860 The

2nd CircuIt holds court was not required at plea district court denied defendants request for down-

hearing to give notice of Its intent to depart up- ward departure based upon her rehabilitation find

ward 700761780 The 2nd Circuit held that the ing that the circumstances did not warrant down-

district court was not required to advise defendant ward departure However the court also expressed

prior to accepting his guilty plea that it intended to its view that it could not depart in the absence of

depart upward from the guidelines Fed Crim government motion The 8th Circuit affirmed since

11 required the court to advise defendant of the it lacked authority to review sentencing courts ex

maximum sentence he faced and to advise him gen- ercise of its discretion to refrain from departing

eraily about the guidelines Of course before de- downward However it noted that contrary to the

parting upward from the guidelines the court was judges view sentencing judge may depart down-

required to give defendant notice and an opportunity ward without government motion in unusual cir

to be heard But the district court satisfied both of cumstances such as extraordinary restitution U.S

these obligations At the plea hearing the court in- Condelee F.2d 8th Cir April 15 1992 No
formed defendant of the minimum and maximum 91.2032

sentences provided by statute advised him that the

guideline sentencing range was unclear and that even 2nd Circuit rejects ineffective assistance of coun

after the range was determined the court had the au- sd claim based upon failure to request downward

thority in some circumstances to impose more se- departure 716736 The 2nd Circuit rejected de

vere sentence and that if more severe sentence fendants claim that he had received ineffective assis

were imposed defendant would still be bound by the Lance of counsel because of his attorneys failure to

plea One month prior to sentencing the court ad- request downward departure based upon the fact

vised both sides in writing that it was considering that his wife was expecting twins and the smaller sen

whether an upward departure might be appropriate tence his co-defendant received Family ties and re

in light of the drug quantity involved No more was sponsibilitles are not ordinarily relevant in deter-
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mining whether to depart downward The fact that could be grounds for reduction for acceptance of

co-participant In the offense received lower sen- responsibility under guideline section 3E1.1 How
tence is not basis for downward departure U.S ever decisions not to depart from guideline range

Javino F.2d 2nd Cir April 1992 No 91- are generally unrevlewable absent mistake of law or

1490 incorrect application of the guidelines U.S

Sherod F.2d D.C Cir April 17 1992 No 91-

8th CIrcuit rejects disparate sentence of co-con- 3083

spirator as grounds for resentencing 716 The 8th

Circuit found no error in the district courts imposi- 9th CircuIt reverses physical injury departure

Don of two sentences that were much higher than the where court doubled the Impact of its analogy

one imposed upon co-conspirator sentence is 721 The district court departed upward by four of

not disproportionate Just because Its exceeds co- fense levels to take account of the bite wounds and

defendants sentence Disparity will always exist so crushed thumbs suffered by the FBI agents when de

long as sentences are based upon the specific facts of fendant resisted arrest The court Justified the de
each Individual defendants case court is not gree of departure by analogy to section 2A2.2 which

obliged to consider the sentence of co-defendant provides for two-level increase when the defen

when imposing sentence on defendant Here the dants aggravated assault results in bodily injury In

defendants who challenged their sentences were ei- arriving at its effective four-level increase the district

ther organizers or significant participants in the drug court apparently multiplied the two-level increase by

conspiracy and had substantial criminal histories the number of victims The 9th CIrcuit reversed be

In contrast the co-defendant was mule or runner cause under the grouping rule in U.S.S.G section

who withdrew from the conspiracy prior to its end 3D1.4 the offenses against the two victims would

Thus the disparity properly reflected the defendants have been grouped resulting in only two-level net

Individual criminal histories and degrees of involve- increase Thus the district court Improperly doubled

ment in the conspiracy U.S Granados F.2d the impact of the aggravating circumstance and the

8th Cir April 15 1992 No 90-3012 departure was unreasonable U.S Strelt F.2d

9th Cir April 23 1992 No 90-10509

9th CIrcuit holds that absence of evidence of con
tinued criminAlity constitutes finding of 9th Circuit does not require any particular ap
aberrant conduct 719 Defendant had no crimi- proach to departures beyond criminal history cat-

nat history and was convicted ot one isolated crimi- egory VI 508 The 9th Circuit declined to mandate

nat act The district judge refused to depart down- that sentencing judges adhere to any one particular

ward stating that even if aberrant behavior was approach to departures beyond category VI How-

permissible basis for departure It could find no facts ever the sentencing court must follow some

in this case to warrant departure On appeal the reasonable articulated methodology consistent with

9th CIrcuit reversed holding that the absence of the purposes and structure of the guidelines Here

evidence of continued criminality constitutes find- the district court apparently dis-aggregated defen

Ing of aberrancy There was no evidence that defen- dants prior consolidated sentences to derive new

dant was regular participant in an ongoing criminal criminal history point total The court and counsel

enterprise or that he had been convicted of unrelated made reference to hypothetical criminal history cate

illegal acts The district court erred in thinking that gorles of LX and XII and the judge remarked that

additional findings were necessary to give it the au- he was Increasing the criminal history category from

thority to depart down U.S Morales F.2d category VIto category LX The 9th Circuit found

9th Cir April 17 1992 No 91-505 13 the district judges efforts commendable but never

theless remanded because the court failed to explain

D.C Circuit refuses to review refusal to depart adequately its reasoning process The 9th CircuIt re

based on rehabilitative potential 719860 Rely- Jected the use of so-called vertical analogies to more

ing on U.S HarrIngton 947 F.2d 956 1991 de- serious offenses because there is no obvious limit on

fendant appealed the district courts refusal to grant the district courts discretion U.S Strelt F.2d

downward departure based upon psychological 9th Cir April 23 1992 No 90-10509

evaluation stating that he had enormous potential for

rehabilitation which could be destroyed by sentence 2nd Circuit upholds departure despite courts fail-

within his guideline range The D.C Circuit ruled ure to consider Interim levels of departure 738
that the decision not to depart was unreviewable The 2nd Circuit found that resentencing was not nec-

Defendants reliance upon Harrtngton was mistaken essary even though in departing upward by six levels

That case suggested that defendants rehabilitation the district court failed to explicitly consider and
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state its reasons for rejecting each interim level as sentence On appeal the 9th Circuit affirmed hold-

required by U.S ti Kim 896 F.2d 678 2nd CIr Ing that Fed Crim 32a1C was satisfied as

1990 The applicable version of the continuing long as the defendant made his statement before the

criminal enterprise guideline section 2D1.5 carried end of the sentencing hearing Nothing In the record

base offense level of 36 regardless of drug quantity suggested that the district courts preliminary views

involved The commentary provides that If the quan- were final or inflexible before It heard defendants

tity of drugs substantially exceeds that required for allocution The court added that this was not case
level 36 In the drug quantity table an upward depar- where remand to different judge would have been

ture may be justified level 36 corresponded to necessary. U.S Lauerne F.2d 9th Cir April

only half-kilogram of crack while defendants of- 28 1992 No 89-10356
fense Involved over 100 times more than that The
court then noted that the November 1989 version 10th Circuit holds that terinlnaUon date of con
.of the drug quantity table set an offense level of 42 for spiracy is sentencing factor to be decided by
quantities of crack in excess of 15 kilograms and Judge 750 The 10th Circuit held that due process
found this then-current version was the best guide does not require special factual finding from the

for the degree of departure An offense level of 42 jury regarding sentencing factors The termination

yielded guideline range of 360 months to life and date of conspiracy is sentencing factor which re
defendant received 360 month sentence U.S lates only to the calculus of the sentence rather than

Rodriguez F.2d 2nd Cir April 13 1992 to the issue of guilt or innocence Thus It was

proper for the judge to determine the termination

3rd Circuit suggests downward departure where date of the conspiracy U.S i. Stanberry F.2d

case only technically qualified under schoolyard 10th Cir April 21 1992 No 91-7021
statute 738 The so-called schoolyard provision of

the federal drug laws provides enhanced penalties for D.C Circuit upholds district courts refusal to or-

certain drug crimes that occur within 1000 feet of der supplemental presentence report 760 After

school Defendant argued that the provision requires successful appeal defendants case was remanded
an Intent to distribute the drugs within 1000 feet of for resentencing On defendants second appeal the

school The 3rd Circuit rejected this argument The D.C Circuit rejected his claim that the district court

possibility of application to defendant who goes by erred in denying his request for supplemental pre
school in train or other vehicle on the way to sentence report prior to resentencing The Initial

narcotics deal did not warrant an Intent requirement presentence report had given defendant the required
trial court presented with one of these extreme notice of the probation officers recommendations on

cases could depart downward under the sentencing sentencIng classifications and the applicable guide-

guidelines In most cases the effect of the school- line range Absent change of mind by the probation

yard statute is one or two point Increase In offense officer which defendant did not allege there was no
level under section 2D1.2a If case technically basis in Rule 32a for requiring the preparation of

qualifies for such an increase but it Is clear that the supplemental report Moreover the court allowed

defendants conduct did not create any Increased risk defendant to submit new information that he deemed
for those whom the schoolyard statute was intended relevant to his resentencing Thus the court did not

to protect one or two point departure to eliminate violate 18 U.S.C section 3661 by placing limits on
this increase would be permissible U.S ti Ro- the introduction of information concerning defen

driguez F.2d 3rd Cir April 17 1992 No 91 dants background character or conduct U.S
1252 Barry F.2d D.C Cir April 17 1992 No 91

___________________________________
3258

Sentencing Hearing S6A
________________________________

7th Circuit rules defendant had sufficient oppor
tunity to review presentence report 761 Two

9th CircuIt upholds sentence announced before weeks before sentencing defendant attempted to

defendants allocutlon 750 Wlilie addressing de- withdraw his plea and asked for new counsel to be

fense counsels argument the court stated that de- appointed When his motions were denied he ex
fendant would receive sentence of 225 months Af- pressed desire for his retained lawyer to represent
ter this preliminary sentence was announced the him The judge rescheduled sentencing for one

prosecutor reminded the court that it must allow de- month later and ordered defendants lawyer to file his

fendant to make statement before Imposing sen- objections to the presentence report The lawyer
tence The defendant then made the same arguments then submitted six pages of typed single-spaced ob
as his attorney after which the court pronounced jections At the hearing when defendant told the
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judge he had not seen his lawyer to discuss the pre- waived the Issue on appeal U.S Kay F.2d

sentence report the judge suspended the hearing for 10th Cir April 17 1992 No 1-4060
an hour to allow defendant to confer with the lawyer
When the hearing resumed defendant and his lawyer 1st Circuit upholds reliance on Information ad-

both told the Judge that they had sufficient opportu- duced at trials of co-conspirators 770 Defendant

nity to confer about the presentence report At sen- complained that he was denied effective assistance of

tencing both defendant and his lawyer commented counsel by the district courts reliance upon informa
on the presentence report The 7th CircuIt rejected tion adduced at the trials of co-conspirators to find

defendants claim that he was denied sumcient op him the leader of five or more people under guideline

portunity to review and rebut the presentence report section 3D 1.1a The 1st Circuit rejected this com
U.S Trussel F.2d 7th Cir April 14 1992 plaint since district court may rely on evidence ad-
No 1-1220 duced at trials of co-conspirators for sentencing pur

poses as long as the defendant receives notice prior
3rd CIrcuit rules district court did not rely upon to its use and has the opportunity to challenge its re
disputed amount of loss In pre-guldelines case liability Here defendant received notice through the

765 In pre-guidelines case defendant challenged presentence report that the information was being
the presentence reports determination that the loss used Moreover the original indictment named
caused by his offense totalled $140 million by noting seven co-conspirators thereby putting defendant on
that civil suit in connection with the matter had notice that he might be considered leader of con-

been settled for $13 million The judge declined to spiracy consisting of at least five members The dis
resolve the matter stating that he would not rely puted information was also contained in trial mem
upon the $140 million figure at sentencing orandum that defendant received prior to trial U.S
Nonetheless the court rejected community service McCarthy F.2d 1st CIr April 15 1992 No
sentence because the dimensions of defendants fraud 1-1617
and the harm he inflicted were enormous The 3rd

Circuit rejected defendants claim that the district 6th Circuit upholds reliance upon hearsay state-

court relied on the $140 million in sentencing defen- ments corroborated by other witness testimony at

dant There was ample evidence in the record which trial 770 The 6th Circuit upheld the district courts
demonstrated that his actions caused substantial fi- reliance upon hearsay statements in defendants pre
nancial loss Defendant conceded that he had agreed sentence report to determine defendants role in the

to pay $13 million in settlement of civil suit U.S offense The statements were corroborated by other

Gross F.2d 3rd Cir April 20 1992 No 91- witness testimony at trial and thus contained suffi

1520 dent indicia of reliability to support their probable

accuracy U.S Holmes F.2d 6th Cir April
10th CIrcuit affirms that defendant had ample op- 13 1992 No 91-3735

portunity to object to enhancement recoinniended

In presentence report 765 The 10th Circuit re- 8th Circuit upholds reliance on testimony at trial

jected defendants claim that the district court failed of co-defendants where defendant failed to object
to give him the opportunity to object to an enhance- 770855 Defendant challenged the quantity of

ment recommended in his presentence report At drugs attributed to him at sentencing arguing that

sentencing the district court asked whether defense because he objected to the presentence report the

counsel had any objections to the sentencing report government should have presented evidence other

other than those contained in motion filed prior to than the presentence report at sentencing The 8th

sentencing The motion did not object to the en- Circuit affirmed Although sentencing defendant

hancement Defense counsel stated that he had re- solely on hearsay statements from presentence re
viewed the report with defendant and that there were port may violate defendants 6th Amendment rights
no additional objections There was no merit to de- here the district court also relied upon the live testi

fendants claim that the district court erroneously mony it heard at the trial of defendants co-defen

failed to make specific findings as to the accuracy of dants The court considered this evidence at sen
the information in the presentence report related to tencing and defendant made no objection Judge
the enhancement Rule 32c3D contemplates that Arnold concurred finding it was proper to rely upon
the defendant or his counsel allege any factual mac- this evidence only because defendant made no objec
curacy in the presentence report before the district tion to it at sentencing He was bothered by the im
court is require to make particular finding as to the plication in the majority opinion that the procedure
factual inaccuracy Defendants failure to object followed here was proper In footnote the majority

noted that had defendant made proper objection to
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the evidence Its opinion might have been different 7th CircuIt upholds district courts refusal to hold

U.S ti SummerJield F.2d 8th Cir April 13 evidentlary hearing before denying motion to

1992 No 91-2386 withdraw plea 790 The 7th Circuit upheld the dis

____________________________________ trict courts refusal to hold an evidentiary hearing

Plea Areements 6B prior to denying defendants motion to withdraw his

____________________________________ guilty plea defendant who presents reason for

withdrawing his plea that contradicts the answers he

6th CIrcuit says Judge complied with Rule 11 in gave at Rule 11 hearing faces an uphill battle in

accepting plea agreement prior to receipt of pre- persuading judge that his purported reason for

sentence report 780 At defendaits plea hearing withdrawing his plea is fair and just Here defen

the judge stated that Im going to accept the plea dant contended that he was confused about possi

agreement with 15 years and will not change it Im ble entrapment defense and that he did not receive

not going to wait for the presentence report to corn- sufficient advice from counsel to dispel his confu

mit to that situation Defendants plea agreement re slon However at the hearing defendant displayed

vealed that defendant could not be classified as ca- no confusion about what he was doing and never

reer offender and thus 15-year sentence exceeded once used the word entrapment Moreover he was

his guideline range At the sentencing hearing the no babe in the woods being 42 years old with four

judge gave defendant the opportunity to withdraw his prior felony convictions It was not clear error for

plea but defendant declined agreeing to accept the district judge to conclude without an evidentiary

modified sentence of 10 years The 6th Circuit re- hearing that defendants claims of confusion were

jected defendants claim that the Judge had not corn- just an attempt to manipulate the court U.S

plied with Fed Crim 11 in taking the plea Trussel F.2d 7th Cir April 14 1992 No 91-

Guideline section 6B1.1 as interpreted by U.S 1220

Kemper 908 F.2d 33 6th Cir 1990 makes it clear

that although the court stated it was unconditionally 9th Circuit holds that court is not bound by mac

accepting defendants plea agreement in fact the ac- curate stipulation of drug amount 795 As part of

ceptance was contingent upon its review of the pre- the plea agreement the parties stipulated that the

sentence report If the court determines that there amount of cocaine base was less than five grams

was an error in calculating the agreed-upon sentence Both parties knew this was inaccurate The presen

it must reject the plea and afford defendant an oppor- tence report relying on information furnished by the

tunity to withdraw his guilty plea The judge did so prosecutor correctly stated that defendant dis

but defendant chose not to withdraw his plea Fields tributed 5.19 grams of cocaine base The district

U.S. F.2d 6th Cir April 22 1992 No 91- court refused to follow the stipulation and based the

3939 sentence on 5.19 grams On appeal the 9th Circuit

affirmed holding that in accordance with U.S.S.G

2nd Circuit refuses to permit withdrawal of plea section 6B1.4b the court was not bound by the

entered In erroneous belief that government would stipulation in the plea agreement The court noted

dismiss indictment against co-conspirator 790 that its holding was in agreement with other circuits

The 2nd Circuit rejected defendants contention that U.S Mason F.2d 9th Cir April 23 1992

he should have been permitted to withdraw his guilty No 89-30156

plea because it was entered In the erroneous belief ______________________________________

that the government would dismiss the indictment
Violations of Probation and

against co-conspirator In his plea hearing defen-
Supervised Release Chapter

dant gave no Indication that he was pleading guilty in
___________________________________

order to secure favorable treatment for the co-con

spirator When asked whether anyone had made any 10th CircuIt holds sentence after probation revo

other promises to him in connection with sentencing cation must be within original range 800 Defen

he answered in the negative Remarking on the col- dant had guideline range of zero to five months

loquy and noting that defendant did not claim his and received sentence of three years probation Af

innocence of the charge the district court denied de- Icr his probation was revoked defendant received

fendants motion in connection with his motion to seven month sentence based upon newly-enacted

withdraw his plea. This was not an abuse of discre- guideline section 7B1.4a which yielded guideline

tion U.S Rodriguez F.2d 2nd Cir April range of to 11 months The 10th Circuit reversed

13 1992 holding that 18 U.S.C section 3565 and the policy

statements regarding probation revocation in Chapter

of the guidelines mandate sentence that was
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available at the time of the initial sentencing The In- to his motion to vacate sentence in which he specifi

tial sentencing is the time the defendant was origi- cally raised the guidelines issues Fields U.S
nally sentenced to probation not the time probation F.2d 6th CIr April 22 1992 No 91-3939

is revoked U.S Maltals F.2d 10th Cir

April 15 1992 No 91-8060 9th CircuIt refuses to resolve questions not raised

in the district court 855 Defendant argued that

11th Circuit rules that after revocation of super- the district court was required to permit him to with-

vised release court may not order term of imprls- draw his plea because it was entered pursuant to

onment and reimpose supervised release 800 Fed Crim 1e However this issue was

Under 18 U.S.C section 3583e3 district court is not presented to the district court andas result the

authorized to revoke supervised release term and government did not have an opportunity to demon-

then require the defendant to serve in prison all or strate that the plea was not entered pursuant to that

art of the term of supervised release without credit section Accordingly the 9th Circuit declined to re

for time previously served on post-release supervi- solve the question on the present record For the

sion The 11th Circuit ruled that there was no statu- same reason the court refused to rule on whether the

tory provision authorizing the district court to relm- prosecutor violated the plea agreement by disclosing

pose supervised release after defendant serves his re- facts to the probation department that were inconsis

yoked prison term Section 3583a only authorizes tent with those set forth in the plea agreement The

supervised release in conjunction with prison sen- court affirmed the sentence expressing no view on

tences for other crimes Section 3583e2 autho- the merits of these issues or whether they could be

rizes the extension of term of supervised release if resolved in post-conviction challenge to the Judg
less than the maximum authorized term was previ- ment U.S Mason F.2d 9th Cir April 23

ously imposed Here the district court did impose 1992 No 89-30156

the maximum authorized supervised release term for

defendants offense U.S Williams F.2d 1st Circuit refuses to review sentence at top of

11th Cir April 16 1992 No 91-3000 applicable guideline range 860 The 1st Circuit

refused to review defendants claim that the district

Appeal of Sentence 18 U.S.C 3742 court erroneously sentenced him to the maximum

___________________________________________
sentence under his applicable guideline range An

appellate court lacks jurisdiction to review sentence

10th Circuit rules that ineffective assistance of within the applicable guideline range U.S Aubin
counsel claim cannot be raised on direct appeal If F.2d 1st Cir April 15 1992 No 91-1870

not raised In district court 850880 Defendant

claimed that if his right to challenge firearm en- 7th Circuit says appeal of courts refusal to depart

hancement was not preserved for appeal because his downward is frivolous 860 The 7th Circuit found

counsel failed to object to it below then he received that defendants appeal of the district courts refusal

ineffective assistance of counsel The 10th Circuit to depart downward borderledj on being frivolous

held that ineffective assistance of counsel claims can- It had no jurisdiction under 18 U.S.C section

not be resolved on direct appeal when the claim has 3742a over district courts refusal to depart

not been raised in the district court Thus It de- downward unless the sentence was Imposed In viola

dined to review this issue without prejudice to de- tion of the law Defendant did not suggest how the

fendants right to raise the issue in proceedings refusal to depart in this case violated any law U.S

brought under 28 U.S.C section 2255 U.S Kay Tru.ssel F.2d 7th Cir April 14 1992 No
F.2d 10th Cir April 17 1992 No 1-4060 91-1220

6th CircuIt reviews sentencing issues raised In 9th Circuit says judge knew he could depart 860
amendment to motion to vacate sentence When defense counsel first asked for departure the

855880 In an appeal of the district courts denial judge said Im not inclined to go below 240 months

of defendants motion under section 2255 to vacate which is barely above the minimum guideline

his sentence the government argued that the appel- range The guideline is 235-293 mean would

late court was not required to address defendants you have me depart below that When defense

challenges to the calculation of his sentence under counsel answered yes because he believed there was

the guidelines because defendant failed to raise the entrapment the judge stated that there was no en-

issues below The 6th Circuit found that review of trapment because the defendants were involved in an

the district courts application of the guidelines was ongoing business The court also considered and

appropriate because defendant flied an amendment rejected counsels plea to reduce the sentence be-
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cause the defendants criminal history was over- strong interest in seeing that the property is no

stated There was no indication that the judge longer used for illegal purposes this Interest can be

thought he was powerless to depart His refusal to met through means less drastic than seizure of the

do so was unreviewable U.S Reyes-Alvarado real property Nevertheless the court said that the

F.2d 9th Cir April 29 1992 No 1.50052 mere fact of the illegal seizure standing alone did

not immunize the property from forfeiture It simply

1st CircuIt reviews de novo whether flight consti- entitled the claimant to the rents accrued during the

tuted obstruction of Justice under 1989 guide- Illegal seizure of his home U.S James Daniel

lines 870 The 1st Circuit reviewed de novo Property F.2d 9th Clr April 24 1992 No 90-

whether defendants flight after conviction but prior 16636

to sentencing constituted obstruction of justice under

the 1989 version of the guidelines U.S McCarthy 5th CircuIt rules that notice of appeal was not nul

F.2d 1st Cir April 15 1992 No 91-1617 llfled by motion for rehearIng 920 On April 22

claimant filed motion to set aside an April 15 de

7th CircuIt reviews de novo whether tax loss fault judgment in forfeiture action On May 15 the

should be based on previously assessed tax defi- motion was denied Defendant then filed motion

ciency or value of hidden assets 870 The 7th for rehearing on May 22 and notice of appeal on

Circuit found that it was question of law whether May 28 The motion for rehearing was denied by the

the amount of tax loss under guideline section 2T1 district court on May 29 and no subsequent notice of

and 2T1.3 should be based on the amount of defen- appeal was filed The 5th Circuit held that the May

dants previously assessed tax deficiency or the value 28 notice of appeal was not nullified under Fed

of assets she hid from the IRS Thus the district Civ 4a4 by the May 22 motion for rehearing

courts determination was reviewed de novo U.S that was not disposed of until May 29 The April 22

Brimberry F.2d 7th Cir April 17 1992 No motion to set aside the default Judgment should be

90-3754 treated for purposes of Rule 4a4 as motion un

_________________________________ der Fed Civ 59 As such the May 22 motion

Forfeiture Cases
for rehearing would under Harcort Barge Co

_________________________________
Boat Rentals 784 F.2d 665 5th Clr 1986 be re

garded as Rule 59 motion directed to the overruling

1st Circuit rules that default In forfeiture case is of prior Rule 59 motion Any motion to amend

res judicata against action to recover damages for judgment served within 10 days after entry of judg

property lost in forfeiture action 900 The 1st ment except for proper Rule 60a motion to cor

Circuit In one paragraph opInion affirmed the dis- rect purely clerical errors is to be considered Rule

trict courts determination that plaintiffs present ac- 59e motion U.S One 1988 Dodge Pickup

lion to recover damages for jewelry which was the F.2d 5th Cir April 22 192 No 1-2556

subject of forfeiture action was barred by res judi

cata That plaintiffs defenses to the forfeiture actions 5th CircuIt affirms that claimant had notice of ju

were not actually litigated either in the forfeiture ac- diclal default In forfeiture case 930 In forfei

lion or in plaintiffs subsequent Rule 60b motion to ture action brought against truck the 5th CircuIt

set aside the forfeiture judgment did not change this affirmed the district courts denial of claimants mo
since judgment even if obtained by default has res ton to set aside default judgment The vehicle was

judicata effect against all defenses which could have seized in August 1990 when claimant drove it across

been raised in the action Ramirez-Fernandez 1. the border from Mexico In November 1990

U.S F.2d 1st Cir April 10 1992 No 91- claimant aided by his attorney filed bond and

2254 claim with Customs and both were notified that judi

cial forfeiture proceedings would be filed In Febru

9th Circuit requires pre.sei.zure hearing before ary 1990 these proceedings were instituted and no-

seizure of claimants home 910 in this case the tice was published An Assistant Attorney

government waited four and half years before seiz- called claimants attorney at least twice prior to April

Ing defendants home for forfeiture The 9th Circuit and left messages concerning the vehicle On April

held that on these facts the claimant was entiuled to the Assistant U.S Attorney wrote letter advising

notice and an opportunity to be heard before his that on April he intended to file motion for de

home was seized The court rejected the govern- fault Claimant admits he received this letter on

ments argument that no pre.selzure hearing should April On April 10 the Assistant U.S Attorney

be required because quick action was necessary mailed to the attorney his motion for entry of default

The court said that while the government has On April 10 the attorney called but the Assistant U.S
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Attorney was unavailable The determination that U.S Aubin F.2d 1st Cir April 15 1992 No
defendant had adequate and timely notice of the for- 91-1870 Pg 10 21

feiture proceedings and failed to demonstrate good U.S Baker F.2d 8th CIr April 21 1992 No
cause for not filing claim sooner was supported by 90-3098 Pg 12

the record U.S One 1988 Dodge Pickup F.2d u.s Barry F.2d D.C Cir April 17 1992

5th Cir April 22 1992 No 91-2556 No 1.3258 Pg 12 18

U.S Bell F.Supp N.D Iowa March 30
9th CIrcuit permits dismissal for delay In filing 1992 No CR 1-2016 Pg
forfeiture suit even where statute of limitations U.S Beshore F.2d 8th CIr April 20 1992

has not yet run 930 The customs laws provide for No 1-2434 Pg
five year statute of limitations for Initiating cus- U.S Blumberg F.2d 8th CIr April 13 1992

toms forfeiture and penalty proceedings 19 U.S.C No 91-2794 Pg 10 12 15

section 1721 Section 1603 requIres customs officers U.S Brimberry F.2d 7th CIr April 17

to report customs offenses to the U.S Attorney and 1992 No 90-3754 Pg 22

section 1604 requIres the Attorney General to U.S Chapnlck F.2d 9th Cir April 29 1992

immediately and forthwith bring forfeiture action No 91-50194 Pg 14

If he believes that one is warranted The 9th CircuIt U.S Chavez.Gutlerrez F.2d 9th Cir April

held that the substance of the procedures outlined in 24 1992 No 1-30025 Pg
sections 1602-04 is not limited to those instances U.S Colon F.2d 2nd Cir April 1992 No
where seizure of the property has already occurred 91-1360 Pg
The same procedural requirements require the gov- U.S Condelee F.2d 8th CIr April 15 1992

ernment to act promptly when they learn of violations No 91-2032 Pg 16

of the law that may subject property to forfeiture U.S Craddock F.Supp s.D Pa March 24

Accordingly the case was remanded to develop fac- 1992 No 91-00424-10 Pg 11

tual record to determine whether the government U.S Dc Veal F.2d 5th Cir April 15 1992

acted promptly In filing this forfeiture action four and No 1-3786 Pg
one-half years after the violation occurred Judge U.S Deaulieau F.2d 2nd CIr March

Noonan dissented arguing that the majority In effect 1992 No 91-1290 Pg 10 12

creates new statute of limitations U.S James U.S Droge F.2d 2nd CIr April 1992 No
Daniel Property F.2d 9th Cir April 24 1992 91-1222 Pg
No 90-16636 U.S Fine 946 F.2d 659 9th CIr 1991 Pg

______________________________
U.S Floyd 945 F.2d 1096 9th Cir 1991 Pg 16

.1

U.S Granados F.2d 8th CIr April 15 1992
Jazenueu JpwOfl No 90-3012 Pg 15 17

U.S.v Green F.2d 9th CIr April 24 1992 No

710719U.S Valente F.2d 9th CIr april 91-50325 Pg 10

1992 No 91-10256 amended F.2d 9th U.S Gross F.2d 3rd CIr April 20 1992

Cir April 29 1992 No 1-1520 Pg 19

_________________________________
U.S Holmes F.2d 6th CIr April 13 1992
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